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DEFINING A CONNECTION FUNCTION AS A BASE FOR A USER INTERFACE
TO A RELATIONAL DATABASE
Zh. S. ANGELOV
"Interprograma"
P.o.b. 795 
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
I n t r O d U C t 1 О П
The rnide p ro life ra t io n  of computers in  information serv ic ing 
puts formard the problem fo r the development of user in terfaces 
( UI ) ,  l .e .  the methods fo r the mapping o f queries, formulated 
in terms of the problem area in to  queries, formulated in  terms 
of the system s to ring  and maintaining data. Such a problem 
arises in the development of information systems based on DBMS. 
The DBMS's used nomadays support data models, mhich o ffe r 
simple s tructures fo r  the modelling of the rea l tuorld and are 
oriented to easier physica l representation. In  order to avoid 
redundancy the designer cannot capture in the schema a l l  кпошп 
semantic re la tio nsh ips  from the problem area mhen modelling 
w ith the help of these s tructu res. The end-user, mho is  not a 
s p e c ia lis t in  data processing but is  a s p e c ia lis t in the 
problem area and knorns these re la tio nsh ips  m il l probably use 
them form ulating h is  queries. A problem area mith a given 
semantics mhich is  knomn to any end-user can often be modelled 
in d iffe re n t mays, fo r  example depending on the frequency of
6queries to DBMS. Therefore uie need а шау fo r mapping the user 
view about the pa rt of the modelled area in to  operations over 
the structures o f the stored data. One p o s s ib il i ty  is  to define 
a connection function . This function is  a mapping of the 
database sta te in to  re la tio n s  over sets of the problem area 
terms. Ue can say that the connection function has as i t s  
values the usual user views. But user views in DBMS must be 
defined in advance for any set of a ttribu tes»  while the 
connection function» once defined» gives us a way to compute 
these views fo r any subset of problem area terms.
This paper discusses the assumptions under which a 
connection function  can be defined. I t s  properties and the way 
fo r i t s  d e f in it io n  are also discussed. An algorithm , based on 
the connection function fo r the development of UI, is  proposed.
Assumpt1ons
The proposed approch fo r bu ild ing  an end-user in te rface  
assumes that the a ttr ib u te s  carry the whole semantics of the 
problem area and that the re la t io n a l schemes are constructed 
taking into consideration inform ation processes and are not 
uniquely determined by the dlven problem area. Hence, from user 
po in t of view the data describ ing the problem area are stored 
in a single re la t io n  over the set of a l l  a ttr ib u te s . This is  
the so called un iversa l re la t io n  (UR).
In  order to ensure the adequacy of the idea of UR existence 
and the p o s s ib il i ty  of i t s  automatical malntalnance the 
database schema should possess some properties. For th is  reason
7In the rnorks adopting UR approch some assumptions about the 
database scheme are made [АП985, Ang86b, FMU82, MRU83* MUV84, 
Men84, 0sb79» Roz83, 5аэ83. UL 1831.
The f i r s t  basic assumption, mhich a l l  authors accept, is :
Assumption 1. 'Universal Relation Scheme Assumption' (URSA). 
Any a ttr ib u te  in U corresponds to the same class of e n t it le s  
mherever i t  appears.
Most of the authors understand under th is  assumption the 
fac t tha t any a ttr ib u te  plays only one ro le . For example, 
NUMBER cannot re fe r to the number o f children and to the 
department number of an employee.
The next assumption discusses the connection атопэ the 9iven 
set of a ttr ib u te s  Xcu. In  order to be able to bind together 
re la tio n s  au tom atica lly , i .e .  to bind together d iffe re n t 
a ttr ib u te s  there should be set up a basic semantic re la tio nsh ip  
in the scheme. The user should have in mind the same 
re la tio n sh ip  tohen th inking about the a ttr ib u te s  of the given 
problem area.
Assumption 2. 'Relationship Uniqueness Assumption' (RUA). 
Let Xcu. There e x is ts  only one basic semantical re la tio n sh ip  
among the a ttr ib u te s  X. The user means th is  unique re la tio n sh ip  
(denoted [X]) uihen ta lk ing  about the a ttr ib u te s  X as a uihole.
The re la tio n sh ip  betuieen the a ttr ib u te s  in 
X-(TEACHER,STUDENT) is  an example of the uniqueness of the
basic semantic re la tio n sh ip . Speakln9 about a teacher and a
8student together, f i r s t  of a l l  ше have in mind tha t 'The 
teacher teaches the s tuden t'.
Let us consider an example taken from [IÍU83] and fa ir ly  
often used in  cases uihen the adequacy of one or another 
formalism, describ ing semantic re la tio n sh ip  among a ttr ib u te s  is  
discussed [Ang86a,D'ANS83, MRU83, HU83, Roz83i.
Example 1. Let us consider a banking database. The
a ttrib u te s  are BNK ( bank ) ,  ACC ( account ) ,  L ( loan ) ,  C 
( customer ) ,  AMT ( loan amount ) ,  BAL ( account balance ) and 
ADR ( customer address ) ,  i . e .  U-iBNK,ACC,L,C,AHT,BAL,ADR}. Let 
the database scheme be D-iR1,R2» ... ,R 7i » rnhere the re la tio n a l
schemes are respective ly R -j-iC .L i, R2-iC,ACCi, R3-iC,A0Ri,
R4-{AMT,LK R5-{L,BN«}, Rg- fBNK * ACC} и Ry-iACC,BALi. The
hypergraph of the database scheme is  depicted on f ig . 1 . □
I f  X1 - fC,ACC>, then [X-j] means 'The customers own accounts'.
I f  X2-iC,ACC,BNKi, then [X21 means ' The customers ошп accounts
at the hanks* . S im ila rly  fo r X3-iC ,L,BNKi, [X3i means
"ThP custnmers have taken out Loans from the hanks' ,  i f  ше 
consider Х4-{С ,В Ш , then under [X4i ше must understand
*ThP customers are served a t the banks' or ' The hanks serve 
thp customers' .  F in a lly , i f  X^-iAC C ^i, then [X5I - 0 , because
there is  no basic semantic re la tio n sh ip  ( The re la tio n sh ip  is  
neither 'th e  loans and accounts a t one and the same bank', nor 
"the loans and accounts o f one and the same customer' ) .
9Fig. 1. The banking database scheme
Let us consider a9ain the set X- iC»BNKi. I f  ше connect the 
a ttr ib u te s  C and BNK ( see f ig .1 .  ) the access path can pass 
through the a ttr ib u te  ACC ( i .e .  the customers ouin accounts a t 
the 9iven banks, so they are served by them ) or pass through 
the a ttr ib u te  L ( i . e .  the customers have taken out loans from 
the 9iven banks, so they are a9ain served by them ) .  In  th is  
case tiuo access paths are possible but both have the same 
'f la v o r ' ( the customers are served by the bahks ) .
The p o s s ib ility  to connect a ttr ib u te s  through more then one 
path arises uihen the database scheme is  c y c lic  as the one in 
example 1. In th is  case the database scheme must s a t is fy  the 
fo llom in9 assumption:
Assumption 3. 'One Flavor Assumption' (OFA). A l l  access 
paths used to compute the connection on X represent the same 
'f la v o r ' of the re la tio nsh ip  among the a ttr ib u te s  in  X.
10
Connection function and 1ts 
properties
In  the res t o f the paper ше sha tl denote uiith U the set of 
a l l  terms ( ca lled  a ttr ib u te s  ) of the modelled area. This is  
the so called universe of the database. Following assumption 2 
there exists an unique semantic re la tio n sh ip  among the 
a ttr ib u te s  of the set Xcu. This re la tio n sh ip  defines a 
function. The function value is  a re la tio n  over X.
Definition 1. Let Xcu and R(X) is  the set of a l t  re la tio n s  
over X. A function [X] (d) is  a connection function i f i t  maps 
the database s ta te  d to the set R (X ). ( Ue w i l l  omit (d) and 
denote only w ith [Xi the value of the connection function . The 
functional [ . ]  maps a subset o f U to a function from database 
states to re la tio n s  over tha t subset. )
The connection function is  named also simply 'connection' 
[FMU82] and 'window fun c tion ' or 'window' [MRU83].
The use of the connection function has some e ffe c ts  which 
lead to the requirement tha t the connection function should 
possess ce rta in  properties. Such a property is  the sa tis fa c tio n  
of the containment condition.
Definition 2. [MRU83] The connection function U  s a tis f ie s  
the containment condition i f  the inc lus ion  X cycu  implies 
* x [Y] c  [X i.
In other words the fo llow ing p r in c ip le  must be re fle c ted  in
11
the connection function : Uhen one speaks In general
( considering only a feu a ttr ib u te s  ) one re fe rs  to more 
objects than mhen specify ing more d e ta ils  ( i .e .  mhen one Is 
Interested In more a ttr ib u te s  ) .
Let us consider the database from example 1. The containment 
condition implies the fa c t: “The customers served at the banks 
as a mho le" are not less than " the customers mho omn accounts 
at the banks" ( i .e .  я (C»BNKt [ ^»L.BNKl 1 c  [ {C.BNKi Ï ) .
Uhen asking fo r some data the end-user expects to re trie ve  
the data mhich has been inserted, I .e .  I f  the user has added a 
tuple i  to a stored re la tio n  r(R) then the value of the 
connection function fo r the set R must contain such a tuple i .  
In  other mords the connection function must provide v is ib i l i t y  
of a l l  tuples stored In the database. This property is called 
" fa ith fu ln e s s ".
D e fin itio n  3. [MRU83] The connection function is  f a i t h f u l  
( possesses the property fa ith fu ln e s s  ) i f  r(R) = [R] holds fo r 
any re la t io n a l scheme R<=u and any database state d.
This means that the connection function must ne ither hide 
tuples nor add any. Therefore me have to e x p l ic i t ly  store in 
the database a l l  knomn fac ts . Такшэ in to  consideration the 
trend to Introduce deductive ca p a b ilit ie s  in DBMS, a more 
r e a l is t ic  d e f in it io n  of th is  property may be r (R )c [R ],
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Approaches to the d e f in i t io n  of 
the connection function
A ll кпошп methods fo r the d e fin it io n  of a connection 
function include Joins of the stored re la tio n s . Relations are 
the minimal ob jects which can be updated. Therefore the 
re la tio n a l schemes can be ca lle d  update structures. These are 
the base fo r the conection function d e f in it io n .  Following the 
fa c t that a 'good' connection function must s a t is fy  the 
containment cond ition  and is  a monotonously decreasing function 
ше can construct for any d e f in it io n  method a special kind of 
structures -  re tr ie v a l structures. These structures are sets 
o f a ttr ib u te s .
D e fin ition  4 . The set o f a ttr ib u te s  X^u is  a re tr ie v a l 
s tructure i f  there ex is ts  a database s ta te  such tha t the 
connection function  value is  not the empty set ( [X ]# e  ) and 
the extension o f X with any other a ttr ib u te  A*U-X does not have 
th is  property ( l .e .  [Xu <A>] = 0 ) .
As the re t r ie v a l s truc tu re  coincides w ith  the union of some 
of the update structures we can consider the re tr ie v a l 
structures as sets of update s tructures.
The re t r ie v a l s tructure semantically corresponds to one of 
the possible aspects of the basic semantic re la tio n sh ip . Thus 
the d e f in it io n  of the connection function can be formulated as 
follows:
D e fin itio n  5. Let V-iR., ,R2»...»Rni is  the set of the update
13
structures and IMS., ,S2* . . . ,S m} is  the set o f re tr ie v a l 
s truc tu res , inhere 5jc v .  Then the connection function is
[X]“ US*U,X<=attr(S) *X(t><R<V,R<S r (R)) ' 
inhere a ttr  (5) - Ur^sR.
Therefore, the may of constuctin9 the re tr ie v a l structures 
is  s ig n if ic a n t fo r the connection function d e f in it io n .  There 
e x is t tino approaches of usin9 ( i .e .  constructing ) the 
re tr ie v a l s truc tu res :
-  the s tructures are not e x p lic it ly  9iven and have to be 
constructed from the database scheme usin9 some add itiona l 
inform ation as functiona l dependencies ( fo r example, b u ild in 9 
'lo ss le ss  J o in s ',  in p a rt ic u la r  'extension Jo ins ' ) ;
-  the s tructures are e x p lic it ly  given, i .e .  a set of nem 
structures is  added to the database scheme (fo r example 
'maximal o b je c ts ' in System/U or 'o b je c ts ' in PIQUE ) .
The n o n e xp lic itly  defined re tr ie v a l structures are based on 
one or more classes of data dependencies ( mainly functional 
ones ) .  As a consequence i f  the modelled area is  more complex 
and i ts  semantics cannot be described usin9 these kinds of 
dependences, me cannot obtain an adequate connection function 
d e f in it io n . This gives us confidence to claim that the e x p lic it  
d e f in it io n  9ives be tte r re s u lts .
The e x p l ic i t  d e fin it io n  ra ises some problems too. I t  is  not 
absolutely c lear horn to create the re tr ie v a l s truc tu re s . Ue can 
use some algorithms to construct possible r e t r iv a l s tructures, 
but sometimes the obtained structures may be not very good. The
14
example in [KKFGU84] shews tha t l i t t l e  changes in the modelled 
area can imply essentia l reconstruction in  the set of re tr ie v a l 
s tructures.
These d i f f ic u l t ie s  shorn that the database scheme and 
in te g r ity  constra in ts are not s u f f ic ie n t  fo r the adequate 
d e fin it io n  of re tr ie v a l s tructures luhich are used in UI. This 
is a consequence of the loss of some inform ation in the process 
of the mapping the conceptual model o f the problem area to 
model supported by the DBMS. A ll proposed methods discuss the 
creation of re tr ie v a l s tructures a fte r  de fin ing  the database 
scheme, i.e .  a fte r  de fin ing the update s truc tu re s . The process 
is  depicted on f ig . 2. Thus the may in rnhich the database scheme
F ig .2. Mapping the models in  the database scheme design process 
is  obtained, is  lo s t. I f  me ( in a semantic or a conceptual
15
model ) define f i r s t  the re tr ie v a l structures and a fte r that 
map them onto the update s truc tu res , then ше autom atically 
obtain a d e f in it io n  of a connection function. In  th is  may the 
last mapping in f i9 .2 .  may be removed and me have the chance to 
capture more meaning. This approach is  follomed in tAng86a, 
АП986Ы . The re tr ie v a l s tructures are constructed using the 
aggregation hierarchy.
An algorithm for an user 
in te r fa c e  -to a DBMS * supporting  
an un iversa l re la t io n  
as an user vleuu
The query language used by the end user has to provide the 
follom ing tmo c a p a b ilit ie s :
-  explanation of the target a ttr ib u te s ;
-  sp e c ifica tio n  of the conditions mhlch the ta rge t data must 
s a tis fy .
I f  the query Ian9ua9e is  intended to free the user from the 
lo g ica l navigation then i t  obeys the folloming p r in c ip le : The 
sentences o f that language cannot include any s tru c tu re  re la ted 
to data storage d e ta ils . In s ta n tia tin g  th is  p r in c ip le  in the 
re la t io n a l data model me obtain the assertion tha t the query 
1ап9иаэе cannot Include any re la tio n  names. Thus a query may 
consist only of a ttr ib u te  names and the may they are re la ted . 
In  th is  case the user uiants to e x tra c t Information from a viem. 
This viem must Include a l l  a ttr ib u te s  mentioned in the query 
and i t  can be calculated usin9 a connection func tion . In th is  
may fo r any query me can Juxtapose a value of the connection 
function fo r the set o f a ttr ib u te s  mentioned in th a t query. The
16
tuples luhich conta in  the Information of in te re s t are атопэ the 
tuples of the connection function . The former can be extracted 
throu9h testing uihich of the la t te r  s a tis fy  the conditions in 
the query.
In  almost every knouin system» based on the un iversa l 
re la t io n  scheme» the query processing is  separated in to  tmo 
steps [Апэ86Ь, KKFGU84» MR585» MRU83, MUV84] :
a) binding ( i . e .  user vleui creation ) .  I t  consists of the
construction of the connection function [X] fo r the set X of 
a ttr ib u te s  mentioned in the query;
b) evaluation ( i .e .  target data e x t ra c t io n ) .  Uhatever 
operations must be applied to ansuier the query» are then 
applied to [X ].
The f o l loming example il lu s tra te s  these tmo staps.
Example 2. Let us consider the database from example 1 and 
le t d be a database sta te . Let the connection function [Xi be 
defined as a p ro je c tio n  of Joins of re la tio n s  uiith re la t io n a l 
schemes covering the set of a ttr ib u te s  X» i .e .
[X] - * x ( x  R<Hr (R) ) » inhere X ca ttr(M ) and г  (R) id . I f  the user
query is 'Find a l l  accnunt balances of the customer named
'A nge lov", then the ansuier can be contructed in  the afore said 
tinó steps. The f i r s t  step is  the binding o f the a ttr ib u te s  
mentioned in the query, namely iBAL,C). In  other mords, me 
b u ild  an expression uihose value gives the value of the 
connection func tion  for {BAL,D. According to the above
d e fin it io n  the expression is  HBAL,C}]-^{BALfCj (r(R2) * г (Ry)) .
The second step should re f le c t the fact tha t the user mould.
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lik e  to re tr ie v e  Information re fe rr in g  to the customer named 
'An9e lov ' on ly. Therefore me have to use the se lection 
operation over П В А Ь С М .  F in a lly , the ansmer to the user 
query is  the value of the expression
6C-'An9e tov,Jt i BAL.C } <r(R2) *>r (R?)) □
Setting up the construction of a connection as a f i r s t  step 
alloms us to tes t ea s ily  пеш ideas fo r the bu ild ing  of the 
connection function ( as in [Апэ86Ы ) .  Ue mould lik e  to stress 
that th is  9ives also the opportunity to use d iffe re n t 
algorithms depending on the ava ilab le  add itiona l Information. 
ВеЮш me m i l l  describe a generalized algorithm fo r an user 
in te rface to a RDBMS ( mithout tak ln9 in to  consideration the 
type of the add itiona l information ) .  This algorithm alloms the 
user to viem the data in the database as stored in to  one unique 
re la tio n . But f i r s t ly  le t us name some of the sets and 
re la tio n s , mhlch mi l l  be used la te r: MENSET mi l l  denote the set 
of a l l  a ttr ib u te s  mentioned in the query, AN55ET -  the set of 
the target a ttr ib u te s  and RETSTRj -  the set o f re la tio n a l
schemes included in a 9iven re tr ie v a l s truc tu re . RETSTR5ET is  
the set of a l l  sets RETSTRj mhlch cover HENSET. The re la tio n  of
the user viem mi l l  be denoted by i lndoœ and the ansmer m i l l  
be received in the re la tio n  ansmer.  mindom is  a re la tio n  
over MENSET and ansmer is  a re la t io n  over ANSSET. Let cond 
be the condition formulated in the 9 iven query. As a query 
Ian9ua9e me can assume a m odification of SQL according to the 
p rin c ip le  stated above, l . e .  only the use of a ttr ib u te  names is  
perm itted.
Algorithm 1. Construction of the ansmer to a query to a
18
system, supporting an universal re la t io n .
Input: fin user query specified  in  'm od ified ' SQL.
Output: The re la t io n  a n s w e r  which is  the answer to the 
user query or a message fo r the 'meaninglessness' of the query 
i f  the set MENSET is  unconnected.
Method:
1. Extract the names of a l l  the a ttr ib u te s  mentioned in  the 
user query, thus constructing the set MENSET. Extract the names 
of the target a ttr ib u te s  and construct the set ANSSET. 
Construct the expression c o n d .
2. Find a l l  re tr ie v a l s tructu res RETSTRj covering the set
MENSET ( l.e .  MENSETcattr(RETSTRj) ) .
3. I f  there e x is ts  no re tr ie v a l s truc tu re  which covers 
MENSET ( i . e .  RETSTRSET- 0 ) ,  then output the message fo r the 
"meanln9tessness" o f the query and stop.
4. For each i reduce the re tr ie v a l s truc tu re  RETSTRj. Remove
any set RETSTRj which is  a superset fo r any other set RETSTRj.
5. For each i compute the Join of the re la tio n s  over schemes 
from RETSTRj. P ro jec t the re s u lt over MENSET and make i t s  union
wi th the temporary re la tio n  о i n d o e .
6. Remove ( using se lection ) a l t  tup les which do not 
s a tis fy  the cond ition  c o n d .
7. Project the re la tio n  w i n d o w  over ANSSET in order to 
obtain the re la t io n  a n s w e r .
Step 1 includes only pre lim inary procedures. In step 2 the 
connection function  is  formed. Here are the main d iffe rences 
amon9 the various approaches. As mentioned above, d if fe re n t 
algorithms can be used depending on the ava ilab le  in form ation.
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Step 3 has a con tro l function . The procedures Included in step 
4 aim to optimize the creation of the re la tio n  o l nd o m ( the 
value of the connection f u n c t i o n ) .  Although most of the 
d e fin it io n s  of the connection function take in to  consideration 
some c r ite r ia  fo r op tim iza tion , th is  leads to loca l
optim ization on ly. Generaly, i t  is  assumed that the
optim ization is  carried out by the DBMS and not by the 
in te rface . The reduction of a re tr ie v a l s truc tu re  aims to 
remove re la tio ns  rnhlch m i l l  not change the re s u lt. The 
information of in te re s t, contained in those re la tio ns  is  
Included in to  the remaining re la tio n . In  other mords, the 
remaining re la tio n s  contain more general inform ation about the 
p a rtic u la r case. As an example le t us consider the expression
í fC,L,BNK> ] “ X lr  (R-j) м г (R-j) м г (R^ ) м г (R^) )
( Note that the d e f in it io n  of [ . ] ,  given in example 2 ., is  used 
h e r e ) .  The re la tio n  r(R3) contains information fo r a l l  bank
customers. The a ttr ib u te  L in the set iC,L,BNK) shoms that me 
are interested only in the customers mhlch have taken out 
loans. The absence of the a ttr ib u te  ADR shoms tha t me are not 
in terested in the customers' addresses. Therefore the inclusion 
of the re la tio n  r(R3) in the evaluation of the expression mi l l
be a pure loss of time. The reduction can be performed in 
d if fe re n t mays. For example, in System/U m inim ization under 
meak equivalence is  used. A d iffe re n t method is  given be lorn, 
mhich is  a m odification of the Graham reduction. The proposed 
second part of step 4 folloms d ire c t ly  from the Join property. 
Step 5 calculates the value of the connection func tion . Step 6 
and 7 perform the second part of query processing.
I t  should be pointed out tha t step 4 is  op tion a l. I f  step 4
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is  om itted, the re s u lt m i l l  be the same but in th is  case ше 
mi l t  lose much more resources than are needed fo r the execution 
of step 4. That is  ujhy ше su99est to use Graham reduction 
algorithm . The o r ig in a l Graham algorithm [Gra803 is  intended 
fo r testing hypergraph a c y c lic ity .  For the purpose of 
optim ization ше propose a modified a lgorithm . The idea is : 
Consider the a ttr ib u te s  mentioned in the query as a goal set 
and the hypergraph, having as i t s  nodes the a ttr ib u te s  and as 
ed9es -  the re la t io n a l schemes from th is  s truc tu re . The 
algorithm removes ed9es and nodes preserving the 9oal set and 
the hyper9raph connectiv ity .
Algorithm 2. Reduction of a set of re la t io n a l schemes ai th 
respect to a goal set of a ttr ib u te s .
Input: A set of re la t io n a l schemes R  and a 9oal set of 
a ttr ib u te s  G c a t t r ( R ) .
Output: A set of re la t io n a l schemes R ' c r  ujhich mhen 
considered as a hyper9raph has the fo llo iu in9 property: for any 
ttuo elements of G , there e x is ts  a path betuieen them.
Method:
1. Let R ' - R .
2. Apply one of the fo llo iu in 9 operations as many times as 
possible over the re la t io n a l schemes in R :
a) I f  A is  not in G and is  included in  only one re la tio n a l 
scheme R|<R then remove A from Rj;
b) I f  Rj<R is  a subset o f Rj *R then remove Rj from the 
sets R ' and R .  □
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Cane Lus1on
In  the paper an approach to the development o f an user 
in te rface  Is considered. I t  is  based on the use of the 
connection function . I t  is  shomn tha t the problems a ris ing  in 
development of the III can be separated from the s p e c ific  model 
of the problem area tuhich is  used as a database scheme. The 
in troduction  of the connection function as a base fo r the UI 
makes the la tte r  independent from the manner of the rea l ujorld 
modeling. This fa c il i ta te s  the tra n s it io n  totuards the use of a 
more complex model i f  the one in use does not possess enough 
expressive рошег. There is  a price  to be paid fo r th is  freedom 
by the database adm in is tra to r. He ( or she ) has to create and 
maintain a database scheme uihich s a tis f ie s  the given 
conditions. In  the paper, such conditions are formulated and 
discussed. Such an in te rface  may serve as a uiorkbench and can 
be an usefu l too l fo r tes ting  пеш ideas in the f i e l d  of the 
automation of query ansuiering.
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DEFINING A CONNECTION FUNCTION AS A BASE FOR A USER
INTERFACE TO A RELATIONAL DATABASE
Zh. S. Angelov
Summary
In the paper an approach to the development of a user 
interface is considered. It is based on the use of 
the connection function. The introduction of the con­
nection function as a base for the user interface (UI) 
makes the latter independent from the way of the real 
world modelling. There is a price to be paid for this 
freedom by the database administrator. The administrator 
has to create and maintain a database scheme which satis­
fies the given conditions. In the paper such conditions 
are formulated and discussed. Such an interface may serve 
as a workbench and can be a useful tool for testing new 
ideas in the field of the automation of query answering.
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KAPCSOLATFÜGGVÉNYEN ALAPULÓ FELHASZNÁLÓI INTERFACE 
RELÁCIÓS ADATBÁZISOKHOZ
Zh. S. Angelov
Összefoglaló
A dolgozat egy kapcsolatfüggvényen alapuló, a valós világ 
modellezésének módjától független felhasználói interface- 
szel foglalkozik. Ezt a függetlenséget természetesen nem 
adják ingyen: az adatbázis adminisztrátorának létre kell 
hoznia és karban kell tartania egy bizonyos feltételeknek 
eleget tevő sémát. A dolgozat megadja, és részletesen meg­
vizsgálja ezeket a feltételeket. Az interface az automati­
zált lekérdező rendszer területén az uj ötletek kipróbálá­
sának hasznos eszköze lehet.
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ON THE SOLIDITY OF PACKINGS OF INCONGRUENT CIRCLES I .
A . HEPPES
Computer and Automation Institute 
Hungarian Academy of Science
1. Introduction.
A packing of conyex discs is said to be solid i f  no fin ite  
subset of the discs can be rearranged so as to obtain a 
packing not congruent to the original one III.
In thé oresent paoer we shall prove a general theorem that 
contains sufficient conditions for the solidity of circle 
packings in the Euclidean Diane.
2. Definitions.
Let Ä = ír ,r . . . . , r 3- be a set of oositive numbers. 
1 2  V:
Consider three disjoint open circles of a. radius p s  Л
(1=1,2,3). This triple as well as the triangle determined by 
the centers of the circles will be called normal i f none of 
the segments connecting two centers intersects the third 
c i r c l e .
We say that a set of normal triangles generates а расKing i f  
the triangles cover the plane without gaps and without 
overlapping and the circle sectors of the individual normal 
triangles f i t  together to from complete circles.
A positive weight w(r ) will also be assigned to all circles 
of radius r (i=l,2,...,k>.
L
Let О and p denote the centers and the radii of a normal
j j
triple, respectively, and a the angle of the trialgle at 
vertex О (j=l,2,3). The weighted density of the triple (in 
the triangle) is defined by
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O’
OlJ
A
u>( p > j
where A denotes the area of the tr i ancle ООО.1 z з
For the sake о-f simplicity the term density will be used 
instead of weiqthed density throughout this paper.
A normal triangle will be called tight {spanned) i f  the 
circles are mutually tangent ( if one circle is tangent to the 
other two and to the opposite side) (Fig. 1).
3. Preparations.
First we show the validity of the following
LEMMA 1. Let the radii r and weights wir ) <i = l,2,3> be\, l
given. We consider all normal triples consisting of circles
the radii o+' which belong to the set tR. = ír .. . . .  r } and we1 к
claim that each trip le  of maximal density is either tight or
spanned>
The proof of LEMMA 1 is based on the following result of Hárs 
l23 :
LEMMA 2. Let a, b, c, a, /?, у and A denote the sides, the 
opposite angles and the area of a triangle. For given positive 
weights u, V, a n d  w we consider the weighted angle-density
& = u. «  + V . f t  + w. уÀ ~ ~
For fixed a, b, u. v  and w the function &(y) is
quasiconvex in (Ö, n) , i.e. for any given interval 0
< y < 7T &{y) attains its maximum only at one or both 2
the interval.
strictly
< r t < Г
ends of
Proof of LEMMA 1 .
As the density in a large triangle is small, when looking for 
the densest arrangement i t  is enough to consider normal 
triangles of restricted size. However, the set of normal 
triangles of sidelength not greater than К is compact, thus 
the existence of a triangle of maximal density follows easily. 
Therefore, i t  is sufficient to show that a normal triangle
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that is neither tight nor spanned 
densi ty.
not one of Greatest
We consider a normal triangle that is neither tight nor 
spanned and distinguish two cases.
tne
two
Case 1. No circle is tangent to the opposite side of 
triangle (consequently i t  is nor spamnned) and there are 
circles, say the firs t and the second that are not tangent 
(thus i t  is not tight either). Let us apply LEMMA 2 using the
weights
u 2= p . W У p 1 1
V 2 .= p . bJKp 2 2
w 2 ,= p . WKp 3 3
where p denotesJ t  the actual values of the radii <j=l,2,3>. (By
this choice the weighted angle—density and 
density of the circles coincide). The role of y
the weighted 
and y in1 ' 2
Lemma 2 will be plaied by those values of angle y — the 
angle opposite to side c — for which the triangle stops being 
normal, or, with other words, where a further touchinq occurs
(Fig. 2). According to LEMMA
maximum for an angle y lying stric tly  between 
the triangle in question is nor extremal.
the density can not attain its
thusy and y 1 2
Case 2. One circle, say the third one, tangent to the
opposite side 0^ 0^  of the triangle (thus i t  is not tight),
however i t  does not touch both of the other circles, say the
firs t and the third are not tangent, (therefore i t  is not
spanned). Let us reflect the triangle in straiqht line О О1 2
and denote the mirror imaqe of О by O' (Fiq 3). Clearly, both3 3 - ■
isosceles triangles О О O’ and О О O' are normal, and, for1 3 3 2 3 3
the densities a , о , a of the trianales О О О , О О О * .0 1 2  - 1 2 3  1 3 3
ООО’ i t  holds2 3 3
А о1 1 А а = 2. А. о = (А + А ) . а , 2 2 О 1 2  0
where A denotes the area of О О O’ (i = 1,2). Consequent 1 v, O’L i 3 3 о
cannot be the maximum of о except for о = о = о . But, since1 2  0
neither triangle is spanned and - according to our assumption 
in Case 2 — О О O’ is not tiqht either i t  belongs to Case 1.13 3
Hence neither this trianqle nor О О О can be of maximal
12 3
densi ty.
This completes the proof of LEMMA 1.
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Remark. Applying the same reflection we used in the discussion 
of Case 2 i t  is easy to see that whenever the maximal density 
is attained by a spanned triangle there is at least one tight 
triangle of the same density. Consequently, to find the 
ma-; i mal density for a given set of radii p •s Ä and weights
Ufip ) i t  is enough to compare the densities for the
tight triangles.
4. The THEOREM.
The oroofs of the solidity of certain packings can be based on 
the following general
THEOREM. A packing of circles of radius r , r , . . . , r  is solid
1 f
(i > The sacking can be decomposed into tight triangles. 
The actual types of triangles used in this 
decomposition will be called í i le triangles.
(ii> Positive weiqhts w(r > can be assigned to the circles
L
of radius r (i= l,2 ,...,k> in such a way that all tile  i
triangles have equal weighted density while the density 
in any other tight triangle is smaller.
Ciii) The union U of an arbitrary fin ite  set of triangles of 
the decomposition can be filled  (without gaps and 
without overlapping) by tile  triangles generating a 
packing only in one way - according to the original
pattern.
To orepare the proof of the THEOREM we refrase a result of 
Fejes Tóth and Molnár ЕЗЗ:
LEMMA 3. Any saturated packing^  of circles of radius > p > 0
can be decomposed into normal triangles — even so that each 
segment connecting the centers tgf tangent circles is a side of 
a triangle of the decomposition"".
1
A  p a c k i n g  of c i r c l e s  of r a d i u s  p is c o l l e d saturated. if t h e r e
is n o  r o o m  left for a f u r ther circle of r a d i u s p  w i t hout
o v e r l a p p i n g .
n
T h i s  f o r m u l a t i o n of the result is rat h e r  a c o r o l l a r y of their
method than the exact citing of a statement tn the paper.
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Proof of the THEOREM. Let P be a packing -for which the
assumptions are valid, S an arbitrary fin ite  set of circles of 
P and S’ a rearrangement of these circles that t eget he»" with 
the rest P - S of the packing forms a new packing P* . We 
shall show that P and P* are congruent, i.e. the packing is 
solld.
Let U be the union of a fin ite  set of trianoles of the
decomposition that covers S and S’ as well. Now we define a
weighted packing problem *or U. We consider all sets of
circles of radius r , r , . . . ,r  that completely lie in U and,1 2 k
together with P - S, form a packing and maximize the density 
of these aackinqs within U, when all circles of radius r are
L
taken with weight w( r ) defined in assumption "(i i ).
Clearly, the or i ginal set S provi d es an ext rema1 solut i on 
since U can be decomposed into tile  triangles each maximizing 
the density. The contribution of S and S’ :s the same to the 
density in U , thus the extremali ty of the correspond:ng
packing implies that P’ is saturated. Then - by LEMMA 3 — P*
can be decomposed into normal triangles in such a way that the 
boundary of U (consisting of segments each connecting the 
centers of a pair of touching circles) is not '’crossed” by
tr i angles, e.q. U is the union of a fin ite  set of these
t r i anqles.
From the equality of the contributions mentioned above i t  also
follows that each triangle of this second decomposition of U
also maximize the density. By LEMMA 1 each of these triangles
is either tight or spanned. In fact none of them is spanned, 
because spanned triangles could occure in P’ only in
symmetrical pairs implying the existence of touching pairs of
circles the centers of which are not connected by a side of 
triangle. But, this would contradict the basic property of the 
second decomposition guaranteed by LEMMA 3.
Consequently, all triangles of the second decomposition must, 
be tile  t r iangles.These triangles f i l l  U and generate a 
packing, thus - according to assumption (ixi) — the second 
decomposition coincides with the f i rst one.
This completes the proof of the THEOREM.
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ON THE SOLIDITY OF PACKINGS OF INCONGRUENT
CIRCLES I.
/
A. Heppes
Summary
A packing of convex discs is said to be solid if no finite 
subset of the discs can be rearranged so as to obtain a 
packing not congruent to the original one cm.
In the paper a general theorem is proved that contains 
sufficient conditions for the solidity of circle packings 
in the Euclidean plane.
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INKONGRUENS KITÖLTÉSEK SZOLIDITÁSÁRÓL I. 
Heppes Aladár
Összefoglaló
A sik konvex lemezekkel való kitöltését szolidnak nevezzük, 
ha a lemezek bármely véges részhalmaza csak úgy rendezhető 
át, hogy az uj kitöltés az eredetivel egybevágó lesz Cl].
A cikkben a szerző a szoliditásnak egy elégséges feltételét 
adja meg.
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A DEDUCTIVE REASONING SYSTEM ON THE BASIS OF A 
NONMONOTONIC LOGIC
HA HOANG HOP
Institute of Computer Science and Cybernetics 
Hanoi - Vietnam
Abstract. This paper presents a deductive reasoning 
system vs. a set of default theories. Syntactical and 
semantical aspects of a nonmonotonic logic is considered 
that provide the background for the deductive reasoning 
system.
1. rod.u.c1tion. Nonmonotonicity is the main feature in
commonsense reasoning. The statement ''Birds fly" is 
usually given to explain the nonmonotonicity. McDermott 
and Doyle /1980/ outlines an approach to modeling nonmono­
tonic reasoning system, LcDermott/1982/, Reiter/1980/, 
Reiter and Crisuolo/1981/, koore/1983/, Lukaszewicz/1983/ 
are of much interests in that direction. Various inter- 
pTetations were made, each gave a specific semantics for 
a deductive reasoning system. Therefore, it turns out 
that nonmonotonic logic should be context-sensitive - the 
set of beliefs of a theory deperds on the determination 
of a set of axioms for this theory. This paper presen^s 
a compromised approach which simultaneously aims to in­
vestigate proof-theoretic and model-theoretic aspects 
of a nonmonotonic logic - modal operators M, L are 
combined in a single framework of S5-nonmonotonic logic 
together with a set of default theories. The main intuition 
is the restriction on the set of needed assumptions when 
specifying nonmonotonic theorems for a theory. The Compu­
tational basis for this deductive system is fixed point 
properties of an algebraic operator that defines a default 
theory.
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2 ae t ±ca.l _cons±d.ex;a.t ions
Default theories are treated within the framework of 
propositional language for simplicity sake, after introducing 
a set of logical axioms and two monotonie inference rules, the 
nonmonotonic theorems are recognised by terms of modal 
operators,
2^1,_ConceptsA_definitions_and_notations.
•Definition_2.l_.l. Given a classical propositional language 
Lang /liendelson - 1965/ which contains:
. a set of proposition letters,
. the set of connectives: A (andj, V (orj, r- (not), <£=£► 
if and only if, () brackets, implication.
to Lang, we attach a modal M "it is consistent", Lang now 
is usual modal propositional language.
Definition_2._l._2. term is a constant symbol, a predicate 
symbol, or an expression fft-^,...,t ) , where f is a function 
symbol and t-^,...,t are terms.
An atomic formula is an expression p(t-^,...t ) where p 
is a predicate symbol and t^,...,t are terms.
A formula is either:
. a proposition letter,
. an expression .-^p, where p is an atomic formula,
, p э q, where p,q are formulas.
Definition 2.1.3. A formula of the form
p A liq^  A .. « Л Mqn r> r
or simply
Iviq^ A . > * A Mqn °  r
where p, ql,.. .., q , r belong to the classical propositional 
calculus is named a default.
Definition_2ili4i A default theory A is a set of formulas 
together with a set of non-logical axioms of that theory.
Each non-logical axiom either belongs to propositional calculus 
or is a default.
We attach the second modal operator L to Lang, and in the 
following, L is interpreted as " It is believed ".
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üef±n±t±on_2^1^5- Let p, q, r be formulas in a default 
theory A. Logical axioms schemata is defined as follows:
/lal/ Lp p
/1а2/ Lip => Li p
/1аЗ/ L (p =? q ) => (Lp о  Lq )
/1&4/ ( P => (q г» p )
/1а5/ ( Р э  (q => г )) о  Ц  p jo q) о  (p P  r))
/1а6/ (~q о Ц q P ) r  q)
Monotonic inference rules:
/mrl/ p, p q t~ q / modus ponens /
/mr2/ p i— Lp / necessitation /
where " j— " is understood in an ordinary monotonie sense as 
provability: let S be a set of formulas of a default theory, 
if p S is provable from S and instances of /1а1/ - /1а6/ and 
by application of mrl and mr2, we denote 3hp. If not, S yj- p. 
From McDermott and Doyle /1980/, we have 
Th(s)=^p: S b P  \
It is easy to see that Th has the monotonicity:
/i/ A c Th(A)
/ii/ Let A, В be two default theories, from A £ В we have 
Th^A) ç Th (B)
/iii/ Th^Th^A)) = Th(A) /idempotence/
The last property of Th can also be viewed as fixed point 
equation, stating that the set of theorems monotonically 
derivable fross a default theory is a fixed point of the operator 
which computes the closure of a set of formulas under the 
monotonie inference rules.
Let S be a set of formulas. S is consistent 
if and only if S|-fp for only some p £ S. A default theory 
is consistent if and only if its non-logical axioms are 
consistent.
The above monotonie structure is identical to S5 modal 
propositional logic /see Hughes and Cresswell, 1972/. In the 
logical axiom schemata, /lal/ means that everything believable
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is true, /1а2/ shows that p is improvable only if it 
provable only if it is provably unprovable, this assertion 
is useful in nonmonotonic system, /1аЗ/ describes behaviour 
of modus ponens: it allows to infer q from p q and p, 
where modus ponens is activated. The instances of the last 
three axioms /1а4/-/1а6/ form the axiomatisation for the 
sentential calculus.
In the following, we settle up the nonmonotonic 
structure of our default theories, a set of assumptions is 
added to a default theory by the usual way
Defini 1Ь±оп_2  ^1^7. Let d be a default, a formula of the form 
liq-L K. A Lqn or simply Mq 
is called an assumption of d, and is denoted M d
Let d be a default. Condition fot d, 
denoted by cond d , is defined as follows
Comment. We give here the similar definition with the ones 
in Moore /1983/ about objective /resp. subjective/ inference 
in which we mixture objective and subjective inferences, but 
define for mixed inferences a condition /in définition 
2.1.8/, thiis serves for convenience of some forms of proof 
later.
^®£i£ition_2 ,_1 ._9. Let S be a set of formulas, the set of 
assumptions for S, denoted as As S,d, is defined as
I p i f  d= p A Mq^A Л I. qR r> r
4  V ^  P if d= tiq1 A . Д Eqn гз r
[ d ) \ if cond(d) £ S and
SUpUd>S is consistent
V 0 if otherwise
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Definition_2il_110i The set of assumptions for a default 
theory A, denoted by As^ 3 , is defined as:
As, (S) = I— ) As ( 3, d )
A d 6. def A
where def A denotes the set of all default of A.
Let A be a default theory and 3 be 
any set of formulas. Ye define operator Шу., as follows
ГА. A ( S ) - Th ( A U As^ ( S ) )
• Before giving a definition of the special extension, 
we consider an example belows to clarify some intuitive 
idea supporting that definition
Example_2._l._ï2. Consider the theory
A =  ^p A i.q q, ( p o  q) Л hp p ]
There are two fixed ooints with resoect to Ш.1, :- A
Th(A) and Th(A U ^Lp, i-q!i ) • There exists only one
extension for A, which is Th(A) , because we have no
*
reason to believe p or poq, so it results in the fact 
that none of the default of A can be activated. The 
available way to avoid such situations is that by analogy 
with the monotonie case, we should treate extensions for 
a default theory A as minimal fixed points of Wlvi^ . Y/e come 
to the following definition
Let A be a default theory. A set 
S of formulas is called a minimal extension for A if and 
only if S is a minimal fixed point with respect to N11^ ,
i.e., S is minimal set of formulas such that
s = HMA(s ) Th(AU Азд (S ))
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The above definition naturally leads to the following 
definition of beliefs.
Let A De a default theory.
The intersection of all minimal extension for A is called 
the set of beliefs derivable from A and is denoted by
THÍA"? ,\ /
We have the following theorem.
Theorem_2^1^15. There exists a minimal extension 
for every default theory A.
Proof. In the case the default theory A is inconsistent
it is clear that the set of all formulas becomes the only 
minimal extension for A. 'With this, now on we may suppose 
that A is consistent.Our treatment now is to build up 
a minimal extension for A.
Consider an arbitrary sequence of defaults of A: 
(d.) .Prom this sequence we define a sequence(s.) by 
the following manner 
Put
S1 = Th(A)
Prom a given we define
3 = h
,J+1
S! "  = Si  D A s (Sj , d  )
Put
S =
oou
1 = 1
si
1 2It is easy to see that S. ç S. Ç  ...
We prove that S is a minimal extension for A, i.e., S 
is minimal set of formulas and
S = Th (A U Asa (S ))
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S is consistent by induction on i, and also by 
induction on i, we have
Si Ç ïh(A U âsa (S ))
which immediately leads to
3 Ç Th (a  U A s . (.S)) (l)
' -A.
Let p d A U As,, (S). With some dv £. def(A) , we have
p £ As(3,dA) . By definition 2.1.9 v/e have cond(dA)£ S
and 3 U |p) is consistent. It implies that for some natural
m, condid ) Ç. S , furthermore, we have condid,) 6 3^
because 3 C SK . By the construction of S, we have
3K c S. Hence Sx‘ (J I Pi is consistent. Prom here we have m -  m L r  J
P € „k+1°m c V b l C S
It implies that
A U  A sa (3) Ç S (2)
By definition of Th, we have S Ç Th (^ s).
Let p e S, with S = S± _ №us
C J s h P
Í  = 1
because 3 ç  s Ç. ... and for some natural m, we о 1
get Sm i- p. It implies that p£Th(Sm) Ç Sm+1 . 
Altogether we get p £ S. So
S =  Th(jS) Ы
Prom(l) ,(,2) » (_3)we obtain
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S = Th ( A (J As. (s)) ( 4 )
3. Semantical considerations.
3.1.definitions
In the rest, we show that S is minimal fixed point. 
Suppose that there is a fixed point S such that 
S Ç- S. We have S. £ S by the result of inductionX  I X
on i, it implies that S S S . Thus S S .
X  X
This completes the proof of the theorem 2.1.15.
Sxample_2ilil6./Reiter, Criscuolo, 1981/.
Consider theory C = ^ p A Mr o  r., q Л h(~pA ы r)o> r^ .
lor this theory, we have three possibilities: if p is
given, then it is consistent to infer r; if q is given,
then it is consistent to infer <\зг; if p, q are given
simultaneously, it is consistent to infer r. Suppose
q is is given, we then have theory = $Aü{qîIand its
extension Th(_C Ü jL (. 'v p /\»rj}_). If we add the
assumption Mr to A, we then get two extensions for C,
which are: Th^C, U j M (,л* p /\^ rj])and Th (c (J r.ir ] ) .1 1 The second one contains the formula of the form p or
that contradicts to the given conditions, thus we can
not accept it in reality.
This example put forwards the fact that when
considering a default theory, it is strictly necessary
to give attention to those assumptions which are needed
for drawing available conclusions.
^2£§£10П_2^1._17. The set of needed assumptions for a default 
theory A is denoted as I\TA A and
Na (a ) = -^- J \  M (d ) J
d £def A
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±n±t± о п _ . Kodéi is a tuple M=\\V,f) where W
is a nonempty set of possible worlds and f is a function
V/from the set of all proposition letters of Lang to 2''. 
Defin±t±on._3-_1^.2. Let p € M. The truth value for p with 
respect to w £ W, denoted by u(w,p) ,is defined by 
mapping v:
v: W X S l o , i }
so that
1 iff w ç f(a)
/tl/ v(w,a)
 ^ 0 otherwise 
where a is an arbitrary proposition letter in Lang, 
/t 2/ v (w, rop) = 1 - v(w, p)
f 1 iff v(w,p) = 0 or 
v(w,q) = 1
/t3/ v(w,p:> q) = H
v. 0 otherwise
/t4/ v(w, Mq) =
1 iff v(w ,p) = 1
for some w €. WX
v о otherwise
Let S be a set of formulas, p is 
true in M, denoted by M (= p, if and only if v ^ p 4) = 1 
for every w 8 W.
Let S be a set of formula. S is true 
in M if and only if M|f=p for every p tS. In this case 
we call that M is a model for S.
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Defini^±оп_З^.Х^5. Let A be default theory. A set 
XÇWA(^A)is called an activation set of a set YCdef A 
if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
/actl/ A U X  is consistent.
/act2/ Y ^ d  G def (A) : cond (d)A M(d)£Th(A U  x)) .
/act3/ if pt X, then p=M(_d)for some d£Y.
/act4/ for every d^ € def (.A) - Y 
cond (cL) € Th(A U X) or 
Th(^AU x)u\ti(.d^ ) \ is inconsistent.
5§íl£ií:i25_3 A set XÍNA A is called a minimal
activation set of a set Y ç def A if and only if the 
following conditions are fulfiled:
/mal/ X is an activation set of Y by definition 3.1.5 
/ma2/ There is no activation set of any Y-^ ç  X 
In the case Y Ç def A satisfies /mal/ and /ma2/,
' we call Y minimally activable.
2®£|£^£1оп_3^1.,7. Let f.I be a model for a default 
theory A. M is called a minimal model for A if and 
only if M is a model for a minimal activation set 
X ç IA A of a set Yçdef A .
3i2i_Some_results.
Theorem_3i2il. Let A be default theory and suppose 
that X CM(A)is a minimal activation set of a set Y Я 
ç, def (A). Then Th(A UX ) is a minimal fixed point with 
respect to operator ЫМд.
Proof. By definition 2.1.13, we have to prove that
Firstly we prove
AsA(Th(A U  x ) ) ç . Th (a U  X )
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Let p e As^ThÍA К x) ). There is d e def A such that p = i.;(d) 
cond (d) eTh (A U X ) and Th [A U X)U(lvi(d)jis consistent. By the 
theorem's hypothesis X is an activation set of Y, hence by 
/act4/ we get pfc Y. By /act2/ we have moreover К (_d)s Th(AU xj^ 
because p = M U), so p e Th^A U X).
We prove now that X Ç As^ (_Th(AU X)).
Let pè X. Because X is an activation set of Y and by /act3/, 
we have p = ivi (d)for some d^Y i def (A ) . By /act2/, cond(d)^M (d 
4 Th(AUX). Therefore , Th(A U X)U^hiOi) ^  is consistent by /actl/ 
and /act2/. Thus M(d)fe‘As^ Th( A lJ '-X )) .As p = Ivl^ d) , so 
p <c АЗд (_Th (. А У X )) which completes the proof of ^5) .
Let Z NA (.A) be a fixed point of Ш.1, and suppose
that Z is consistent. Consider As^Z') , we have
L J
A3A ' \ 7 ,l  -  d € def ( a )  AsA C z ,  d )
by verifying through /actl/ - /act4/ we conclude that As^ Z ) 
is an activation set of the set
d€def(A): cond (d) A A (d)€Th^A Ü As^(Z ))
Suppose that Z t  Th(_AU x ). We have
Th(A \ j  AsA^z))CTh U  U X ) (.6 )
Denote
Yf = ^  d £ def (A.) : cond(d)|\k (d)4Th (à U As
Y = j^dfedef (A) : cond(jij/\M^d)^ThCA. 0 x)
Prom (б) we have Y1Ç Y . But Y is also a minimal 
activation set, so by(3) / in Thorem 2.1.15 / we get
Y = Y, .
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It is clear that Z 2  Th (a U x ) because from Y = Y-^ 
we can naturally take Y ^ Y^.
The Theorem 3.2.1. is proved.
ïîîêSïÊïlL^i^i^/Gompletenes^theorem/ Let A be a default 
theory and p be any formula. Then p £ TH ) if and only 
if p is true in every minimal model for A.
Proof. The belows lemmae immediatey lead to the complete­
ness theorem.
Ьетта_3^2г2л1. /McDermott - 1982, pp.39-40/ Let 3 be a set 
of formulas and p be an arbitrary formula in 3. Then 
p e ТНСз) if and only if M t= 3 for every model for S.
Lemma_3i2.2^2Л Let A be a default theory ans Z be a fixed 
point with respect to the operator ШАд . Then every model 
M for Z is a minimal model for A.
Proof. Let К be a model for Z. It is clear that every 
model for Z is also a model for A. Because Z = TH(a u  As,(z)j 
It is a model for Z, so to is model for Asjx (.Z) . By (3)
/in Theorem 2 . '1.1*? / As^ (_Z ) is an activation set for
Yf = I d e def(A) : cond(d)A M (d) 6. Th A U  As^(z)J j
In the rest, it suffices to prove that Li is a model for 
a set X Ç NA (_A)which is an minimal activation set of Y.
Suppose that some set X Q I\iA(A)is an minimal activation 
set of a set Y^ Ç Y.
Aimimg to prove that X is minimal activation set for
Y, we show that
<»
Th(A U  X) ç Th (A U Asa Z )) (7)
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To prove\J7/ it is equivalent to prove 
X C  Th ( A U Asa ( Z ) )
-“•ssume that p Q X. Por some d e Y-^ , we have p = И (_d) 
/by /act3/ /, as ç Y we have p £ Y. Moreover we have 
p £ Th (A U A s^Z)) , this completes the proff of C?)*
From 4 , we have
Th ( A U X ) -  Th (a U Asà (z ) ) (в)
(_8) together with Y-^ ç Y implies that Y-^ = Y. This 
finishes the proof of Lemma 3.2.2.2.
Lemma_3i2i2i3. Let A be a default theory and p be any 
formula. Then p is true in each minimal model for A if 
and only p belongs to each minimal fixed point with 
respect to Nîvï,.
Proof. /If/ 3y applying Theorem2.M5 we immediately 
fulfil the "If” part.
/Only if/ This part is direct result of application of 
two Lemmae 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2,
From lemma 3.2.2.3 we have directly the Completeness 
Theorem.
4.i_C2?22iy®i2?3’ This paper shows a compromised approach 
to nonmonotonic reasoning system in comparison with those 
of McDermott, Doyle, Moore, Reiter and Lukaszewicz : we 
treate simultaneously twro modal operators M and L which 
allows to consider not only in the light of proof-theoretic 
but also of model-theoretic aspects, furthermore default 
theories are manipulated here with the intuitive idea that
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every time when a theory is activated, the set of assump­
tions is carefully considered in order to provide plausible 
conclusions. We shows the context-sensitivity of our system. 
It should be noted that our nonmonotonic reasoning system 
is not semi-decisive, so some intuititions and heuristics 
are used in building this system - definition 3.5.1 and 
Theorem 3.5.15 are instances. Moreover, well-defined non­
monotonic theorems are derived from each default theory.
Our approach, instead of competing the previous ones, is 
above all the completion of them.
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A DEDUCTIVE REASONING SYSTEM ON THE BASIS OF 
A NONMONOTONIC LOGIC
Ha Hoang Hop
Summary
The paper presents a deductive reasoning system, where 
both syntactical and semantical aspects of a non-monotonie 
logic are considered.
Non-mono tonicity is the main feature in commonsense 
reasoning. Many approaches to modelling non-monotonicity 
are known. The author presents a compromised approach which 
simultaneously aims to investigate proof-theoretic and 
model-theoretic aspects of non-monotonic logic.
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EGY NEM-MONOTON LOGIKÄN ALAPULÓ DEDUKTÍV KÖVETKEZTETÉSI RENDSZER
Ha Hoang Hop
Összefoglaló
A cikk egy deduktiv következtetési rendszert mutat be, 
amely a nem-monoton logikák mind szintaktikai, mind 
szemantikai aspektusain alapszik. A szerző a nem-mono­
tonitásnak /amely a "józan következtetésnek" fő tulaj­
donsága/ egy kompromisszumos modelljét mutatja meg, 
amely a nem-monoton logikák mindkét tárgyalásának 
/modell-elméleti illetve bizonyitás-elméleti/ aspektu­
sait felhasználja.
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A DEDUCTIVE LANGUAGE FOR THE REPRESENTATION OF INCOMPLETE
KNOWLEDGE
HA HOANG HOF
Institute of Computer Science and Cybernetics 
Hanoi - Vietnam
Abstract We give here a formal treament of the problem 
of representing incomplete knowledge by a new approach in 
which formal knowledge bases are described in terms of 
abstract interactive operations between them and expert 
systems /ESs/. v/e then setle up an original knowledge repre­
sentation language which allows the explicit representation 
of nonmonotonicity in the framework of beliefs and knowledges. 
The correctness of this language is proved.
i*_Ï££roduction 0ur formalisation of RL - the representation 
language - is started with McDermott and Doyle /1980/,'Moore 
/1983/, Levesque /1984/. Levesque s paper provides much 
technical inspirations. We generalise Levesque s knowledge 
representation language by two foundamental aspects: all 
interactive operations are abstract instead of only as "Tell" 
and "Ask", and beliefs are more explicitly represented by 
means of simultaneous two algebraic operators К "It is known" 
and L "It is believed". The first aspect allows a high level 
of conceptual modeling, since with two operations "Tell" and 
"Ask", formal knowledge bases would have the risk of colliding 
to traditional databases in which well-formed formulae are 
only considered in part; the second aspect enables a more 
explicit representation of beliefs, as we explicitly specify 
in RL the second algebraic operator L - we distinguish belief 
and knowledge, this distinction seems to be essential when 
dealing with the Generalised Closed-World Assumption /Reiter 
-1978, Bossu and Siegel-1985, Przymusinska and Gelfond-1986/
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We give an approach to above problem by a new manner: turning 
reasoning steps into so-called knowledge matrices and then 
showing the correctness of RL.
2i_ihe_knowledge_representation_language_RL 
2AlA_ÇonceptsA_definitions
We buil up RL on the basis of the following sets:
W, KB, P, R
where
. W is a non-empty set of possible worlds,
. KB is a set of preliminary knowledges about W. In the 
following, KB is treated as an abstract knowledge base.
. F is the set of all formulae of POL and all rmulae of 
the form:
/1/ pA  Kq-^ A. . .AKqn гэ r or simpler Kq^A .. .ÄKqn о  г
/2/ p A LqlA. ..ALqn о r or simpler L q J [ . .  . f \L q n => г
where p, qi (i=l,. .. ,r^r belong to POL. К is quoted as
"it is known" and L is as "it is believed".
. R is a set of specific representations so that each r£ R 
transforms an arbitrary pair(w,d) where w£ W and d P 
into an element of
C= ^yes, no, unknown, known, believed^
Definition 2.1.1. Axioms for POL proof theory: 
/al/ p ca (q о  r) .
/a2/ ( po (q о r)) => (( p q) r 
/аЗ/ (~qrp r«a p) Cl r« q гэ го р ) э  q •
/а4/ ¥х (ргэ q ) ^ V x p ^  -¥xq ) .
/а5/ ^ P  => P* .
Axiom of Equality:
/ае/ (isi*) A  (i  ^j) for all distinct i, j
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p, q, г are formulae of FOL, x is free variable, t is closed 
term and i, j are indexes.
Comment 2.1.2. Since KB is defined as preliminary knowledges 
from W, it puts equivalence to that KB is incomplete.
With the algebraic operator K, we have Levesque s 
query language in which a formula of the form Kp is 
read as
The KB knows p /ак/
or
KB (h- P
where /f- is a specified provability relation and p is any 
formula of FOL possibly containing K's.
The second algebraic operator L is as
The KB believes p /ab/
or
KB \\= p
where j|s is a new form of provability /or query evaluation/ 
While the first query evaluation is understood as 
usually, the second needs an e.xact semantics.
2.2. Semantics for RL
The language RL has all formation rules of FOL and 
the following two rules:
If p é RL then Kp £ RL /ак/
If p £ RL then Lp fc RL /ab/
So, in F there is three kinds of formula:
/ i /  p Л  q
/ii/ К ( р Д  q>
/i ü /  L (p \  q )
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/ 1 /  will be true or false depending on the interpretation 
of predicate symbols.
/ii/ will be true or false depending on KB and on what is 
known or unknown.
/iii/ will be true or false depending on KB and on what is 
believed.
Semantics of RL will be depended on the set of possible 
worlds W. We use here Kripke s interpretation. Kripke /1963/ 
uses the concept of possible worlds to create a formal 
semantics for modal logic. Later, mathematical logicians, 
e.g., Chang and Keisler /1973/, Kalish et al./1980/, equate 
the concept of possible worlds with the model for a formal 
language of POL. In another development, linguists and 
philosophical logicians,e.g., Cresswell /1973/, Rescher 
/1975/, seem to regard possible worlds more broadly, as a 
kind of Gestalt experiments, not limited by the vocabulary 
of the language of POL or any others. Our usage of possible 
worlds here will be more on mathematical side,i.e., that a 
possible world is an alternative model, but the philosophi­
cal side remains valid.
2®íi5iíi2£_£:i2il* Kp is true in KB iff p is true in every 
possible world of W.
LP is true in KB iff p is true in every 
possible world of W.
In agreement with McDermott /1982/ s argument, we need 
two inference rules: modus ponens and necessitation. We come 
to the axiom schemata for RL.
R2Ü 2ÍÍ 122- ^ 2^3. Axiom Schemata for The Knowledge 
Representation Language RL
The axioms of POL
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. Kp where p is an axiom of FOL 
. Lp where p is an axiom of FOL 
. К (p => q) Э  (Kp э  Kq)
. (¥x) Kp э  К ( ^ tx  ) p 
. L(pc=> q)_TD (Lp ^  Lq)
. (Vx ) Lp ZD L (jx ) p
• P 3  Kp where p is pure.
/ a formula is pure when it is .known /
Monotonie inference rules for RL
. p, p Z> q h q /modus ponens/
• p h Kp /К-necessitation/
. p Lp /L-necessitation/
Gomment_2i2i5. On the basis of the notion of possible 
worlds, К and L are,treated in an unified way: definitions 
2.2.1 and 2.2.2 have pointed out this unification, thus 
in the above definition, we may use h instead of ||— 
and without confusions. The semantics for RL is both
sound and complete since RL is both sound and complete 
with respect to Levesque /1984/ and Hop /1987/. Due to the 
limited space, we do not quote the proofs here. 
ïkË2£®5}_i=:.2._6. RL is both sound and complete
3-,_Tlie_correctness_of _RL
In this section, we consider more concretely 
what RL will be with abstract interactive oprations. We 
define exactly interactive operations by terms of specific 
representation, then gradually, the so-called knowledge 
matrix is constructed that serves for the proof of the 
correctness of RL - this proof in turns, is strongly not onlj 
supports for theorem 2.2.6, but opens new possibilities for 
further investigations.
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3^1i_ûefinitions
Def inition_3.1..1• r £  R is defined as follows:
г: КЗ X RL — ^ ^_yes, no, known, unknown, believed
so that
I
yes, if Kp true on к 
no, if К p true on к 
believed, if Lp true on к 
known, if p is pure 
unknown, otherwise
The quantification of R:
Q ^ г ^ k , p^^  ^  0 » Л ^ » Д 2 » ^  3 » 1 \
so that
1 1 if r(k,p) =yes
0 if r(k,p) =no
Q (r) = S Д -L if r(k,p) =believed
Д 2 if r(k,p) =known
Д 3 Ü
M
r(-k,p ) =unknown
where 0 ^ ^ 1.
Definition 3.1.3. The classification of algebraic/modal 
formulae:
/ 1 /  if p is formula, then so Kp, Lp.
/ii/ Classification listing for all formulae / with or 
without algebraic/modal operators /
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where Ж* ) ß ) ß/| ) ß z  ) are used to denote
signed formulae and their components of respective types. 
This classification is a modification of Hop /1986/ for 
temporal case, however, we give here only a classificatio. 
which relates to classical quantification with two values 
0 and 1 - this treatment is enough for the matrix represents 
tion that we will present belows.
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The formula tree for a signed modal 
formula is a formation tree containing additional information 
as to the polarity of its atomic formulae.
Exam2le_3ili5. The formula tree for the formula 
(к (p A q ) A b p  э  L [ p  Л r ^ o j
is
( к ,  о)&1
, L(j=> , 0J a2
the label at each node is index of the path in the tree, 
which provides the following matrix representation of formulae
Definition_3ili§. A path through a formula tree is a subset
of its formula tree. Denote these paths s and t, and s u 
for path s with an occurence of the label u .
A path through a formula tree is called atomic iff for 
every node к in s, either
/а/ к is a label by an atomic formula, or 
/Ь/ к is a V in the classification tables.
The atomic paths through an quantified formula is detected
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by wringting components of an 0(-type side by side and the 
components of p>-type one above the other to form a nested 
matrix.
Example_3ili7. The matrix representation of the formula in 
example 3.1.5:
one of four atomic paths is a dotted line in the figure.
With r £ R, a pair k,p is transformed into an
value in the set !{_ 0, 1, A^, A 2, A 3 It in turn, is
transformed by quantification Q into one of the categories 
in classification tables, and at last, comes into the form 
of matrix representation above. We have the following defi­
nition.
Definition_3ili§. Through r, Q and matrix representation, 
we obtain matrix ||x. .|| forming by elements: 0, 1,
À  À À JД-^, A 2» A 3, where q is cardinality /if any/ of p in RL
and m is cardinality of KB /if any/. Thus, in the simplest 
case, KB can be represented as a matrix, and in general, it 
can be represented as matrices. We call this matrix /or ma­
trices/ knowledge matrix /or matrices /.
We obtain the Theorem belows which points out the 
existence of specific representation for every interactive 
operation between KB and expert systems. This theorem actually 
shows the correctness of every operation between KB and their 
abstract expert systems.
9. For every r R, there exists two other 
specific representations r^, r2 t  R so that r = о r2, 
where "o" is a consequent application of r-^ and r2,i.e., a 
matrix multiply, and
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Г1 С к> р )  = K j l l  q X m
Xi j  é. ^ ° .  1, А д ,  A j ,
q X ш ) - X j  |\qxm
Proof  ^
transforms
Let T j be a specific representation that 
||xii|l nYTn to a quantified matrix Ц у<3“ qxm
/ this situation is realistic since we can put x
:ii 1î » 311(1 yii = 1/2
Thus by Г31
if Xij € ^ A l t  A
10 
2 » A
qxm
-  y id  l f
>} / .
I h i j l l qxm
we denote the reverse representation from 
t0 Hxijl| qxm •
Put r-^  = ri 0 гз » v 2 ~ r31 we ^ауе
r = о r2 = Гд о r^ о Г31 = г.
The Theorem is proved.
4^_Conclusion. With RL, we can resolve the following 
problems:
. The interaction between^ an abstract expert system with 
an incomplete knowledge base by non-monotonic manner,
. Formal semantics, a Kripke semantics-based consideration, 
is explicitly investigated,
. For the first time, we propose the matrix representation 
for the problem of constructing up an knowledge representation 
language, this treatment shows that even with extended power 
provided by RL, knowledge of an incomplete knowledge base is 
still representable at symbol level, and even at number level 
by means of two modal operators in the framework of matrix 
representation. This means that whenever we want to have the 
"returns" to traditional databases, it will be quite possible.
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Recently almost all contributions to the field 
of knowledge representation are deductive, i.e., are based 
on various deductive reasoning models. It means that the 
logical lattice of deduction models are supposed closed. The 
closure property is presented inTheorem 3.1.9. Closures are 
abstractly and generally investigated by Khang /1978/, thus 
it seems to enable an unified approach to pattern recognition 
and knowledge representation simultaneously.
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A DEDUCTIVE LANGUAGE FOR THE REPRESENTATION OF INCOMPLETE
KNOWLEDGE
Ha Hoang Hop
Summary
In the paper a formal treatment of the problem of 
representing incomplete knowledge is given. By this a 
new approach to formal knowledge bases is described 
in terms of abstract interactive operations between 
them and expert systems (ES). An original knowledge 
representation language is introduced, that allows 
the explicite representation of non-monotonicity in 
the framework of beliefs and knowledges. In the paper 
the correctness of this language is also proved.
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EGY DEDUKTIV NYELV A NEM TELJES TUDÁS REPREZENTÁLÁSÁRA
Ha Hoang Hop
Összefoglaló
A cikk a nem teljes tudás reprezentálásának egy uj formális 
tárgyalását adja. Ez a tárgyalás a formális tudásbázisok és 
a szakértő rendszerek közötti absztrakt interaktiv leképezé­
sén alapszik. A szerző bevezet egy eredeti tudás-reprezentá- 
ló nyelvet, amely a "nem-monotonitásnak" egy explicit repre- 
zentálását is lehetővé teszi, éspedig a tudás illetve véle­
mény fogalmak keretében. A szerző a nyelv korrektségét is 
bizonyitja.
MTA SZTAKI Közlemények 39/1988 p. 67-82.
A KNOWLEDGE-BASED APPROACH TO SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPÉCIFICATIC
A.M. KAROL
Tsentprogrammsystem,
Kalinin, USSR
1. INTRODUCTION
D u rin g  th e  l a s t  decade re q u ire m e n ts  deve lopm en t s ta g e  has 
g a in e d  th e  s ta tu s  o f  p ro b a b ly  th e  m ost c r i t i c a l  s ta g e  in  th e  
w ho le  p ro c e s s  o f  f a i r l y  com plex s o f tw a re  d e ve lo p m e n t. As a 
m a t te r  o f  e x p e r ie n c e  [ 1 ] ,  la t e  d is c o v e ry  o f  e r r o r s  made a t  
t h i s  s ta g e  le a d s  to  s e r io u s  a l t e r a t io n s  o f th e  system  and 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y  a f f e c t s  th e  t im e  and deve lopm en t c o s t .
The b a s ic  g o a l o f th e  s ta g e  i s  a c le a r  and c o m p le te , 
m o d if ia b le  d e s c r ip t io n  o f  w hat th e  c o n c e iv e d  s o f tw a re  system  
s h o u ld  p e r fo rm , th e  d e s c r ip t io n  w h ic h  is  u n a m b ig u o u s ly  
u n d e rs to o d  by u s e rs , e x p e r ts  and d e v e lo p e rs .
Among m u l t ip le  a id e s  p ropo sed  f o r  a c h ie v in g  t h i s  g o a l,  th e  
e s s e n t ia l  p a r t  c o n s is ts  o f  th o s e  s p e c i f i c a t io n  m ethods and 
sys te m s , in  w h ic h  re q u ire d  in fo r m a t io n ,  re c o rd e d  in  some 
fo rm a l o r  s e m ifo rm a l la n g u a g e , i s  s te p w is e  added t o  a common 
d e s ig n  da tabase  and th e n , i f  r e q u ir e d ,  can be s u b je c te d  to  
a u to m a tic  s e m a n tic  c h e c k in g , m o d if ie d  o r  p r in te d  in  th e  fo rm  
o f  s t r u c tu r e d  r e p o r ts ,  c o n s t i t u t in g  th e  t a r g e t  system  
d o c u m e n ta t io n .
The m ost known exam ple o f  th e  system s o f t h i s  k in d  i s  th e  
PSL/PSA system  d e s c r ib e d  in  d e t a i l s  in  l i t e r a t u r e  [ 2 ] ,  w h ich  
was th e  f i r s t  t o  d e f in e  th e  above m e n tio n e d  scheme and se rved  
as a s t a r t i n g - p o in t  o f  many app roaches [3 ]  t h a t  p rom o ted  n o t 
o n ly  t h e o r e t i c a l  com prehens ion  o f  a p ro b le m , b u t a c c u m u la tio n
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o f p r a c t ic a l  e x p e r ie n c e  in  a p p l ic a t io n  o f  c o m p u te r-a id e d  
sys tem s fo r  s p e c i f y in g  th e  e a r ly  s ta g e s  o f  s o f tw a re
d e v e lo p m e n t.
N e v e r th e le s s , i t  s h o u ld  be re c o g n iz e d  t h a t  nowadays, th e  
a p p l ic a t io n  o f s u c h  a id e s  in  b ro a d  p rog ram m ing  p r a c t ic e  has 
e p is o d ic a l  n a tu r e .  There a re  many re a s o n s  f o r  t h a t .  W ith o u t 
g o in g  in to  d e t a i l s  we w i l l  name h e re  o n ly  tw o re a so n s  o f  
c o n s id e ra b le  im p o rta n c e  in  o u r o p in io n .  The f i r s t  one i s  
c o m p le x ity  and u n w ie ld in e s s  o f  th e  re q u ire m e n ts  s p e c i f i c a t io n  
lan gua ges  and sys te m s , and r e la te d  w i t h  them d i f f i c u l t i e s  in  
le a r n in g  and e f f i c i e n t  usage. The second reason  c o n s is ts  o f  
th e  f a c t  th a t  s u c h  system s more f r e q u e n t ly  do n o t a l lo w  us t o  
check  dynamic a s p e c ts  o f th e  system  b e in g  d e ve lo p e d .
T h is  paper d e s c r ib e s  th e  SAM sys tem  ( S p e c i f ic a t io n ,  
A n a ly s is ,  M o d e l l in g )  [ 4 ] ,  w h ic h  is  a know ledge base t h a t  can 
be f i l l e d  w ith  k n o w le d g e , and i t  i s  in te n d e d  f o r  deve lop m en t 
o f  s o ftw a re  re q u ire m e n ts  and a llo w s  sm ooth t r a n s i t i o n  to  more 
d e ta i le d  s p e c i f ic a t io n s .  In  p a r t i c u la r ,  SAM t r i e s  t o  overcom e, 
to  some e x te n t ,  th e  tw o  above m e n tio n e d  d e f ic ie n c ie s
c h a r a c t e r is t ic  f o r  many s p e c i f i c a t io n  sys te m s . The fo rm e r a t  
th e  expense o f  th e  u s e r f r i e n d ly  in t e r f a c e  t h a t  in v o lv e s  
menus, windows, and a u s e r d e f in e d  s p e c i f i c a t io n  la n g u a g e ; th e  
l a t t e r  a t th e  expense o f  th e  a p p l ic a t io n  o f  th e  P ro lo g  
lan gua ge  [5 ] as a t o o l  f o r  r a p id  p r o to t y p in g  [ 6 ] .  In  many 
re s p e c ts  SAM c o n t in u e s  th e  l i n e  "PSL/PSA -  SDLA [ 7 , 8 , 9 ]  -  SAD 
[ 1 0 ] " .  For e xa m p le , SAM does n o t f i x  p r e v io u s ly  d e f in e d  
te c h n o lo g y  o f  usa g e , and can s e rv e  as a t o o l  s u p p o r t in g  
d i f f e r e n t  te c h n o lo g ie s .  SAM is  based on th e  id e a s  o f
c o n c e p tu a l d a ta b a s e  m o d e ll in g  and lo g ic  p rogram m ing  e le m e n ts .
2. THE SAM BACKGROUND
Modern u n d e rs ta n d in g  o f  th e  re q u ire m e n ts  d e f i n i t i o n  
p ro b le m  assumes, i f  p o s s ib le ,  a more c o m p le te  d e s c r ip t io n  n o t
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o n ly  o f  a system  i t s e l f ,  b u t th e  s u r ro u n d in g  w o r ld ,  in  w h ic h  
th e  system  w i l l  f u n c t io n  in t e r a c t in g  w i t h  t h i s  w o r ld  [1 1 ] .  The 
m a in  m o t iv a t io n  f o r  such an e x te n d e d  in t e r p r e t a t io n  l i e s  in  
th e  f a c t  t h a t  re q u ire m e n ts  can be fo rm u la te d  s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  
o n ly  when th e  system  a p p l ic a t io n  a re a  i s  u n d e rs to o d  w e l l  [ 1 2 ] ,  
and th u s  some “ sum o f  kn o w le d g e “ a b o u t th e  t a r g e t  system  and 
th e  p a r t  o f  tn e  r e a l  w o r ld  i t  i s  r e la te d  t o ,  can be f i x e d .  
S im i la r  t r e n d ,  c o n c e rn in g  th e  know ledge re p r e s e n ta t io n  
te c h n iq u e s , can be o b se rve d  in  d a ta b a se  d e s ig n  -  th e  f i e l d  in  
w h ic h  a c o n c e p tu a l m odel i s  used to  d e s c r ib e  a c o n c e p tu a l 
scheme (u n iv e rs e  o f  d is c o u rs e )  -  o f  th e  p a r t  o f  th e  re a l w o r ld  
w h ic h  d e f in e s  th e  d a ta b a se  c o n te n ts  [1 2 ] .
The SAM system  m odel a llo w s  f o r  th e  p re s e n te d
c o n s id e r a t io n s .  I t  o r ig in a t e s  fro m  th e  SDLA system  s e m a n tic  
d a ta  m ode l, and th e  H orn lo g ic  im p lem en ted  in  th e  P ro lo g  
la n g u a g e . Such a c o m b in a tio n  in  t h i s  case i s  n o t m e re ly  a 
m e c h a n ic a l c o n n e c t io n , some fe a tu r e s  o f  th e  m o d if ie d  e x te n d e d  
r e la t i o n a l  d a ta  mode) o f  th e  SDLA system  and P ro lo g , w h ic h  
i t s e l f  one can t r e a t  as g e n e r a l iz a t io n  o f  r e la t i o n a l
d a ta b a s e s , do i t  n a tu r a l .
In  o rd e r  t o  make th e  pa pe r s e l f - c o n ta in e d  we b r i e f l y  
d e s c r ib e  b a s ic  fe a tu r e s  o f  th e  SDLA system  d e ve lo p e d  a t  th e  
Com puter and A u to m a tio n  I n s t i t u t e  o f  th e  H u n g a ria n  Academy o f 
S c ie n ce s  in  c o - o p e ra t io n  w i th  th e  ISDOS p r o je c t  o f  th e  
M ic h ig a n  U n iv e r s i t y .
The SDLA system  im p lem en ts  a m eta language  s p e c i f i c a t io n  
app ro ach  [ 1 3 ] ,  i . e .  i t  s u p p o r ts  n o t one s p e c i f i c  lan gua ge  
( l i k e ,  f o r  exam ple , PSL in  th e  PSL/PSA s y s te m ), b u t p ro v id e s  
each u s e r w i th  th e  c a p a b i l i t y  to  d e f in e  and expand h is  own 
p r o b le m -o r ie n te d ,  e a s i ly  u n d e rs ta n d a b le  lan gua ge  a t  th e  m eta 
le v e l .  L a te r  t h i s  language  can be used a t  th e  second le v e l  
a t  th e  le v e l  o f  t a r g e t  system  d e s c r ip t io n ,  and a ls o  when 
d a ta b a se  q u e r ie s  a re  fo rm u la te d .
B es ide s  a c o n c re te  language  s y n ta x , a c o n c e p tu a l scheme (a  
s e t  o f  ty p e s  o f  o b je c ts  o r  “ c o n c e p ts "  in  th e  SDLA te r m in o lo g y )
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and some s e m a n tic  c o n s t r a in t s  a re  d e f in e d  a t  th e  m eta le v e l .  
A t th e  d e s c r ip t io n  le v e l  th e  system  checks  co rre sp o n d e n ce  o f  
in p u t  o b je c ts  (c o n c e p t in s ta n c e s )  t o  a p p r o p r ia te  ty p e s  and 
c a r r in g - o u t  o f  th e  s p e c i f ie d  c o n s t r a in t s .
The co n ce p t i s  d e s c r ib e d  by i t s  a t t r i b u t e s :
co n ce p t n a m e _ o f„c o n c e p t ( s e l l : a t t r l ..........s e lfc h a t t r N ) ,
w here  s e l i  ( s e le c t o r )  i s  a name o f an i - a t t r i b u t e .  A t t r ib u t e s  
s h o u ld  a ls o  be d e f in e d  as c o n c e p ts ; r e c u r s io n  i s  a llo w e d . 
D e f in i t io n  i s  a ls o  c o r r e c t  in  th e  case when th e  p a r t  in  
p a re n th e s e s  does n o t e x i s t .  There i s  an im p o r ta n t  mechanism 
f o r  r e f in in g  th e  c o n c e p ts  -  a scheme o f  ty p e s  and s u b ty p e s . 
L e t ’ s mark one more fe a tu r e  in  th e  SDLA d a ta b a se . w h ich  i s  
in t e r e s t in g  as such and fro m  th e  p o in t  o f  v ie w  o f i t s  
s y n ta c t ic  g e n e r a l iz a t io n  and se m a n tics  r e d e f i n i t i o n  in  SAM. I f  
a t  th e  meta le v e l  tw o c o n c e p ts  c l  and c2 (su ch  t h a t  a nonem pty 
s e t  o f  a t t r i b u t e s  o f th e  c o n c e p t c2 i s  an own s u b s e t o f  a s e t 
o f  a t t r ib u t e s  o f  th e  c o n c e p t c l )  a re  co n n e c te d  by th e  
r e la t io n s h ip
c l ( s e l l  : a t t r l ......... s e lN : a t t r N ) im p l ie s
c 2 ( s e l i 1 : a t t r i i , . . . , s e l i * : a t t r i * )  ( k  < N).
th e n  a t  th e  o b je c t  le v e l  th e  c r e a t io n  o f  an in s ta n c e  o f  th e  
c o n c e p t c l  a u to m a t ic a l ly  causes th e  c r e a t io n  o f  an in s ta n c e  o f 
th e  concep t c 2 .
3. BASIC FEATURES OF SAM.
From a v e r y  g e n e ra l p o in t  o f v ie w  th e  o b je c t iv e  g o a l o f 
SAM is  a sys te m  d e s c r ip t io n  and a n a ly s is ,  j u s t  l i k e  th e  g o a l 
o f  th e  SDLA sys tem . H ow ever, SAM has a number o f  fu n d a m e n ta l 
d i f fe r e n c e s  e xp a n d in g  i t s  f u n c t io n a l  c a p a b i l i t i e s  and
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r e f l e c t i n g  a s p e c i f i c  c h a ra c te r  o f  th e  SAM im p le m e n ta t io n  on a 
p e rs o n a l co m p u te r.
SAM is  based on a know ledge base, in  w h ic h  r e le v a n t  
in fo r m a t io n  a b o u t a s u b je c t  domain (g e n e ra l kno w le dg e ) and a 
system  b e in g  d e ve lo p e d  (co m p u te r a r t i f a c t s )  i s  a ccu m u la te d . 
I n t e r a c t io n  w i th  th e  know ledge base  is  p e rfo rm e d  a t  tw o  
le v e ls :  a m eta le v e l  and an o b je c t  le v e l .  A know ledge u n i t
s p e c i f ie d  in  th e  SAM sys tem  in p u t  lan gua ge  a t  th e  meta le v e l ,  
l i k e  in  SDLA, i s  r e fe r r e d  to  as a c o n c e p t. A co n c e p t i s  a 
c a r r i e r  o f  common fe a tu r e s  o f  o b je c ts  -  know ledge u n i t s  o f  th e  
o b je c t  le v e l .  On a p a r w i t h  th e  te rm  "c o n c e p t' we s h a l l  use as 
synonim s a ls o  th e  te rm s  " t y p e " ,  " o b je c t  t y p e " .  O b je c ts  a re  
d e s c r ib e d  by u s in g  key  w o rds , w h ic h  a re  f ix e d  th e  moment th e  
c o n c e p t, t o  w h ic h  th e s e  o b je c ts  b e lo n g  to ,  is  d e f in e d .  The key 
words make up s o - c a l le d  fo rm s ( p a t te r n s ,  s e n te n c e s ) , f o r  each 
o f  w h ic h , m o reo ve r, th e  c o n te x t  and th e  name d e s c r ip t io n  in  
w h ich  i t  can be used , i s  s p e c i f ie d .  F o r each c o n c e p t one o r  
more fo rm s  can be s p e c i f ie d .
C oncepts and o b je c ts  may re p re s e n t  s im p le  and com p lex , 
r e a l  and a b s t r a c t ,  s t a t i c  and dynam ic phenomena, e n t i t i e s ,  and 
r e la t io n s .  P e o p le , e n te r p r is e s ,  p ro b le m s , m ach ines , c o m p u te rs , 
DBMbs, t r a n s a c t io n s  w i t h in  DBMS, te c h n o lo g ie s ,  num bers, m odule  
in v o c a t io n ,  subsystem  m em bership e t c .  a re  some exam ples.
A p e rs o n  d e s c r ib in g  a co n ce p t g iv e s  a s u i t a b le  name to  th e
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co n c e p t and s p e c i f ie s ,  i f  n e c e s s a ry , a l i s t  o f  i t s  named 
com ponents ( a t t r i b u t e s ) .  Com ponents, in  t h e i r  tu r n ,  a re  
d e f in e d  as c o n c e p ts . A n o th e r p o s s ib le  way o f  d e f in in g  th e  
c o n c e p ts  i s  t o  add new com ponents t o  th e  name o f  p r e v io u s ly  
d e s c r ib e d  c o n c e p t, and i t  i s  r e fe r r e d  t o  as c o n c e p t re f in e m e n t 
o r  s p e c ia l i z a t io n  [ 1 5 ] .  T h is  way i s  im p lem en ted  by th e  
b u i l t - i n  c o n c e p t IS .
B u i l t - i n  c o n c e p ts  a re  c o n c e p ts  t h a t  have been d e f in e d  
in s id e  th e  sys tem . Among them  a re  sys tem  d a ta  ty p e s  and sys tem  
o p e ra t io n s .  System  d a ta  ty p e s  a re  in te g e r s ,  r e a ls ,  and t e x t s .  
O b je c ts  o f  th e s e  ty p e s  a re  a ls o  c o n s id e re d  known in  th e
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sys tem . The sys te m  o p e ra t io n s  in c lu d e  e q u a l i t y  and u n e q u a l i t y  
p re d ic a te s  d e f in e d  f o r  th e  o b je c ts  o f  th e  same ty p e ,  
com parison  p r e d ic a te s  >, <, >=, =< d e f in e d  on sys tem  d a ta
ty p e s ,  a r i t h m e t ic  o p e ra t io n s  d e f in e d  on num bers. O th e r 
b u i l t - i n  c o n c e p ts  w i l l  be c o n s id e re d  b e lo w .
The most e s s e n t ia l  d i f f e r e n c e  be tw een  th e  SAM system  and 
th e  SDLA system  i s  in  th e  f a c t ,  t h a t  i t  i s  p o s s ib le  t o  s ta te  
r u le s  c o n n e c t in g  th e  c o n c e p ts  d e s c r ib e d  a t  th e  m eta le v e l  in  
SAM. The ru le s  a re  w r i t t e n  ro u g h ly  in  th e  fo rm  as i t  i s  done 
in  th e  P ro lo g  la n g u a g e . F o rm a lly ,  th e  re c o rd
c 0 ( . . . )  i f  c l ( . . . )  and . . .  and c N ( . . . ) .  (N >= 0)
means, t h a t  f o r  a l l  v a lu e s  ( o b je c ts  o f  c o r re s p o n d in g  co n ce p t 
a t t r ib u t e s )  o f  th e  v a r ia b le s  i t  c o n ta in s ,  th e  c o n c e p t c 0 ( . . . )  
h o ld s  when c l ( . . . )  and . . .  and c N ( . . . )  h o ld .  A n o th e r  v a l i d  
v a r ia n t  o f a r u le s  re c o rd  em ployes fo rm s  o f th e  c o n c e p ts  cO,
c l , . . . .  cN.
I f  in  th e  r u le  th e re  i s  a c o n c e p t w ith  one argum ent 
( v a r ia b le  o r  c o n s ta n t ) ,  w h ic h  i s  p reced ed  by th e  # sym bol, 
t h i s  in d ic a te s  t h a t  o b je c ts  o f  th e  c o n c e p t i t s e l f  a re  ta k e n  
in t o  a cco u n t, r a t h e r  th a n  o b je c ts  o f  i t s  a t t r i b u t e s .  T h a t way 
i s  sometimes m ore c o n v e n ie n t,  b u t  th e  f i r s t  one g iv e s  b e t t e r  
f l e x i b i l i t y .  On th e  w h o le , t h i s  co rre sp o n d e n ce  between 
co m p o s ite  o b je c ts  and tu p le s  o f  t h e i r  com ponents p la y s  an 
im p o r ta n t r o le  i n  b u i ld in g  o f  th e  SAM sys tem .
In  th e  r i g h t  p a r t  o f  th e  r u le  i t ’ s a ls o  p o s s ib le  to  use 
th e  lo g ic a l  c o n n e c t iv e s  o r ,  n o t .  L o g ic a l o p e ra t io n s  p r i o r i t i e s  
a re  u s u a l, how eve r th e y  can be changed by  p a re n th e s e s .
R ules a l lo w  us to  re p re s e n t  se m a n tics  o f  
in te r c o n n e c t io n s  between c o n c e p ts . L ik e  co n cep ts  and o b je c ts ,  
r u le s  can be added , d e le te d  and e d ite d  by  a d e s ig n e r .  Each 
r u le  has i t s  name.
R ule  in t e r p r e t a t io n s  can  be v a r io u s .  R u les  w i t h  an 
id e n t i c a l  in t e r p r e t a t io n  a re  in te g r a te d  in t o  named g ro u p s . A t
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each p o in t  o f  t im e  some r u le  g roups a re  marked as " a c t iv e " .
R u les  d e s c r ib in g  s u b je c t  dom ain i n t e g r i t y  c o n s t r a in t s  
s e rv e  as an exam ple o f  r u le s  in te g r a te d  in t o  one g roup  ( A ) .  
R u les  re p re s e n t in g  s p e c i f i c  c h a ra c te r  o f  a p a r t i c u l a r  ta s k  
w i t h in  th e  fra m ew o rk  o f  one s u b je c t  domain can c o n s t i t u t e  
a n o th e r  g roup  (B ) .
I f  new o b je c ts  b e in g  added a t  a t im e  can, t o  a d e s ig n e r 's  
o p in io n ,  v i o la t e  an i n t e g r i t y  o f  a know ledge base b e in g  
d e s ig n e d , tn e n  th e  r u le  g roups A and В s h o u ld  be p o in te d  as 
a c t i v e .
R u le s  s p e c i f y in g  d e d u c t iv e  c a p a b i l i t i e s  o f  a know ledge  
base b e in g  c re a te d ,  c o s t i t u t e  a s p e c i f i c  g roup . T h is  g roup  i s  
a c t iv a te d  in  a q u e ry  phase, and a l lo w s  us to  re p re s e n t  some 
in fo r m a t io n  i n t e n s io n a l l y , in  te rm s  o f  lo g ic a l  im p l ic a t io n ,  
in s te a d  o f  d e s c r ib in g  and s to r in g  o b je c ts  e x p l i c i t l y .  A sam ple 
r u le  fro m  t h i s  g roup  i s  th e  r u le
g r a n d ia th e r (X ,Y )  i f  f a t h e r ( X , Z )  and p a r e n t ( Z , Y ) .
In  t h i s  case  g r a n d f a t h e r ( . . . ) ,  f a t h e r ( . . . ) ,  p a r e n t ! ■ . . )  
a re  c o n c e p t names, and v a r ia b le s  X , Y , Z  can be names o f o b je c ts  
fro m  th e  know ledge base a d d re s s in g  th e  co n ce p t m a n ( . . . ) .
In  a s p e c ia l  mode o f  th e  SAM sys tem  one can e x i t  t o  th e  
b a s ic  language  le v e l ,  t h i s  language  i s  P ro lo g . In  o th e r  w o rd s , 
i t  i s  a l lo w a b le  to  use in  th e  r u le s  b u i l t - i n  p r e d ic a te s  o f  
P ro lo g  and new "p s e u d o -c o n c e p ts " , d e f in e d  as th e  P ro lo g  
language  p ro c e d u re s  in  t h i s  mode. Such a c a p a b i l i t y  a llo w s  " t o  
p rog ram " new r u le  g roup s  in t e r p r e t a t io n s ,  and i t  i s  aim ed 
m a in ly  f o r  P ro lo g  lan gua ge  p rogram m ers. On th e  o th e r  hand, 
d i r e c t  e x i t  t o  P ro lo g  can be u s e fu l  f o r  a d e s ig n e r  to o  f o r  
pu rpo ses  o f  r a p id  p r o to t y p in g  o f  fra g m e n ts  o f  th e  system  
b e in g  d e s ig n e d  [ 1 6 , 1 7 ] ,  and f o r  m aking u n r e s t r ic t e d  
a lg o r i t h m ic  p ro c e s s in g  o f  th e  d a ta b a s e  c o n te n ts .  Such an 
a c t i v i t y  r e q u ir e s  f a m i l i a r i t y  w i t h  P ro lo g .  I t  s h o u ld  be n o te d  
t h a t  th e  d e s c r ip t io n  s t y le  in  th e  SAM system  and th e
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program m ing s t y l e  in  th e  P ro lo g  language  have some 
s im i l a r i t i e s .  T h is  h e lp s  d e s ig n e rs  le a r n  and u t i l i z e  P ro lo g .
The second fe a tu r e  o f  SAM a ls o  p a r t l y  f in d s  i t s  a n a lo g  in  
P ro lo g  - th e  language  in  w h ic h  a s o r t  o f  th e  m eta le v e l  
(p re d ic a te s  and r u le s  w i th  v a r ia b le s  o n ly )  and th e  o b je c t  
le v e l  ( f a c t s )  a re  n o t d e v id e d  e x p l i c i t l y .  When a c o n c e p t i s  
d e f in e d  in  SAM, a s e t o f  v a lu e s  f o r  a com ponent can be made 
narrower in re g a rd  t o  th e  s p e c i f ie d  a t t r i b u t e .  T h is  can be 
a c h ie v e d  by s p e c i f y in g  a l i s t  o f  names o f  o b je c ts  o f  th e  
c o rre s p o n d in g  t y p e ,  and by s p e c i f y in g  a range o r  a f i x e d  v a lu e  
f o r  system d a ta  ty p e s . Thus, th e re  i s  no need to  d e s c r ib e  a 
s e p a ra te  c o n c e p t ,  and th e  ad van tage s  o f  ty p e  c h e c k in g  a re  used 
in  f u l l  m easure. M oreover, such  a c a p a b i l i t y  a l lo w s  us to  
c o n s id e r  c o n c e p ts ,  th e  o b je c ts  o f  w h ich  have common 
c h a r a c t e r is t ic s  (a  s p e c ia l case o f  an o b je c t  a s s o c ia t io n  
[ 1 5 ]  ) .
An im p o r ta n t  a d d i t io n a l  fe a tu r e  o f  th e  SAM system  is  
the support of m u lt i - a s p e c t  d e s c r ip t io n  of th e  sys tem  b e in g  
de ve lop ed , i . e .  "d e c o m p o s it io n "  o f  th e  system  d e s c r ip t io n  in t o  
"o r th o g o n a l"  com ponen ts . Each com ponent is  an e n t i r e  system  
d e s c r ip t io n  b u t  i t  d e p ic ts  o n ly  one s u b s e t o f  i t s  p r o p e r t ie s  
[ 1 4 ] .  H ie r a r c h ic a l  system  d e c o m p o s it io n s  made by s e v e ra l (up 
t o  7) p r o p e r t ie s  o r  a s p e c ts , s i g n i f i c a n t  fro m  a d e s ig n e r ’ s 
s ta n d p o in t a re  a llo w e d  in  SAM. F o r each p r o p e r ty  d e s ig n e r  
s e le c ts  one o f  th e  b u i l t - i n  c o n c e p ts  UNDERk ( k = l , . . . , 7 ) .  For  
any к  UNDERk t h e r e  is  a b in a r y  r e la t i o n ,  defining a h ie ra rc h y  
by a g ive n  p r o p e r ty .  A sam ple a s p e c t can be any o f  th e  
a b s t r a c t io n  m echanism s a v a i la b le  in  SAM (a g g re g a t io n ,  
s p e c ia l iz a t io n ,  a s s o c ia t io n ) ;  a p r o p e r ty  a l lo w in g  f o r  
d i f f e r e n t - t y p e  m e a n in g fu l c o n c e p t " s u b o r d in a t io n "  
(am a lgam ation  -  p la n t  -  shop -  te a m ); a fe a tu r e  p re s e n t in g  a 
sequence o f e x e c u t io n  o f  s in g le d  o u t f u n c t io n a l  e le m e n ts  o f  
th e  system  b e in g  d e s ig n e d . However, n o n h ie r a r c h ic a l  
d e s c r ip t io n s  a r e  a llo w e d . A co m p le te  d e s c r ip t io n  o f  th e  system  
c o n s is ts  o f  a s e t o f named h ie r a r c h ic a l  and n o n h ie r a r c h ic a l
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d e s c r ip t io n s .
The SAM q u e ry  lan gua ge  i s  c lo s e ly  r e la te d  t o  v a r io u s  ty p e s  
o f  d e s c r ip t io n s .  I t  in c lu d e s  tw o p a r ts .  The f i r s t  p re d e f in e d
p a r t  has th e  most f r e q u e n t ly used "command" q u e r ie s . The
second q u e ry  p a r t i s fo rm ed by a d e s ig n e r  in th e same
la n g u a g e , w h ic h  he used in  d e s c r ib in g th e  o b je c ts o f th e
system  u n d e r de ve lop m en t.
One more s p e c i f i c  fe a tu r e  o f  th e  SAM sys tem  is  p ro c e s s in g  
o f  u n d e s c r ib e d  o b je c ts  and c o n c e p ts . When c o n c e p t com ponents 
a re  d e s c r ib e d , an i d e n t i f i e r ,  w h ic h  is  n o t  a name o f  any 
d e f in e d  o r  b u i l t - i n  c o n c e p t, can be p o in te d .  The system  w arns 
a d e s ig n e r  a b o u t t h i s  and p la c e s  th e  p o in te d  i d e n t i f i e r  i n t o  a 
l i s t  o f  n o n d e fin e d  c o n c e p ts . The l i s t  can be lo o k e d  th ro u g h  
in  an a p p ro p r ia te  s c re e n  w indow . As lo n g  as th e  n o n d e fin e d  
c o n c e p ts  l i s t  is  n o t em pty , th e  system  l i m i t s  th e  d e s ig n e r ’ s 
a c t i v i t i e s  by w a rn in g  h im  th a t  th e re  a re  n o n d e fin e d  c o n c e p ts . 
S im i la r l y ,  th e  system  m a in ta in s  th e  n o n d e fin e d  o b je c t  name 
l i s t ,  by g ro u p in g  th e  o b je c ts  by names o f  " t h e i r  f u t u r e "  
t y p e s .
4. USER INTERFACE
SAM is  an in t e r a c t i v e  system  u s in g  a m u lt i-w in d o w  
in te r f a c e  and menus. D i f f e r e n t  know ledge base s ta tu s  
in fo r m a t io n  can be d is p la y e d  in  w indow s: in  one w indow a l i s t  
o f  c o n c e p ts  a v a i la b le  in  a g iv e n  moment i s  d is p la y e d ,  in  
a n o th e r  -  a l i s t  o f  o b je c ts  f o r  some c o n c e p ts , in  th e  t h i r d  
a l i s t  o f  names f o r  r u le  g roups e t c .  A t y p i c a l  system  s e s s io n  
i s  as f o l lo w s .  A t th e  b e g in n in g  o f  an o p e ra t io n  th e  system  is  
in  a m ain menu s ta t e .  A u s e r can s e le c t  an o p e ra t io n  w i t h  
c o n c e p ts , o b je c ts  ( o r  d e s c r ip t io n s ) ,  r u le s ,  can query  th e  
know ledge ba se , f a m i l i a r i z e  o n e s e lf  w i th  th e  s h o r t  sys tem  
o p e ra t io n  i n s t r u c t io n ,  o r  lo g o u t  th e  system .
Suppose, f o r  exam p le , a u s e r  w an ts  t o  c re a te  a new
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c o n c e p t. He s h o u ld  m ark th e  c o r re s p o n d in g  l i n e  CONCEPTS in  th e  
m ain menu. A f t e r  t h i s  a new menu w ith  a l i s t  o f  a c t io n s  t h a t  
can be pe rfo rm e d  on th e  c o n c e p t w i l l  ap pea r on th e  s c re e n , and 
in  th e  r ig h t - h a n d  c o rn e r  o f  th e  sc re en  a w indow  w i th  a l i s t  o f  
th e  d e f in e d  c o n c e p ts  w i l l  be d is p la y e d .  When th e  l i n e  CREATE 
is  s e le c te d  in  th e  la s t  menu, a p a t te r n  f o r  th e  n e w ly  c re a te d  
c o n c e p t w i l l  a p p e a r on th e  s c re e n , and th e  c u rs o r  i s  p la c e d  
in to  th e  p o s i t io n ,  fro m  w h ic h  th e  new c o n c e p t name s h o u ld  
s t a r t .  Then i f  t h e  name i s  e n te re d  c o r r e c t l y ,  th e  c u rs o r  is  
moved t o  th e  b e g in n in g  o f th e  n e x t f i e l d  t o  be f i l l e d .  T h is  
f i e l d  i s  th e  s e le c to r  f i e l d  o f  th e  f i r s t  com ponent o f  th e  
c o n c e p t b e in g  c re a te d .  I f  a u s e r  has ty p e d  th e  name o f  th e  
p r e v io u s ly  c re a te d  c o n c e p t, th e  system  will inform us about this 
in  th e  bo ttom  h o r iz o n t a l  w indow  ( in te n d e d  f o r  m essages), and 
w i l l  r e tu r n  th e  c u rs o r  t o  th e  f i r s t  co n c e p t name f i e l d  
p o s i t io n ,  and so on .
The o b je c t  d e s c r ip t io n  i s  reduced  t o  f i l l i n g  th e  empty 
p la c e s  in  an a p p r o p r ia te  fo rm . Up to  t h i s  moment by p re s s in g  
th e  f u n c t io n a l  key  th e  sys te m  a llo w s  us to  lo o k  o v e r th e  
l i s t  o f  fo rm s p e rm is s ib le  in  a g iv e n  p la c e  o f  th e  g iv e n  
d e s c r ip t io n .
5. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
As i t  has a lre a d y  been m e n tio n e d , th e  SAM system  is  
im p lem en ted  i n  th e  P ro lo g  lo g ic  p rogram m ing  lan gua ge . 
D e c la r a t iv e  and p ro c e d u ra l s e m a n tic s  o f  th e  P ro lo g  program s 
a l lo w s  us to  com bine d e c la r a t iv e  and p ro c e d u ra l know ledge 
r e p re s e n ta t io n  and f a c i l i t a t e s  th e  im p le m e n ta t io n  o f  th e  SAM 
sys tem  know ledge r e p r e s e n ta t io n  language . M o reo ve r, as lo n g  as 
a P ro lo g  program  can d in a m ic a l ly  m o d ify  i t s e l f  (add and d e le te  
c la u s e s  d u r in g  e x e c u t io n ) ,  m a n ip u la t io n  o f  c o n c e p ts , o b je c ts  
and r u le s  is  f a c i l i t a t e d  in  SAM. S w itc h in g  fro m  th e  m eta le v e l  
to  th e  o b je c t  le v e l  and v ic e  v e rs a  can  be done a t  any t im e ,
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and i t  does n o t depend upon scheme m o d i f ic a t io n  a t  th e  m eta 
l e v e l .
The SAM system  a r c h i t e c tu r e  in c lu d e s  some com ponents o f  
e x p e r t  sys tem s -  a know ledge  base , an in fe re n c e  e n g in e , a u s e r  
in t e r f a c e .  P re s e n ta t io n  a b o u t th e  know ledge base and u s e r  
in t e r f a c e  i s  g iv e n  above. The p u rpo se  o f  th e  in fe re n c e  e n g in e  
i s  t o  p ro v id e  s w itc h in g  fro m  one r u le  g roup  in t o  a n o th e r , and 
to  p e rfo rm  th e  re q u ire d  s e a rc h  and t r a n s fo r m a t io n  in  th e  
know ledge ba se .
The sys tem  i s  b e in g  d e ve lo p e d  f o r  IBM /Р С /Х Т/А Т and 
c o m p a tib le  u n d e r th e  MS DOS o p e ra t in g  system .
6. CONCLUSION
We have c o n s id e re d  an approach  to w a rd s  s o f tw a re  r e q u i ­
rem en ts  d e ve lo p m e n t, w h ic h  i s  based on know ledge  base 
te c h n o lo g y . The essence o f  th e  ap p ro ach  is  t o  com bine th e  
c a p a b i l i t i e s  o f  th e  PSL/PSA t re n d  advanced system s in te n d e d  
f o r  th e  s o f tw a re  re q u ire m e n ts  d e s c r ip t io n ,  a n a ly s is ,  and 
d o c u m e n ta tio n  w i th  th e  c a p a b i l i t i e s  o f  th e  P ro lo g  lo g ic  
program m ing la n g u a g e . The l a t t e r  i t s e l f  can be c o n s id e re d  as 
f u l l y  u n iv e r s a l  and above a l l  as an e x e c u ta b le  s p e c i f i c a t io n  
la n g u a g e . The ba ckg ro und  and some c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  fe a tu r e s  o f  
th e  SAM system  d e ve lo p e d  w i t h in  th e  fra m e  o f  t h i s  app roach  a re  
b r i e f l y  d e s c r ib e d .
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A KNOWLEDGE-BASED APPROACH TO SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
SPECIFICATION
A.M. Karol
Summary
The paper describes the SAM system (Specification, Analysis, 
Modelling) which is a knowledge base that can be filled with 
knowledge and is intended for the development of software 
requirements and allows smooth transition to more detailed 
specifications. In many respects SAM continues the line 
"PSL/PSA-SDLA-SAD". For example, SAM does not fix previously 
defined technology of usage, and can serve as a tool for 
supporting different technologies. SAM is based on the ideas 
of conceptual database modelling and logic programming 
elements.
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TUDÁSBÁZIS ALAPÚ KÖVETELMÉNY SPECIFIKÁCIÓ 
A.M. Karol
Összefoglaló
A dolgozat az SAM /Specification, Analysis, Modelling/ 
rendszert tárgyalja. Az SAM egy szoftver követelmény 
specifikációt segitő tudásbázis, amely átmenetet biz­
tosit a részletesebb specifikációhoz. Az SAM több vo­
natkozásban a "PSL/PSA-SDLA-SAD" vonal folytatásának 
tekinthető. Az SAM nem rögziti a használandó technoló­
giát, többféle technológia támogatására képes. Az SAM 
fogalmi adatmodellezésen és a logikai programozás el­
vein alapszik.
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SEPARATORY SUBSEMILATTICES AND THEIR PROPERTIES
L . 0. L I B R I S
Computer Centre Moscow Institute of steel and Alloys, 
Leninskij Prosp., 4, 117936, USSR
I. B. M U  C U N  IK
Institute of Control Sciences, Profsoyuznaya,
65, Moscow, 117806, USSR
ABSTRACT
In this paper we study separatory subsemilattices of a 
semilattice, i.e. subsemilattices having set-teoretical 
complement as subsemilattice. The separation theorem is proved 
for arbitrary semilattice. We study the representation of 
separatory subsemilattices and the property of extension of 
the maximal chains in separatory subsemilattices. The real- 
-valued function on semilattice connected to our main object 
and some generalizations are also discussed. The case of finite 
distributive semilattices is particularly considered.
1 .  INTRODUCTION
First we introduce the terminology. Let L (possibly with 
indices) be a semilattice, in other words, an algebra with one 
binary idempotent commutative associative operation denoted by 
point. A partial order on L is defined as x < y
iff x ’ y =y so L is join-semilattice. As usual, J ( L) denotes
the set of all join-irreducible elements of L . An interval 
[ x 3y ]  is the set { l G L \ x < l  and l < y } .
The semmilattice is said to be distributive (Grätzer [1978]) 
if for x < y • z there are y * ^ y  and z* <z such that x = y * •z* . It is 
an easy observation that finite'distributive semilattice is 
distributive lattice.
The motivation of this paper as follows.. The set of all 
subsemilattices of a semilattice is a convex geometry (Edelman, 
Jamison [1985], Edelman [1986]), which was introduced as an
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abstract model of convexity. One of the brances in the abstract 
convex analysis deals with different separation properties of 
the convex sets (Soltan [1984], Van de Vei [1984, axioms 
S j -S j ]'). The strongest separation property is following: the 
convex sets with empty intersection can be separated by 
halfspace. This property had been introduced and studied in 
Ellis [1952]. The halfspace in that paper had been defined as 
a convex set having a convex set as set-theoretical complement.
Now we can give our main definition.
Definition 1. The subsemilattice L* of the semilattice L is 
called separatory if L - L J is also a subsemilattice of L .
Vie shall show that separation theorem holds for arbitrary 
semilattice. The other sections of the paper deal with different 
properties of separatory subsemilattices.
Notes. 1. There are other models of convexity having 
subsemilattices as examples. E.G. Romanowski and Smith 
[1985] introduced the concept of moda (entropie idempotent 
algebra). The semilattice is the simplest example of moda. The 
other example is the family of all convex subsets of Euclidean 
Space.
Körte and Lovász [1984] studied upper interval greedoids, 
or APS-greedoids. One can easily prove that the systems of 
complements of subsemilattices (in finite case) is APS-greedoid.
2. There is other reason for studyind the separatory 
subsemilattices , which is connected to applied tasks of data 
analysis (Libkin, Muchnik, Schwartzer, to appear).
3. Here we do not give proofs of theorems. They will 
appear elsewhere.
2 ,  THE ALGEBRAIC CHARACTERIZATION OF SEPARATORY 
SUBSEMIALTTICES
For arbitrary semilattice L the set of all its subsemilat­
tices partially ordered by set-theoretical inclusion is a 
lattice denoted Sub L.
Theorem 2.1. The subsemilattice L a of L is separatory 
iff L* has a pseudocomplement in lattice Sub L .
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3 ,  SEPARATION THEOREM
In this section L is arbitrary semilattice.
Theorem 3.1. (Separation Theorem). If L^ and L^ are 
subsemilattices of L with empty intersection then there is a 
separatory subsemilattice LJ such that L and L^EL-L* .
In other words, the subsemilattice L 1 can be separated from 
Lg if and only if LjTiL^tf.
The separation theorem has some corollaries.
Corollary 3.2. Any subsemilattice of semilattice L is 
the intersection of separatory subsemilattices of L.
Corollary 3.3. If subsemilattice L ' c-_ L is meet-irreducible 
the lattice SubL then L' is separatory.
Note that Corollary 3.2 is one of the separation properties 
for abstract convexity: any convex set is an intersection of 
halfspaces (axiom S in Van de Vei [1984]).ó
Corollary 3.4. Let I, be a subsemilattice of L . There is 
a separatory subsemilattice L ' c L such that L^ П L/ = {a } 
iff aEJÍLj)- Moreover, one can find L ' with element a as unit.
FIN ITE  DISTRIBUTIVE SEMILATTICES
In this case we find the construction of separatory 
subsemilattices and give the represenatation of subsemilattices 
according to corollary 3.2.
Theorem 4.1. 1). The subset of finite distributive semi­
lattice L is a subsemilattice if
L = L- U ( l x  .,y .l\iei), VfEI ; x.EJ(L). (I)
O “b Ъ "Ь
2) . L o is separatory subsemilattice of L iff it can be 
expressed in form (1) and {y.\i£l} is a chain in L.'V
Consider L - L - Zx.yJ. xEJ(L).
x,y
L is the separatory subsemilattice and (l) shows that everyX  у у
subsemilattice L is an intersection of subsemilattices defined
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5 ,  THE MAXIMAL CHAINS PRESERVATION PROPERTY
Fist we give the usual definition of a fragment in a chain. 
Let C be a chain in L and C'cC. C' is called the fragment of C 
if for minimal and maximal element cQ and o f C ' the inter­
section is equal to C\
In this section we consider only finite semilattices.
Definition 5.1. A finite semilattice L is called MCP -semi­
lattice if for every separatory subsemilattice L'c L , maximal 
chain C ' in f ' and its extension to the maximal chain C in L 
the chain  ^' is a fragment of C. MCP is the abbreviation for 
Maximal Chains Preservation .
This definition has another interpretation. For any chain C 
in L one can define the binary relation/?^ on C as follows:
(a,b)&Fç iff a>b and if o E C , a > e > b then a=o or b=a . The defini­
tion 5.1. says that R c , is a restriction of cover relation >— in
As usual an open interval is an interval without maximal 
and minimal elements.
Theorem 5.2. The following statements are quivalent:
1 ). L is MCP-semilattice;
2 )  . Any open interval is not a subsemilattice of L ;
3 )  . A three-elements chain cannot be an interval in L .
One can show that MCP as property of lattices is not
connected to identities or quasi-identities.
Corollary 5.3. In every non-trivial variety of lattices 
both MCP-lattices and non-MCP-lattices exist.
For example, boolean, matroid and relative complemented 
lattices are MCP-lattices. The chains and finite free distribu­
tive lattices give examples.es of lattices without this pro­
perty.
The separatory subsemilattices of MCP-semilattices possess 
a property like density or coherence .
Definition 5.4. The subsemilattice i'cL is said to be dense 
if for every x3yEL ' there are such x = x~,...3xn = y in L’ that
L to C
n-1 here x.^x.,! iff x.г г+1 г covers x.,-г+1
x .,, covers x
г+1 г
or
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Corollary 5.5. Every separatory subsemilattice of MCP-semi- 
lattice is dense.
Corollary 5.6. Every semi lattice L can be embedded into a semi­
lattice M such that image of L is an intersection of dense sub­
semilattices of M.
6. REPRESENTATION BY REAL-VALUED FUNCTION
According to Soltan [1984] the function is called
quasiconvex if
VXjZyGI ; f(x-y) < max{ f  ( x ) ,f (y )}, 
and quasiconcave if
Vx,yEL :.f(x'y) > m i n i  f  ( x )  ,  f  (y ) } .
The function both quasiconvex and quasiconcave is said to 
be quasilinear (Libkin, Muchnik, Schwartzer) .
Consider the set Ф^- of all quasiconvex function on L. The 
Ф^-convexity defined by Soltan [1984] is the set of all sub­
semilattices of L. In other words the following lemma holds.
Lemma 6.1. 1 . The level sets L = { x E L |f(x)£a} of — .— _—— —  a
quasiconvex functions are subsemilattices of L.
2). The level sets L a -{xEL\f (x)> a } of quasiconcave function 
are subsemilattices of L .
4 rt3J . The level sets L and L of quasilinear function area
separaotry subsemilattices of L .
The corollary 3.1. can be written in following form.
Theorem 6.2. Every bounded quasiconvex (or quasiconcave) 
function is supremum (accordingly an infimum) of the quasi- 
linear functions.
The representation of functions on finite distributive 
lattices can be found.
Theorem 6.3. Consider a finite distributive semilattice L .
1) . Function f is quasiconcave iff there is a function 
ît ( a , x ^ : J ( L ) xL-rlR1 such that а^х^у=*>т\ (а3 х)^тх(ал у) and 
VxGL ; f ( x )  = т г п ( т \ ( а , х ) \ a E J ( x ) ) , 
where J(x) = { a E J (L ) \ a < x } .
This function it may be expressed as 
■n(a3x) = max ( f ( у ) \yELa3^l ) .
2) . Function f is quasilinear iff "
( 3 )
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\/xcL ; f(x}. - m i n  max f ( a ‘b) - m a x  min f(a*b). 
aEJ(x) bEJ(x) aEJ(x) bEJ(x)
3) . Conversely, if I is a lattice and f is quasiconcave iff
(2) and (3) hold, then L is distributive.
In boolean case the results have simplest form.
Theorem 6.4. Consider X = {XV ' " ,x_ The setfunction
f : 2 -J?1 is quasilinear iff X : f ( V) - ayty x^eV a 7^'
and л=||а..|| is nx« -symmetrical matrix such that every 
submatrix of A has a saddle-point. Every quasiconcave function 
is a minimum of quasilinear ones.
Corollary 6.5. There is .a one-to-cne correspondence between
Xseparatory subsemilattices of 2 and zero-one square matrices 
A which are symmetrical and such that every submatrix of A has 
a saddle-point.
Notes. 1) . The theorem 6.4. shows that there is a connection 
between our main object and payoff matrices in game theory.
2) . Corollary 5.5. gives a representation of separatory sub­
semilattices of sets by square zero-one matrices. An analogous 
representation of lattices, rings, topologies and algebras had 
been given in Ashman, Ficker C19843.
3) . The theorem 6.4. and corollary 6.5. use the result 
proven by Gurvitch (Gurvitch, Libkin, to appear): if A is sym­
metrical matrix and every submatrix of A with equal sets of 
lines and columns has a saddle-point then every submatrix has a 
saddle-point (so called absolute definiteness of matrix).
7 ,  SOME GENERALIZATIONS
For every signature one can give definition of separatory 
subalgebra. Consider an algebra (A3tt) , where A is a set and fi 
is a signature.
Definition 7.1. The subalgebra (В3П) of (A,Q.) is said to be 
separatory if ( A - B s Sl) is also subalgebra of (A3t l )  .
For idempotent algebras one can give a characterization 
of separatory subalgebras like in semilattice case.
Theorem 7.2. The subalgebra (B3il) of an idempotent algebra 
( A3Q) is separatory iff (B3i l ) has a pseudocomplement in lattice 
of subalgebras of (A3i l ) .
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This fact immediately implies that atomic algebraic pseudo- 
complemented lattice is boolean.
For signature the separation theorem can be written as 
S T ( C l ) :  for every algebra ( A 3 Cl) and its subalgebras ( B j Q )  and 
( C 3 Cl ) with empty intersection there is a separatory subalgebra 
(S3 Cl ) such that B&S and C S  A - S .
In the section 3 we proved that ST ( C l ) holds if fi is the 
signature of semilattice. If Й is the signature of group ST ( C l )  
does not hold, because there are not subgroups with empty inter­
section. It is easy to see that . ST(Cl) does-hot hold also 
in semigroup case.
Let point denotes binary operation on set G 3 X & G is a finite^
subset, <■,, is a linear order on x and x <v> < x
л 2 л ' ‘ ‘ л n
For xE A ' w e define p(x,X) as (...(x ' x  J  •x n ...)•x .
1 2  n
Theorem 7,3. The idempotent commutative groupoid G ensures 
separation theorem iff for every fintie X^yeGwith empty 
intersection, xEG-(X U Y) and linear orders and the sub- 
groupoids generated by X U {p(x,Y)} and Y'J{p(x3 X)} have nonempty 
intersection.
Corollary 7.4. Idempotent commutative nonassociative 
groupoid ensuring separation theorem exists.
The last result shows that unlike semilattice case 
S T  does not hold for lattices.
Theorem 7.5, If lattice has less than 5 elements then ST holds. 
For every n>5 there is such lattice Z that ST does not hold and 
Z has n elements. For modular ’(distributive, boolean) lattices 
this limit is also 5 ( accordingly 6 and 8 ).
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SEPARATORY SUBSEMILATTICES AND THEIR PROPERTIES 
L.O. Libkin, I.B. Muchnik
Summary
In the paper separatory subsemilattices of a semilattice 
are studied (a subsemilattice is separatory if its 
set-theoretical complement is also a subsemilattice).
The separation theorem is proved for arbitrary semi­
lattice. The representation of separatory subsemilattices 
and the property of extension of the maximal chains are 
also studied. Some real-valued functions connected to the 
main object are discussed. The case of finite distributive 
semilattice is particularly considered.
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SZEPARÁLÓ RÉSZFÉLHÁLŐK ÉS TULAJDONSÁGAIK 
L.O. Libkin, I.B. Muchnik
Összefoglaló
A félháló részfélhálója szeparáló, ha a halmaz elméleti 
komplementere is részfélháló.
A cikkben a szerzők egy szeparációs tételt bizonyítanak 
tetszőleges részhálóra. A cikk vizsgálja a szeparáló 
részfélhálók reprezentációját és a benne lévő maximális 
láncok kiterjeszthetőségét. A félhálókon definiált bi­
zonyos valós értékű függvényekkel is foglalkozik a szerző, 
amelyeknek különleges szerepük van a tárgyaltakban. 
Különösen a véges disztributiv félhálókat tárgyalja 
részletesen.
MTA SZTAKI Közlemények, 39/1988 p. 93-100.
SEPARATION THEOREMS FOR LATTICES
L e o n i d  0. L I B K I N
Computer Centre Moscow Institute of Steel and Alloys, 
Leninskij Prosp. 4, Moscow 117936, USSR
ABSTRACT
In this paper the separation properties of sublattices of 
a lattice are studied. A sublattice of a latt-ipe is said to be 
separatory if its set-theoretical complement is also a sub­
lattice. The full characterization of lattices, satisfying the 
followincr property: two disjoint sublattices can be separated by 
separatory sublattice, is given. This property restricted to 
the intervals is equivalent to the distributivity of lattice.
It is also shown that the sublattices of a lattice form a 
convex geometry (or their complements form an antimatroid) iff 
the lattice diagram does not contain a subdiagram like the 
letter A'. The structure of separatory sublattices is'destribed 
for finite distributive lattices.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let X be an arbitrary set and Z a family of subsets of X 
satisfying the properties:
01. (/6Z, X E Z .
02. If AE Z and BEZ then AHBEZ.
Z is called an alignment. The elements of Z are called closed 
or sometimes convex subsets of X. Given an alignment Z define 
the closure operator
Z(A) = П(B\A £ B E Z) .
A subset A is closed iff Z(A)=A. The family of closed subsets, 
ordered by set-theoretical inclusion, is a lattice and
А А  В = А П В, A V B = Z (A U B) .
Let <L3V,/\> be a lattice, S(L) be a family of its sublattices 
and Int(L) be a family of its intervals lx,yl = {l€L\x<l<y}> x<y 
iff xvy = y. Both S(L) and Int(L) are alignments.
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According to abstract convexity theory {cf. Soltan [19841 
Van de Vei [19841) the convex subset is said to be halfspace if 
its set-theoretical complément is also convex.
Formerly we studied the halfspaces of semilattices. It was 
proved that two disjoin subsemilattices of a semilattice can be 
separated by halfspace, i.e. there is a halfspace containing 
the first subsemilattice and no element of the second one, see 
Libkin, Muchnik [19881. According to the semilattice case, let 
us give the following definition.
Definition 1. A sublattice L ' of a lattice L is called 
separatory if L-L' is also sublattice of L.
The prime ideals give examples of separatory sublattices. 
'The partition lattice Part (4) gives an example of lattice 
without separatory sublattices.
The separation theorem can be expressed as
ST. VL2,L 2es (L) :L 2ПЬ2 = 0 => 3 L'ES*(L): LfL', L 2 E L-L
where S*(L) is the family of separatory sublattices.
This property ST had been introduced in the paper of Ellis 
C19551. The elignment satisfying ST is said to be normal (cf. 
Soltan [19841).
In the section 2 the characterization of lattices L having 
the normal alignment S(L) is given.
In the section 3 the following modification of ST is
studied :
STI. 4 L - , L neint(L) : L ,П1„1 Cj 1 Z 0 = >  IL'ES (L): ISLL', L ^ L - L  ’ .jL ?jIt is proved that STI holds iff L is distributive. It 
generalizes the result of Van de Vei [1984].
The section 4 deals with the convex geometries. An aligrment 
Z on a finite set X is called convex geometry (Edelman, Jamison 
C19851, Edelman [19861) if in addition C3 holds:
C3. If A E Z , x ,  y A and xEZ(AUy) then yfcZ(AUx)- 
This axiom C3 is called an anti-exchange axiom, cf. Edelman 
[19801. The convex geometries are equivalent to the important 
class of greedoids named the shelling structures, cf. Körte and 
Lovász [19841. In section 4 we describe the lattices such that 
S(L) is a convex- geometry.
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In the last section we give the description of the 
separatory sublattices of finite distributive lattices.
According to Gratzer ^1978^ J(L) and M(L) stand for the 
sets of join-irreducible and meet-irreducible elements of L 
respectively.
Cg denotes the two-element chain.
2 .  THE LATTICES SATISFYING SEPARATION THEOREM
It was shown in the paper of Libkin and Muchnik C19887 that 
for every n>5 there is a lattice L such that \b\=n and S(L) is 
not normal, i.e. ST does not hold. For distributive lattices 
this limit is equal to 6. That statement allows to build only 
five lattices with normal alignment S(L). Here we give a 
full characterization of these lattices.
Definition 2.1. Let L. be a lattice with unit a and £ be
an arbitrary lattice. Then the ordinal sum of posets £ -eand £
1 2is called a weak ordinal sum of £, and £ . We denote it by
v v
It is an easy observation that + is associative operation 
for bounded lattices. Therefore one can speak of a weak ordi­
nal sum of the family of bounded lattices.
Theorem 2.2. Let £ be an arbitrary lattice. S(L) is a nor­
mal alignment Г or ST holdsj iff £ is isomorphic to the weak 
ordinal sum of lattices each isomorphic to or
.2 _
C 2 *
Corollary 2.3. If ST holds for an arbitrary lattice L , then 
£ is distributive and its width w(L) <,2.
3 ,  THE LATTICES SATISFYING SEPARATION THEOREM FOR INTERVALS
It was proved that Int(L) is a normal alignment iff £ is 
distributive, see Van de Vei C 3.9847. In fact, the following 
holds.
Theorem 3,1. Given an arbitrary lattice £, the following 
are equivalent:
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1/). STI holds for f;
2 )  . Int(L) is a normal alignment;
3 )  . Ь is distributive lattice.
The lattices of convex sets for S(L) and Jnt(L) are the 
lattice SubL of sublattices of L and the lattice CSubL of order- 
-preserving sublattices of L repectively. It is known that in 
semilattice case the meet-irreducible element of lattice of the 
convex sets are separatory subsemilattices. Analogous 
statements are not true for S(L) and Int(L) in contrast to the 
semilattice case.
Theorem 3.2. If every sublattice from M(SubL) is separa­
tory, then L does not contain a sublattice isomorphic to the 
nondistributive five-element lattice M§.
Theorem 3.3. Given a finite lattice L , the following are 
equivalent :
1^ . Every sublattice from M ( C S u b L)is a separatory one;
2 )  . M (CSubL )contains exactly the prime ideals and filters
of L ;
3) . L is distributive.
/4, THE CONNECTION WITH CONVEX GEOMETRIES
Since the concept of convex geometry is used only in 
finite case (as well as the concept of antimatroid), in this 
section only the finite lattices are considered.
A finite lattice L is called N-free, if its diagram does 
not contain a subdiagram isomorphic to the diagram like the 
letter N 'or its dual, cf Rival C19863. In other words, I is not 
N-free if there are four distinct elements a ib 3 a 3dEL such that 
a*c=b and bvd=c..
Theorem 4.1. Given a finite lattice L, S(L) is a convex 
geometry iff L is //-free.
Corollary 4.2. If alignment S(L) is normal, then it is a 
convex geometry.
The connection between ST and the concept of convex 
geometry allows to give a characterization of a varietv of 
destributive lattices.
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Theorem 4.3. Let К be a nontrivial variety of lattices 
satisfying the following condition: if S(L) is a convex 
geometry for the finite LEK, S(L) is normal. Then К is a 
variety of distributive lattices.
Theorem 4.4. Given a finite lattice L , an alignment Int(L) 
is a convex geometry iff £ is a chain.
5 ,  SEPARATORY SUBLATTICE OF THE F IN IT E  DISTRIBUTIVE LATTICES
Rival C1974H proved that the sublattices of a finite dist­
ributive lattice £ and only they can be obtained as the subsets 
of £ satisfying the following properties:
DLl. £ ' - £ - U (Za .,b .1 \ i E I ) ,
ъ г 1
DL2. V.iEI: a.EJ(L) and b.EM(L).. ь' Ъ
Theorem 5.1. Let be a finite distributive lattice. L 's L is 
a separatory sublattice of £ iff it can be represented in form 
DLl, DL2 such that the following holds:
DL3. Both {a M eI) and {b .\iEl) are the chains.
One can also prove the inverse theorem.
Theorem 5.2. Let £ be a finite lattice and DLl, DL2, DL3 
describe exactly the separatory sublattices of £. Then £ is 
distributive.
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SEPARATION THEOREMS FOR LATTICES 
L.O. Libkin
Summary
In the paper the separation properties of a sublattice of 
a given lattice are studied. A sublattice of a lattice is 
said to be separatory if its set-theoretical complement is 
also a sublattice. The full characterization of lattices 
satisfying the property: two disjoint sublattices can be 
separated by separatory sublattice, is given. It is also 
shown that the sublattices of a lattice form a convex 
geometry iff the lattice diagram does not contain a sub­
diagram like the letter N. The structure of separatory 
sublattices is described for finite distributive lattices.
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HÁLÓKRA VONATKOZÓ SZEPARÁCIÓS TÉTELEK
L.O. Libkin
Összefoglaló
A cikkben az adott háló részhálóinak szeparációs tulajdon­
ságairól van szó. Egy háló részhálója szeparáló, ha a hal­
maz-elméleti komplementere szintén részháló.
A szerző azon hálók teljes jellemzését adja meg, amelyek 
a következő tulajdonsággal rendelkeznek: két diszjunkt 
részháló szeparálható egy szeparáló részhálóval. Megmutat­
ja, hogy egy háló részhálója akkor és csakis akkor konvex 
geoiretria, ha a háló-’diagram nem tartalmaz egy N betűre hason­
ló részdiagramot. A szeparáló részhálók leirását is megadja, 
véges disztributiv hálók esetén.
MTA SZTAKI Közlemények 39/1988 p. loi-110.
ON A SUBSEMILATTICE-LATTICE OF A SEMI LATTICE
L.O. L I B K I N
Computer Centre, Moscow Institute of Steel and Alloys 
Leninskij Prosp. 4, Moscow, 117936, USSR
I.B. M U C H  NIK
Institute of Control Sciences, Profsoyuznaya, 65, 
Moscow, 117806, USSR
Abstract
In this paper a characterization of the lattices of all 
subsemilattices of semilattices is given. We also study the 
connections between the property of a semilattice and its sub­
semilattice-lattice. The structures of distributive, standard 
and neutral elements in this lattice are also found.
1 ,  INTRODUCTION
The construction of a subsemilattice-lattice had appeared 
in our research on applied data analysis (Libkin, Muchnik, 
Schwartzer, to appear) and choice theory Libkin C19873. in 
this paper we give a characterization of this object.
Consider a semilattice L (an algebra with one binary 
idempotent commutative associative operation). Let L oe a 
join-semilattice with partial order defined as x<y iff х гу=у. 
(point denotes the operation of semilattice).
As usual J (L) is the set of all join-irreducible elements
of L .
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Consider the set S( L) of all subsemilattices of L. There 
are two operation Л and V on S( L) :
L v L 2eS(L): L ^ L 2 = L
L 1VL2 “ Ь 1 и Ь 2 и ^ 11 ' 12 \ 1 1е Ь 1’ 12е Ь 2 ^ ’
It is well-known that A and V make S( L) a lattice:
SubL - < S ( L J.A,V>.
The lattice thus constructed is called subsemilattice-lattice. 
We shall also use the concept of pregeometry.
Definition 1.1. The pair <A,C> of a set A and closure 
operator C is called a pregeometry if all axioms of geometry 
hold, except the exchange axiom. Formally, C is an algebraic 
operator (zRC(X) iff for some finite x „9 X: xEC(X^));
Vx£A: C({x}) - {x} and C(0)=0.
Definition 1.2. For given closure operator C on A the 
operator C 2^-*2A is defined in the following wav :
VJ ç 4: C £ (X) = U(C({x,y}) \x,yEX) .
2 , THE CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBSEMILATTICE-LATTICE
Here we give two characterizations of a lattice S u b L : as 
biatomic algebraic lattice and as the lattice of closed sets 
of a pregeometry.
Remind the definition. Atomic lattice X  is said to be 
biatomic if, given an atom p < a V b, there are atoms 
a' < a, b ' < b such that p <, a ' V b '.
Consider the following properties of atomic lattice<£:
A1. Given the atoms x n 3 . . . 3x and atom x < x 7V...Vx , there
I n i n
are two atoms х \ х "  lying in the principal ideals generated 
by no more than n-1 atoms from {x ^ 3 ...,xn ) such that
x < x f V x M .
A2. There is a semilattice operation on the set of atoms of 
0C such that every principal ideal generated by two atoms is 
isomorphic to the subsemilattice-lattice of the semilattice 
generated by these two atoms.
Now we introduce two properties of a pregeometry <A,C>.
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B1 . For every finite X Я. A there is п Е Ш  such that
C(X) - cn2(x).
%
B2. There is a semilattice operation on A such that
x*y - z (z x 3 y) implies C ( { x 3y}) = {x3 y 3 z} and х лу 6 {x3y} 
implies C ( { x 3 y}) = {x3y}.
Theorem 2.1. The following statements are equivalent:
1 ) X  is isomorphic to lattice SubL for some ~LS;
2) is biatomic algebraic lattice and A1 holds;
3) £y is atomic algebraic lattice and A1 and A2 hold;
4 ) cC is isomorphic to the lattice of closed sets of a pre­
geometry satisfying B1 and B2.
The scheme of the proof allows to obtain some corollaries 
about idempotent commutative groupoids.
Corollary 2.2. The lattice <£ is isomorphic to the lattice of 
subgroupoids of an idempotent commutative groupoid satisfying 
( x * y ) *yE{x,y3X * y } iffX is atomic algebraic lattice satisfying 
A1 and every principal ideal generated by two atoms contains 
no more than three atoms.
Corollary 2.3. The lattice is isomorphic to the lattice of 
subgroupoids of an idempotent commutative groupoid satisfying 
(x*y)*y = x*y iff all conditions of the previous corollary 
hold and, in addition, for every four atoms a 3b 3 a 3d3 о < a V b 
implies that a V d and b are not comparable.
We say that the class of algebras <ЛлП> has the property 
(S ) if lattice «£ is isomorphic to the lattice of subalgebras of 
<A3il> iff it is algebraic lattice and every principal ideal of 
its compact element is isomorphic to the lattice of subalgebras 
of a finite algebra from this class. E.g. Grätzer, Koh and 
Makkai C1972I1 showed that the class of Boolean algebras has the 
property (5).
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Corollary 2.4. The classes of groupoids described in two pre­
vious corollaries have the property (S) .
Let П be a signature consisting only of idempotent opera­
tions, and (Í2) be the variety of algebras of this signature. 
Then atomic algebraic lattice <£ is isomorphic to the lattice 
of subalgebras of an algebra of (Œ) iff for every compact 
element a ec& the principal ideal (a 1 is isomorphic to the 
lattice Sub < A . П>, where A is the set of atoms less than
a, and for two compact elements a < b the following diagram 
is commutative
(  n~\ Ф V (b:
I  * *
S u b < A , 
b
[CL J
h  1
/I ПЧ. Y
a
--------^
where г 7  and i 0 are isomorphisms, cp and ¥  are natural embeddings.
1 С/
Of course, semilattices satisfy this property, which is 
stronger than (S') . But the use of A1 allows to make it weaker.
In fact, lattice is isomorphic to SubL iff A1 holds and 
the property, written above, holds for 'all elements a 3b 
generated by no more than three atoms.
In the rest of this section we consider finite semi­
lattices .
Note that the closure operator in semilattice case is anti­
exchange (Edelman C19803) . Therefore in the finite case the 
lattice SubL is meet-distributive and its dual lattice is 
semimodular according to Edelman and Jamison C1985, p. 2613.
The common properties of meet-distributive lattices can be 
found in Edelman Í 19863. In particular, there is a height 
function on S u b L : for L ^ S U B L ,  p ( b Q ) is the length of
maximal chain from 0 to L .
о
Corollary 2.5. 1) For every L o E S u b L 3 p ( b Q ) is equal to l^l-
2) For all atoms of S ubL p('x7V..V x ) < 2n -l.•L iL J. ГL
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3) For every L ^ , L 2ESubL:
p ( L 2 VL g)+p (L j/\L g ) ^ p (L 1 '>+p (L 2) +
+ (p( L 1 ) - p ( L 1M 2 ) ) (p(L 2 )-p(L 2 ) ) .
3 F INITE DISTRIBUTIVE SEMI LATTICES
Consider a finite semilattice L . L is called distributive 
if for any x < y z  there are y ’<y, z'<z such that' x=y ' ‘z ' (for 
equivalent definitions and characterization see Rhodes 
C 19753).
The interval Lx,yl of L is said to be semisimple iff
xej(L).
Theorem 3.1. The subsemilattices of finite distributive 
semilattice L and only they can be written as 
L-U (Zx ., y -1 I iGl) , ViGT; lx.,y-l±s a semisimple interval.
According to Rival [19743 consider the set of all 
semisimple intervals of L denoted by M. if Bg.M then F(B) -
= [la, 1 1 E M \ La, Il £ U(Lx^, y FI \i£I) , Уг€1 : l x у EB} and 
F(L) = {F(B) \B£ M]
Corollary 3.2. F is a closure operator and F(L) is a 
lattice. Moreover, F(L) is dually isomorphic to SubL,
DISTRIBUTIVE/ STANDARD AND NEUTRAL ELEMENTS IN SubL
The definitions of distributive, standard and neutral 
elements in lattice had been introduced by Ore, Grätzer and 
Birkhoff. One can find all definitions and main properties of 
these elements in Grätzer [197811. In this section we give the 
structure of these elements in lattice SubL.
First we introduce two properties of subsemilattice L n Si.
Va:£Lq : L q 4{x } = L Q U{x}. (1)
V y e i Q : ( у = У 1 ,У 2 and у 13y 2 are noncomparable ) =>y 2, У 2 EL 0 *(2)
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Theorem 4.1. The following statements are equivalent:
1) Lg£SubL is distributive element;
2)  L G&SubL is standard element;
3) (1) holds.
E.g. the filters are standard elements in SubL.
Theorem 4,2. L n&SubL is a neutral element if (1) and (2)
hold.
Formerly (Libkin, Muchnik, to be published) we had 
introduced the concept of separatory subsemilattice. The 
subsemilattice L^cL is said to be separatory if Ь -L Q is also 
subsemilattice L .
Corollary 4.3. Every neutral element in lattice SubL is 
separatory subsemilattice of L,
Corollary 4.4. Every neutral element of SubL has a comple­
ment .
This corollary shows that there is a bijection between 
the neutral elements of SubL and decompositions of SubL into 
product of two lattices due to Grätzer [1978, Th. 3.4.1.3
5. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN PROPERTIES OF L AND SubL
In this section we find the semilattices L with boolean, 
pseudocomplemented, semimodular, planar and embeddable in free 
lattice subsemilattice-lattice SubL .
Theorem 5,1. The following statements are equivalent:
1) SubL is a semimodular lattice;
2) SubL is a pseudocomplemented lattice;
3) SubL is a boolean lattice;
4) L is a chain.
This theorem shows that unlike lattice case (Lakser [1972 ])/ 
only chains have a semimodular subsemilattice-lattice.
Theorem 5.2. The lattice SubL can be embedded in a free 
lattice iff Lis a chain and L has no more than three elements.
Theorem 5.3. The lattice SubL is a planar lattice iff 
\L\<3 and L is not a three-elements chain.
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6 ,  CONCLUSIVE REMARKS
Grätzer П1978] described the problem of characterization 
of sublattice-lattice. This problem was solved formerly in 
Rival £19741] for the finite distributive lattices in form like 
theorem 3.1 and corollary 3.2.
The equivalence of first, third and fourth statements in 
theorem 5.1 can be obtained as the consequence of the result of 
Shevrin £1963 :. It was observed also in Sali j , Kozyr £1972 0. 
They also proved that algebraic atomic lattices are exactly the 
lattices of closed sets of pregeometrices.
Some other relationships between the properties of L and 
SubL are the corollaries of theorem 4.1 and 4.2. E.g. these 
theorems and results of Grätzer, Schmidt £1958 : entail that in 
finite case SubL has a boolean congruence-lattice if and only 
if L is a chain.
The lattice SubL is not unique algebra on set S(L). The 
other algebra on S(L) (bisemilattice) had been introduce and 
completely studied in Romanov/ska, Smith £1981 1.
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ON A SUBSEMILATTICE-LATTICE OF A SEMILATTICE 
L.O. Libkin, I.B. Muchnik
Summary
In the paper a characterization of the lattices of all 
subsemilattices of semilattices is given. _
The connections between the property of a semilattice 
and its subsemilattice-lattice are also studied.
The structures of distributive, standard and
neutral elements in this lattice are also found.
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EGY FÉL-HÁLÓ RÉSZFÉLHÁLÓJÁNAK HÁLÓJA 
L.O. Libkin, I.B. Muchriik
Összefoglaló
A cikkben egy fél-háló részfélhálója hálójának a jellem­
zése van megadva. A szerző a félháló illetve az 5 rész- 
félhálójának hálója közötti összefüggést is tanulmányozza. 
Ezen háló struktúrájáról, többek között a disztributiv, 
standard és neutral elemek struktúrájáról is szó van.
MTA SZTAKI Közlemények 39/1988 p. 111-120.
SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT FOR DISCRETE MATHEMATICAL RESEARCH
IN UNIX-L IKE SYSTEMS
K. N.  MANEV
Institute of Mathematics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
1. INTRODUCTION
The necessi tv о4- computers ip the scientific 
researches is obvious nowadays. A lot or problems o41 the 
discrete mathematics. tor example, need a cesmuter 
treatment. The computer experiments became natural, 
preliminary or -final , step of the investi pat i cn of some 
discrete con-figurations and thus, a part of the reasoning 
of new results. "hat is whv the requirement towards 
software for mathematical researches are very strong.
In this paper a general aproach to software 
environment for discrete mathematical researces in UNIX- 
like systems is described. It sumarized, also, the 
autor's experience in implementation o+ some components of 
such an environment in UNIX System V. and the obtained 
resuits.
2. UNIX-LIKE SYSTEMS
The choice of the opperating system is not. 
accidental. The UNIX—like systems possess a lot of 
useful1 features, some of them listed below:
- the UNIX-like systems are, practically, 
standartized nowadays and are installed in ail wide-spread 
computer's architectures. This allows the exchange of 
software between researchers and minimizes the efforts for
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ti 0 ve1 op ment;
— the UNIX—like systems have clear multy level 
structure (see F i g . }  with appropriate interfaces in the 
d; *ferr. t levels. so that any user (system analyst, 
researcher which now few programming or such that never 
will have oeen acauai nted enough with the computer) can 
□operate inside the environment on the corresponding 
.1 evei ;
Fi
- the UNIX-like systems support compilers, 
practically standartized, from the high-level programming 
language C, which allows effective usage of the computer's
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possibilities - pointers, bit and shift operations ana so 
on. Ail dependences from the computer's architecture (tne 
sice of the computer's word, for example) can be defined 
as paramétré for the preprocessor of the language. So, 
the UNIX—like systems provide us with such portability of 
the software, which is of a bio importance for our 
ourooses:
— the UNIX—like systems communicate with users 
throw the command interpreter, which control running of 
the executable modules (commands). Any program, written 
from the, user becomes command. Moreover, the interpreter, 
itse lf, is also a command, and in a such a way is net 
obligatory. The user can provide an own interpreter. ”he 
standard command interpreter — shell, combines command 
with operators like this in C language: for, while, case 
and if .  Whit the standard commands echo (prints its 
arguments), read (reads values in its arguments), exDr 
(evaluates an expression, formed by its arguments) and 
test (evaluates various predicates) shell becomes a 
programming language. Each procedure wri ten in this 
language is considered as a command, i.e. oar: be included 
in new procedures and so on.
3. SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT
Our general idea is the next: to follow the 
multvles'el structure of the operating system and to append 
on every level the corresponding tools for discrete 
mathematical researches (see Fig.)
The kernel of the UNIX-like systems is good 
enough for our purposes. It provides the supervisor calls 
(SVC), necessery for construction of an environment, 
dedicated to scientific researches of discrete 
mathematical objects. Moreover, appending of new SVC will 
decrease portability of the environment and the 
possibilities for exchanging of programs and results.
1 14
i^af i s why we will not tourn the kernel о-f the operating 
'= V' stem.
The variety at archi lectures, operating systems 
and various versions, even tor well standartized 
proprammi nq languages, did not permit wide—spread use ot 
распаде standard programs (PS?). The UNIX—like systems 
give us the possibility tor creating portable PSP. 
Moreover, the portability can be reached tol lowing a -few 
s i mp le r u les;
— use only standard features of the C language;
— define any machine dependent constant on the
preprocessor s I evei ;
— идо us subroutines only standard SVC, standard 
tüneti on f о* thg system s libraries or programs ■‘ rom the 
package (whi c* follow this rules, of course).
If ; s verv helpful 1 to construct the package by 
the approach of abstract data type (ADT), i .e• to choose 
an ADT, appropriate for the aoals of the package and to 
build the programs like operations with this ADT. in such 
a way. one can easy append new operations (programs) and 
change existing programs by ones, which implement better 
algorithms (and no needs to change the software which uses 
the package) .
The PSP have to be created from very experienced 
system programers, which know very well the features of 
the operating system, C language and the object of the 
researches, too.
On the next level there are two possibilities. 
The firs t: any researcher, which knows the C language and
can formulate a problem in the terms of the operations 
with the ADT, can write easy a program for resolving the 
problem, which use the PSP and with the help of a more 
experienced programer to create even complex systems, with 
aprooriates languages, for resolving a class of problems.
The second possibility is: some standard programs 
to be transformed into commands of the operating system.
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Although the user's systen's and the commands lie  in the 
same level о-f the structure of the operating system we 
will distinguish them. The commands are more si mole and. 
as a rule, they have not a proper language. They perform 
usually one step of the resolving of the problem. The 
using of commands will be discussed bellow. The 
transformátion of the standard programs into commands is 
more then triv ia l by the provided scheme for processing 
the arguments.
On the next level we pr со ose the ccrr&truction of 
new command interpreters. The standard command 
interpreter of one UNIX —like systems — shell , combi nes 
commands with the control constructions of the C language 
— for, while, case and if. For researchers, which dont 
know the C language there is only one possibility to work 
on their problems — secuential execution of commands. But 
these users know better others ways of composition of 
primitives — superposition of formulae, logical inference 
and so on.
That is why we propose on this level construction 
of new command interpreters, more appropriate for 
mathematicians. The UNIX-like systems encourage such 
activities, providing tools for automatical1 y generating 
lexical analizers and parsers, starting from the 
corresponding formal gramars. Having such interpreters 
and enough commands (created on the previous level) for 
the special subject, even not experienced in programming 
user can formulate problems for resolving by computer.
What's about the mathematicians, which have not 
experience to work with computers at a ll. For these users 
we will create procedures in the languages of the command 
interpreters and the users could resolve their problems 
executing this procedures (giving appropriate values to 
the parameters).
Thus, we obtain an environment corresponding to 
the structure of the opperating system, which give to any
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user the possibility to determine the proper level of
p;.: cer i ence and to work on his problems with the
appropriate tools. This envi ronment is very flexible. It
can be easy modi i ieci and developped, without changing the
ex 1 sting soft w a r e.
Rome of our ideas were implemented in UNIX System 
V cn the 32-bit (М6801П) compute*", with 2 Nb opperating 
memory — ICL CLAN, Here we briefly discuss the obtained 
recul ts.
The portable package standard pror;rames COMPACK 
C 11 ro*' combinatorial researches was created arround the 
ADT called a generated binary matrix (GBM). This ADT is 
appropriate for representing a very large set of 
combinatorial objects - graphs, matroids, block-designs, 
errcr-cofecting codes, etc. The package contains 
programs, which operate with SEN, closer»' t matter' which 
object they represent, and an amount of programs 
appropriate for combinatorial researches. Many programs 
from COMPACT' were transformed into commands of the 
opper ati ng system.
The package GFPACK for operations with elements 
of Galois fields, pol ynomials and matrices over Galois 
fields is now under devei eopment.
Using COMPACK, a special system — LINCOR, was 
constructed for computer researches of error—correcting 
iodes Г21. For this purpose the package was extended with 
programs, appropriate for the special subject and we have 
enogh experience to extend the package in other 
di •"estions, too.
The system LINCOR was designed to escape the 
everyday, routine work. Nevertheless, serious problems 
were resolved with i t ,  connected with the covering radius 
of error correcting codes. It was refuted the conjecture
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that all binary linear codes, containing a ll—ones vector 
meet the lower bound -for the covering radius C31 and the 
covering radius of 73 from 76 cyclic bynari codes with 
length 33, 35 and 39 were found C4j.
Three languages for new command interpreters was 
proposed C5j . The firs t of them is extracted from Backus' 
FP—systems and combine comands in a functional style. The 
second is extension of the language Prolog, which treat 
both, commands and files, like predicates. The third is 
an oriainal language, which combines command^ Nay the usual 
scheme "backtrack" and i t  is oriented toward the searching 
of combinatorial configurations. All these languages are 
under experimental implementation in UNIX System V.
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SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT FOR DISCRETE MATHEMATICAL RESEARCH 
IN UNIX-LIKE SYSTEMS
K.N. Manev
Summary
In the paper a general approach to software environment 
for research in discrete mathematics in UNIX-like systems 
is described.
The paper summarizes the author's experience in implementa­
tion of some components of such an environment in UNIX 
System V and a review of results is presented. The programs 
written are in a great extent independent of the combinatorial 
structure of the problems. However better results can be 
achieved using some additional sub-bases for particular 
problems (say coding theory).
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DISZKRÉT MATEMATIKAI KUTATÁSOK SZOFTVER KÖRNYEZETE 
UNIX TIPUSU RENDSZEREK HASZNÁLATÁVAL
K.N. Manev
Összefoglaló
A cikkben a szerző egy általános módszertant, mutat be, 
amely diszkrét matematikai kutatások szoftver környeze­
tének megteremtésére vonatkozik UNIX-tipusu rendszereket 
felhasználva. A szerzőnek gazdag tapasztalata van az 
UNIX System V rendszerek esetében.
A cikkben bizonyos eredmények áttekintése is megtalál­
ható. A megirt programok nagymértékben függetlenek a 
konkrét kombinatorikai struktúrától, de jobb szoftver 
környezet is kialakítható konkrét esetekben /pl. a kód­
elméletben/ .

STRONGLY DOMINATING SETS OF VARIABLES
TU. M IRTCHEV a n d  S i .  SHTRAKOV
Department of Mathematics 
Pedagogical Institute 
Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria
MTA SZTAKI Közlemények 39/1988 p. 121-130.
In this paper we introduce and investigate strongly domina­
ting and regular dominating sets of variables for the functions. 
DEFINITION 1.Г21. A function f C x ± ....x^ J> is said to depend
on the variable x 1 <. г < n if there exist n-1 constants
’ ci. -l ’ ci +i c for the variables х л n 1 , X , X ....... XL-l l+l n
•X i - l " C L - i ’X f i" C i+i .,X  = C  ) n n
R( denotes the set of all
such that the function /Cxi*cl,. 
assumes at least two different values, 
the variables on which / depends.
DEFINITION 2.[2]. A set И , H Я R{ is called separable for / 
with respect to the set N * < х  , . . . , x l ? я  R{ if there exist l con­
stants c ,...,c such that l i  я Ä, _ v S f denotes1 L J К. Л. ^  J I , IN
the set of all the separable sets for / with respect to the set N.
When l i is separable for / with respect to R( \ i 1 then H is 
called separable for /. Sf denotes the set of all the separable 
sets for /.
DEFINITION 3.111. A set l i ,  И Я R( is called c-separable for / 
with respect to the set N »fx ....,xLl я  R ( iff for every l con­
stants с , , l i  Я S, -j holds true. S* denotes
the set of all the c-separable sets for / with respect to the set N.
When H is c-separable for f  with respect to R{ \11 then П is 
called c-separable for /.
DEFINITION 4. 111. A set l i < x .....x У я  R. is called domina-1 TY\ 1
Ю  if there exist m constants cl ’ting of N , N c R{ , U 1 ~  
such that C*> N n 5= 0 and l i is minimal with1 1  m m
respect to this property.When N satisfies C<0 then it is called 
a—dominating of N , ( .H  Ю .
a-M N denotes that l i is not dominating of N for f  and
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t i N denotes that M is not a—dominating of N for /.
DEFINITION 5. [33. A set P » fx1,...,x > R{ is called strongly 
dominating of Q , Q Я R{ , ( .P Q) if for / there exists an p-
•Ф ф *tuple P = , cp.> such that P is dominating of Q with P and
vViCx ,Q*0 Where Xi’Q Q \R f C x t
The set C is called active zone of x in Q., Q V
that P is not strongly dominating of Q for /. 
When P 2^ + Q and for any i , j  , 1< i , j < p
Q denotes
C rx C = 0  v'xi , xj ,Q
the set P is called regular dominating of Q for / СP r  d Q) •
Q denotes that P is not regular dominating of Q for f .
We now present an example to illustrate these definitions. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let. f  = x x +x x +x x_+x,x x +x x Cmod 2 ) ,I S  2 Б 3 ö 3 Ö 6  4 6
fx^.x > and Q » íx,,x,,x,,x 1 . It is obviousD G 1 2  3 4- that P 9  d Q
with P =C0,0) and CX5 ’Q fxt,x2,x3  ^, Cx Q® Since6 ’
С С л 30 it follows that P
x b ’g^  xo’Q
r  d o.
THEOREM 1. If P s  d Q then for every x. <=P , C <z t i ,L , У
where if =x и, Cx |Q .
X J *X JJ l
PROOF. Obviously P — * Q. Without loss of generality assume
that P * fx.... x ) ,  Q -  i x  _ , . . . , x  > ,  p  < q  <. n . Now supposel p p + 1 q
that the theorem is false and let for example
c* t.«=c*2.«P--u c *.-<» • •**> •ЖConsequently there exist s—1 constsnts c ,...,ca such that
Ä/Cx2=c*... xa-c*r 0
This implies
Q ^ * * ,= 0« n nf C x„ =c , . . . , x »c J)J 2 2 ’ ' p p
for every p-s constants c * . .. ,c* for the variables from the set.9 + 1 О
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PMTQ Cl fx^ -So we have PVCx^Sl^Q and P—1* Q . A contradiction. The 
theorem is proved.
COROLLARY 1. If P Q then for every x ,x eP , x ?<xJ V V J
CX .Q2 CX . ,Q‘V J
COROLLARY 2. If P 1^* Q then for every x eP, С *0.L y Q
THEOREM 2.If P 1^* Q then CardCPJ) 2S C a rd C Q ) .
This theorem follows by Theorem 1.
P <^ 1» Q denotes that P 2iL* Q and Q 1^* P.
PROPOSITION 3.1f PAl*Q then C a r d C P )  » CardCQJ).
THEOREM 4. If P 2l* Q and C a rd C P )  m C a rd C Q ) then P il* Q 
and Q -1* Q.
PROOF .By P Q, C a rd C P )  =  C a rd C Q )  and Theorem 1 it follows
that there exist C a r d C P ) different active zones in Q which con­
tain at least one variable belonging to only one active zone. Hence 
for every x. eP it is true C a rd C C  )  * 1. This implies P Ll* Q.L > У
ТГ rtANow suppose that Q —1+ Q . Obviously Q — * Q and there 
exists a subset Q1 of Q for which <^-1* 0- Without loss of gene­
rality assume that P = < x ± , . . . , x  ) ,  Q = fxp+1,...,x2p>, 2 p  < n  
and Cx Q=<x + i-* for г=1,2,...,р. Let x +te Q\Q± for some t< p.
Consequently Cx ^  Qt=0. As in Theorem 1 it follows that
p\<xt>^l*0 and P—1*Q .This contradiction completes the proof of 
the theorem.
COROLLARY. If P^ l* P then Pl-!*P.
In Cl] the s-system of a family 0 of sets is introduced as 
follows:A set E=<xi,...,xt> is called s—system of ft=<P1,...,Pn>, 
P * Q  if Z n P^*0 , i=l,2,...,n and for every j< * there exists 
Pke ft such that Pfc n Z=<x^>.
THEOREM 5. Let P^ 1*Q. The following two conditions are 
equivalent:
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CO C a rd C P )  я  C a rd C Q )
Ci. i ) Q is an s—system of the family <CX Q|xl«P >.i. '
PROOF. C i. i. )==>C i. ) . Sinse Q is an s-system of <C |x. <=P >» Q  V.
it follows that for every x^  <=Q there exists x^ «=P such that 
C r\ Ö = <x >.By the definition of C it follows that
X ^  , Q  J у 4
Cx Q. Consequently Cx Q = <x^ >. So every x^  eQ is an active
zone of some x^eP. By Corollary 1 of Theorem 1 it follows that
C a r d C P )  =  C a rd C Q ) .
CO==>CiO. Sinse C a r d C P ) » C a rd C Q ) then as in the proof of
Theorem 4 it follows that C a rd C C x  )  =1 for every x^eP. So, anyi. ’
is an active zone of some x^ eP. Hence Q is an s—system of the 
family <CX Q|x^eP >.
It is easy to prove that Q is unique s-system of the family 
<Cx , J x i * P >•L
COROLLARY. If P^ -l* Q and Q is an s-system of the family
CCX Q|xveP > then Q -2 *Q .i. ’
EXAMPLE 2. Let / = x x + x x x x  Cmod 2 ) ,  P *C x  x  ) ,1 4 2 3 4 C 4-0
Q = C x t , x _ , x  )  and Р*=СО,0). It is easy to see that p£-^ +Q, Pli* Q1 2  о
but P-1»P and Q-l+Q.
THEOREM 6. If P=CxA , . . . ,xp>£ R{ and P-l* P then Pi^P.
PROOF. Let x^  be an arbitrary variable from P. Obviously Cx^> 
is dominating of < x ^ > for any constant .Hence x ^e Cx p, Cx p**0
and P £ xuep Cx , p-X. 1
>9 dOn the other hand Cx p£ P. So, we obtain P— >P with anyI i. ’
P*=Yc*,.. . , and by Corollary of Theorem 4 it follows that P t - l+ p .  
COROLLARY. If P-^>P then for each subset Pt of P it is true
P ^ P f
THEOREM 7. If P Î—t Q and P n  Q =  0 then each non-empty subset P ±
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of P is separable for / with respect to P\P1.
PROOF. Let P * ix4....xpl, P fxt....xfl>, s 5 p and
P*■ fc*,...,cp-> be an p-tuple with which P is strongly dominating 
of Q for f .
Suppose the theorem is false i.e. P «f S, . Then for anyl f,p\p t J
p-s tuple <Tca +1,. . . , cp  ^it is true
X —c ..........., x  - c  J>* 0 *J 3 + 1 3 + 1  p p
P t\Rj
Hence
P — P \R rs -  * * 02 1 /Cx * C  ....... X =C J>J 3 + 1  9 + 1  P P
Let X <=P . Ve haveV 2
X içi Rf C x - C *  ......X =C*J>J 3 + 1  9 + 1 ’ ’ p p
and
This implies
С Л Ä,, * * .«0.X , Q n fC X ^ =c  ^ X =c ^I. J 9 + 1  9 + 1 ’ p p
C S , LI cX L ,Q к=э + 1 X k ,Q
This contradicts to Theorem 1.Consequently Pt<= Sf pxp .The theorem
is proved.
COROLLARY 1. If /»iá* Q and P n Q = 0 then for any subset P
of P the set CQNC u C p is separable for / with respect
x k € P 4 P i x k ’Q  1
to P\Pr
COROLLARY 2. If P ^ Q, P4, P2<= P and Pl0 P2=0 then P ^ ,  p
THEOREM 8. Let P»fxj 
Ö=RfNCr u P), where Г» Rf and
...... . X )Я Rt and P*«fc* ... ,c*J> . If
1 ’ p  f i p
/  « /C x  * c ....,x - c  .>J l J l l p pP
then T <a Sf Q.
PROOF. Suppose the theorem is false. Then there exist q cons­
tants СЧ ,. . . ,c^  for the variables in Q such that T  <z. R( , where 
1 i 1 q 2l
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/=/<Гх =с 2 li li ,х. —с 9. q q
Without, loss of generality assume that x <s T \ R . .Obviously
Г f 2
Q n  R{ =0 . Consequently for every q constants <f , , cf it
l 1 i q
is true
/.*/.Cx *d. ,...,x *d J>.
1 1  q q
This implies that
i. =o ). ». ». q ql l
Now x « R, shows that x «g R. . Remember that T = R.r  f 2 Г f 4 t t
have x « Г. A contradiction. The theorem is proved.
Thus we
COROLLARY 1. If P ^ Q  then Q \Cx. .Q t ,C andx , Ql.
C X. , Q €  S f ,M ’ W h e r e  П = Q N C X t , Q  f ° r а П У
COROLLARY 2. If pLií+ Q then for every x , x eP, iw * j it is true
Xj.Q- f ,CX. . Q
THEOREM 9. If P ^ -> Q then P?A+QVP.
PROOF. Obviously P— *Q*Jp. Then for each variable x^eP there 
exists an active zone of x in Q such that C s Q . Thus we haveL , Q
<x >-L Cx Q. By Corollary 2 of Theorem 7 it follows that
C x .M = < \ > u  c x  ,0 a n d  x  C x  ,m  -  »■ * h e r e  "  =  F U  0-
The theorem is proved.
THEOREM 10. If P2±>0 and P n Q =0 then for every x. eP and
for every x e C there exists at least one m-set П , C a rd C M )= mJ X t , Q
which is separable for f  and x^  , x^  e M.
This theorem follows by Theorem 4.10 Cl] and Theorem 6.1 С6]. 
COROLLARY 1. If P^ ä* Q then each variable x. eP forms a separa­
ble pair with each variable x eC .J у ^
Denote by őCx^,!) the number of all the separable pairs which 
are formed between x^  and the variables from the set L q R( and by
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óCP,Q) the number of all the separable pairs from P X Q.
COROLLARY 2. If P ^ ->  Q then for any x^  <=Q
<5(x , РУ> C a rd C (C x Q|x eCx Q& x^Pl.
COROLLARY 3. If Pil* Q then
<5C P , Q)> Z C ard C C 9.X eP *4’QL
COROLLARY 4. If P L±>Q then
<5C P,Q)> CardCQJ).
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STRONGLY DOMINATING SETS OF VARIABLES 
Iv. Mirtchev, SI. Shtrakov
Suimnary
The paper studies strongly dominating and regular 
dominating sets of variables of functions. It is a 
continuation of the research of the authors and K. Chimev. 
If is proved that if P strongly dominates Q for f, then 
all subsets c p are separable for f with respect 
to P\P1 .
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A VÁLTOZÓK ERŐSEN DOMINÁLÓ HALMAZAI 
ív. Mirtchev, SÍ. Shtrakov
Összefoglaló
A cikk a függvények változóinak un. erősen domináló és 
regulárisán domináló halmazaival foglalkozik /a pontos 
definiciók a cikkben megtalálhatók/. Ez folytatása a 
szerzők illetve K. Csimev korábbi kutatásainak. Be van 
bizonyitva, hogy ha P erősen dominálja Q-t /egy f függ­
vényre nézve/ akkor minden P^ c. P sz f-nek a PXP^re 
nézve vett szeparábilis részhalmaza.

MTA SZTAKI Közlemények 39/1988 p. 131-150.
*
TWO TYPES OF RANDOM POLYHEDRAL SETS
В . UHRIN
Computer and Automation Institute, 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
1502 Budapest, Pf. 63., Hungary
m  и
Let A = ,* = fa, ,*»>), be a matrix and a vector
(with real coefficients). By a (closed) polyhedral set 
(PS) we mean the solution set of the system of linear 
inequalities
(1) Ax 
i. e .
(2) PS = {x<fRn :Ax }
If (1) has no solution then we get the "empty p&yhedral 
set", i.e. the empty set is included into the family 
of PS. Denote by this family (when m and n are
fixed and a.- and run through the real numbers). S-
the elements of 
the empty set.
are all PS of the for m (2) plus
One speaks of random polyhedral set (RPS), when a
and ijare not real numbers but "real-valued" random
variables. We shall assume that they are defined on a 
common probability-measure space (П  ^X, P ), i.e. 
and
a .
c*t- are real-valued measurable functions defined on -ß-
Based on the author's dissertation: "Systems of linear inequalities, 
random polyhedral sets and quasi-concave functions",
Dissertation, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, 1978 (in Hungarian).
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The first problem concerning RPS is how to define them?
The study of "random" geometrical objects . (points, lines, 
hyperplanes, circular segments, e.t.c.) has a long history 
(see M. Kendall-Moran [ll, Moran [ 2 E?] ) •
On the other hand, in the last few decades the most general 
random sets have been investigated (Matheron [43, D. Kendall [5^ 
Santalo ( [6 3 ) •
As to RPS, sometimes they are defined as PS where' the 
constants a— and oft* are randomly generated real numbers 
(Schmidt-Mattheiss ). Another approach is to consider 
RPS as an intersection of a finite number of random (closed) 
halfspaces (Rényi-Sulanke;[81 , Schmidt/[91) . A "dual" 
approach to this is when (a bounded) RPS ("random polytope") 
is defined as the convex hull of a finite number of points
given randomly in Rn
A special case of Rényi-Sulanke approach is when the 
(normal vectors of) half spaces are deterministic and only
their translations are random, i.e.
and are random variables. V
are real numbers
In all above concepts of RPS both m an n are arbitrary 
(but fixed) integers. If we relax this condition, if 
say, n is fixed but m is also a random integer (i.e. discrete 
random variable), then we come to a much more complicated 
concept of RPS. Examples of these are so called Poisson 
polyhedra (see,e.g.; [4l pp. 155-185) .
Below we hall restrict ourselves to the study of two possible 
types of RPS.
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The first type is an analogy of the random number: while 
the latter is a real-valued measurable function on a 
probability space, the RPS is a "PS-valued" measurable 
function.
In the second approach a RPS is the collection of those 
xeR° that solve the system (1) with a probability at 
least p (where Oá.psl is a fixed number) . The first type 
RPS stem for the general concept of a random set.
The second on?was initiated by the people working in stochastic 
programming (more exactly "chance constrained" stochastic 
programming, see Kail [10*3 for a detailed survey).
There is no similarity between these two types. To study 
them, completely different techniques are needed and even 
the questions arising in conection with them are completely 
different.
We have concentrated to basic questions concerning these 
two types: in the first type the question of measurability 
of a "PS-valued" function and in the second one the question 
of convexity of RPS.
1. RPS of the first type
Let t °<{ t ,»i,be Borel-measurable
on (Л.2..Р) and denote A ((->) = { 4.Ли>) } * *
1 1 JFurther denote
real functions 
, oau))^(<K^)r  f oe^iaj) toe SI.
(3) X  (ló) ;=. {Xéjif" A(U) X 5  ot(co) \ V 6 SI .
After defining in a special topology we endowe ^
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with a Boréi <T-algebra and- prove that X  is a
measurable function w.r.t. this G -algebra.
This will mean that JC is a RPS.
Denote by X  the family of all polytopes from Rn (the 
empt included in X  ) • We recall that a polytope is
a bounded PS, so X  is a collection of all bounded PS, 
where m is arbitrary. Denote by the family of all open 
PS (where m is arbitrary/ empty set is included in Çj) .
(An open PS is the set of the form c Rn : Ax > o m  is
again arbitrary.)
Denote
(4)
t -
РПК ~<f> } I
(5) ?0G + p \ , ■
Clearly ^  '
Take the family
(6, К « » }  4 {$,«••«*$»
and consider it as a subbase of a topology in ^  •
(For some basic facts on topology we refer to Kelley [11].) 
Denote
(7) { 0  s f-t=i S/ e P
t  < f o o  }
(this is the basis) and
{ (j : N ^ < 4 ,  / t e r , r  -fr«ry }
u r
(8 )
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The elements of Sr are called open sets in .
We have a topology in P  (This is the topology generated 
by У  j or the "roughest" topology containing У  )
Now we have
Theorem 1.1. The function SC ■ P -— * defined by (3) is
measurable w.r.t. the Borel (Г-algebra defined in 
by the topology S' . Q
The truth of the theorem depends on the following lemma
Lemma 1.2. Let N=(n+1) .m and let ; /? —>
be the following map:
(9) ^ <f 1(4+1) ,l C 2/ У  $
N
Then the is continuous in the topology -h . О
Proof. We have to prove that ^  1( P ) is open in RN for any 
P é ^  where -f means the set such that =
"inverse domain" of ^  ). The definition of S ' shows that 
it is enough to prove that and are open
for any and any С  б .
Let i.e.
(10) yYÿ) ej3», and 'f(ÿ) Г\ К  -<P .
^f(^) is a (closed) PS and К is a compact PS. Hence 
there is a hyperplane L c RN such that (y) and К
are in two different open halfepaces determined by 
the L. As К is compact, we can choose L such that it 
is not parallel to any face of y>(y) . Let H be the open
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halfepace containing /(y). Clearly there is a small 
neighbourhood t'(y) of y such that and e H
for all îet(|)(here we use the tact that L is not 
parallel to any face of y>(y) ) . But this means that
fzeriÿ), that proves the openess of .
Let ÿ é f V ^ . e .
di) f and + Ф  .
Denote by the affine hull of yY^) (i.e. the translated 
linear subspace of smallest dimension containing y>(y) ) . 
Denote by y?
The (11) implies
(12) J> °(tj) П  Ç  ,
consequently there is an open ball BcRn such that
(13) S c <? , S П  Ly c
This shows that there is a neighbourhood t*(y) of 
y such that «yY2) € and
(14) f a )  а  в * ?  V  ' L é ' t ( y ).
This proves the openess of y> ) and *-*y this
the lemma is proved. В
Proof of Theorem 1.1:
C(V the relative interior of p^(y) (w.r . t . L )
Denote
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(Id ) э.
It is easy to see that the map
(16) a RN (N= (n + 1 )-m)
is Borel-measurable if all components ofVare Borel 
But
-measurable.
(17) X(co) = <f( *(*>0
where is the map in the Lemma 2.2.
у is measurable (being continuous) and the composition 
of two measurable maps is measurable. I
2. RPS of the second type
The system of inequalities (1) where а,у and are
random variables defined on ( S L ^ ' P )  is called system 
of random inequalities (SRI).
Let A(ó>), <x (o) be as in the previous section and denote
We say that x solve SRI with the probability at least 
p ( Osp 5l) if
(18) J2(X) { co 6 Si: A(u) X  Z *rco) } #
(19) P (i2(x) ) jp.
The set
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(20) Vlf>) ?(AcxÙ */>}
might be called random polyhedral set of the second 
type (RPS of the second type).
If all random variables Gÿ are discrete, then
V(p) may be a PS (i.e. intersection of finite number 
of closed halfspaces), see, Ilol p. 83.
In general we cannot expect that V(p) is a PS. A weaker 
condition is the convexity of V(p). In fact V(p) is called 
RPS (of second type) if it is a convex set. Below we shall 
prove some interesting sufficient conditions for this in 
the particular case when all a (y  are deterministic and 
only ay are random variables.
So, let £  be an m-dimensional random variable defined 
on the probability space and we are asking
the convexity of the set
(21) V ( p ) := { x£Rn : P (Ax ^ ^  p }.
Let Г  be the distribution function of эпсе
By definition a function 'f(x) , к 6 R. i is called quasi­
concave if all its upper level sets
(23) { x e R k : <y4x) ^ u }
are convex.
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It is clear that if the rang of A is n (let us assume thrs) 
then the function F^('/\x)(as a function of xeRn) is 
quasi-concave if and only if the function (y) is
quasi concave on the n-dimensional subspace L :={yéRm :y=Ax,xeRn} 
of Rm . So we can formulate the following simple
Assertion 2.1. If the distribution function (v) , y<5Rm , 
of the m-dimensional random variable ç is quasi-concave 
on the subspace L:= {yeR™: y = Ax, x€ R nj, i.e. if the 
sets
(24) i  У6L: F^ (y) £ p j-
are convex for all Oi'pél, then the sets V(p) '■'convex for 
all 0*'p<l i.e. the SRI Axsjgive a RPS of the second 
type. □
This assertion can be formulated using the probability 
measure
(25) ( E) := P ( jeE), E c Rm Borel-measurable, so
that ^
(26) F$ (y) = ( Jéy).
In what follows we shall assume that \> (E) absolute5 mcontinuous w.r.t. the Lebesque-measure in R , i.e.
that ^  (E) is generated by a density function:
(27) ja(E) = ГS it
( j-dt means L-integral) .
dt, EcRf* Lebesque measurable
Nour
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(28) F (y) = 12^  ( £ é y) = 5 ^(t)dt, yeRm -
In the rest of the paper we shall deal with the question: 
What density functions |-\(t) generate quasi-concave 
distributions (y)?
Our results are a little more restrictive than needed, 
because in fact we are looking for Ç^( t) such that (y) 
is quasi-concave on the subspace L only. The whole method 
below can be adapted to this case, yielding more general 
results.
It is convenient to express the quasi-concavity in another 
way.
к iOne can see easily that the function «-/> ; R R+ is 
quasi-concave if and only if
( 29 ) lx V ) min f°r
o„U
For m=l, any distribution function Ff (y) (define now 1 -5on R ) is quasi-concave because it is monotone. For
higher dimensions the situation is much more complicated.
A first idea in investigating the quasi concavity of
F,(y> (for m?2) can be formulated as follows: Is there> m la quasi-concave density function f:R -> R+ such that
its distribution function F is not quasi-concave? We
think the answer is yes, however to find such density
functions (even in the case m=2) seems to be not an
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easy task. Hence, the research went into the following 
direction: Find some well defined subfamilies of quasi­
concave density functions f that generate quasi-concave 
distributions .This direction proved to be fruitful already.
To show the first steps, write analytically the basic 
question.
Does the condition
(30) f(Ax+(H)y) ? min { f ( X ) , f(y)j , x,yeRm , 0 < Я £ 1 
implies
(31) 5 -ÇiOat j f $ $ix)dx}' d
i Í  Я U+ ([-A)W Xilf
Let us try to derive (in spite of our doubts) (31) from 
(30) using a following "trick":
/
The condition (30) implies
(32) f(t) ^  sup min { f (x) , f(y)j- , teRr',
hence
(33) j ft)««» $* £ П ,  } л  -
с *■where _) is the upper Lebesque-integral, i.e.
J y f c j d - i  '• - Ç  Í f  to /i)db : o r t ) J ' t e R *  и L-inkcraiC  } 
R "  ' 1 0
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The upper integral is needed here, because the right 
hand side of (32) is in general not L-measurable.
If the right hand side of (33) were not less than that 
of (31) then we were ready.
It is hopeless to prove this (in fact it is in general
not true), we try to take on f a more restrictive condition
than (30). For this define the following concept: Let a,biO,
(see, e.g. Hardy-Littlewood-Pólya, £12"]). For 
or <x-0 we define the means by taking limits to get
(Atf+fl-Alb* )'*■ if
("the extended -means") .
For a,b fixed, is a non-decreasing function of <x
- 'foc* ( % é > y
r f * ,c«ib) - c ?  $  ^
О
(35)
We call the function ot-concave
if
(36)
The - -concave functions are quasi-concave, so the 
monotony of /4^ shows that any oC -concave function
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is quasi-concave. (The O-concave function are sometimes 
called log^aithmically concave, log-concave).
Now we have
Theorem 2.1. Let о- V m  .
The distribution function of an °t -concave density- 
function f : Rm — > R^ _ is <x • (l + mot' ) -concave y
consequently quasi-concave. □
This theorem is a simple consequence of the following 
integral inequality
Theorem 2.2. Let f,g : Rm~ R ^  be Lebesque-measurable 
functions and denote
(37) h^ (t) := ess sup
If o< Urr) then
(38) j h” '(t)dt M ™
where /3 = — —  0
' 1 + Mc<
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Denote
(40) ^(x)= (*)• f (x) , y ( x )  = y, (x) » f ( X ) ,
where A= [ t ^Rm : tiu}, В = { t < Rm : t v).
(X.n<x кд , Ag <=t Л? i'He cfar&c {trriJ, Ь  c ^Unctr бтл£_
We can write
M (f (х/д ) ,g( (t-x) /(1- ) ) ) ) teR ^ \
m
C  J f (x) dx, ^ g(x)dx)',
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(41)  ^ f(t) dt = f f (t)dt
-t AA -tÜ-Àlè
(where Я а + (1~Я)В is the algebraic sum of the sets).
The <* -concavity of f implies
(42) f ( t) ^ sup M ^  (x) / У'( )) t e R m .
Л X f-^ -Д/у = i
It is clear that the right hand side of (42) is zero 
if t^íA+d-Д > B, hence (after writing the right hand 
side of (42) in the form (37))
(43) j f (t) dt £ ( ess sup M(j*’ ( у (x/a) y  (t-x) / (1- Д ) ))dt ■
gr* Х б £ т
Applying the integral inequality (38) we get the result. •
For tie proof of Theorem 2.2, its sharpenings extensions 
applications and many other similar results together with 
a whole history of the integral inequalities of this type, 
we refer to the papers Г 15 J -f C 2 2 3
We only note here that for the inequality ( 38 )(m-i) "almost"
coincides with a classical result of Henstock-Macbeath 
[13J that was extended to higher dimensions by Dinghas [14 J. 
Their paper was almost forgotten and some spacial cases 
of their inequalities were newly rediscovered nearly 20 
years later.
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TWO TYPES OF RANDOM POLYHEDRAL SETS 
B. Uhrin
Summary
An mxn-matrix A = (а,-.Л and a vector a = (a.)ERm define а^  1polyhedral set PS := {x€R:Ax > ct}. One speaks of random 
polyhedral set (RPS) when a^. and öm are not real number 
but random variables. In the literature at least three dif­
ferent types of RPS are defined. The paper presents 
two of them. The first is when RPS is simply a "PS valued"
random variable. It is proved in the paper that a topology in the 
space of PS-s can be defined so that the "PS-valued" func­
tion is continuous, consequently measurable. The second type 
of RPS discussed in the paper comes when only a is a random 
(m-dimensicnal) variable. Here the problem is the convexity 
of the set V(p) := {x£Rn :P (A x > a) > p} for all 0 < p < 1, 
when P is the measure related to the a. It is showed that 
V(p) is convex for many measures P generated by density
functions having some well defined concavity-like properties.
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VÉLETLEN POLIHEDRIKUS HALMAZOK KÉT TÍPUSÁRÓL
Uhrin Béla
Összefoglaló
Egy A m*n-es mátrix és egy a6Rm m-dimenziós vektor egy 
PS := {x6Rn :Ax>a} polihedrikus halmazt definiál. Véletlen 
polihedrikus halmazról /RPS/ akkor beszélünk, amikor az A 
és a elemei valószinüségi változók. Az irodalombján legalább 
három különböző típusu RPS van. A cikk ezek közül kettőt 
tárgyal. Az első típus egyszerűen egy "PS-értékü" valószi­
nüségi változó. A cikkben be van bizonyitva, hogy a PS-ek 
"terében" vett alkalmas topológiában egy "PS-értékü" leké­
pezés folytonos, tehát mérhető, azaz egy valószinüségi vál­
tozó. A másik tipus, amalyről a cikkben szó van, akkor for­
dul elő, amikor csak az a  véletlen, de az A nem. Itt a fő 
probléma a V(p) := {xGRn :P (A x > a) > p} halmaz konvexitása, 
0 < p < 1-re, ahol P az а-hoz tartozó mérték.
A szerző megmutatja, hogy a V(p) konvex, ha a P-t egy bi­
zonyos konkávitás-szerü tulajdonsággal rendelkező sűrűség­
függvény generálja.
.
■
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BRUNN“MINKOWSK I “ LUSTERN I К INEQUALITY/ ITS SHARPENINGS/ 
EXTENSIONS AND SOME APPLICATIONS
В . U H R I N
Computer and Automation Institute, 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
1502 Budapest, Pf. 63., Hungary
1, Introduction
In what follows denote by ^ a  the family of Lebesgue(L) - 
measurable sets in the n-dimensional Euclidean space 
R? n^l, and by /Un the Lebesgue (L) -measure in Rn .
Given two sets А,В cRn , a +B means their algebraic 
(or Minkowski) sum, i.e. the collection of all points 
of Rn of the form a+b, aeA, b e В .
In general, A+B is not L-measurable for A,Be (СИ, [21,
[3] )/ hence when speaking of the "measure" of A+B, we think 
of its inner Lebesgue (L) -measure ftn* defined as
/V(C) = sup {/«„ft) : Л  <=CJ A € } .
Of course, in some particular cases A+B is L-measurable, 
say, if both sets are compact (consenquently, their sum 
is compact) or if both sets are convex (their sum is 
convex). The Brunn-Minkowski-Lusternik (B-M-L)-inequality 
concerns a lower estimation for ^^(A+B) in terms of 
( and . Let us see first the case n=l. If we
have two compact sets A ^ c R 1 such that А П В ={0}
(the zero) and A is to the left of О and В is to the 
right of 0, then A+B contains A U B  , hence
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(1.1) ^(A+B) £ f t ( A )  + ^(S) *
As A  is translation invariant,this inequality holds 
for any two compact sets. If we have two arbitrary non­
empty sets А , В е ^  then by the inner regularity of /л1 
we can approximate both A,В from inside by compact sets, 
A£A, B€B. For the sets A,В the inequality (1.1) is 
valid and this shows that we have
This inequality is formally true if one of the sets has 
"infinite measure", implying that their sum has also 
"infinite measure". To avoid such vague statements, we 
shall restrict ourselves to sets having finite measures.
We see that in the 1-dimensional case the proof of the 
B-M-L-inequality is quite simple.
In the n-dimensional case one of the proofs goes as follows 
(see, e.g. Eggleston f41 for details). If A and В are 
rectangular parallelotopes, i.e.
A={xeRn: Oix.^a.^, i = l, 2 , . . . ,n^ B = {x«Rn : O ^ x ^ b ^  i = l, 2 , . . . , nj ,
(1.2) ^ ( A  + B) ^ f t (A) +
then
(1.3) A + В = {X e Rn : 0 $ х ^  a ^ b ^  i=l,2 t • • • /
and
<“«(&) = >' bt .
I * 1
One can see easily that
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( 1 . 5 )
.2. n y_ * V n
li ( <?, ^ б( ТГ 4- ) f ( ÎT bt ) n )
Í'í li I lsf
and this shows
у Vi V
(1.6) (A  + & )  ? f n  * & П  (8 ) ■
Let p Я-
n.?> * ' , - ¥ < * <  . Z * # * *  *
where A., B. are parallelotopes such that A, meets A.1 j к. z
only on boundary (similarly for В^) . For such sets, 
the inequality (1.6) can be proved by induction on p+q.
We cut both A and В by translates of hyperplanes parallel 
to some Rn . Let A ^  A ^  be the parts of A being to 
the "left" and "right" of the haperplane, respectively, 
and similarly for B ^ , B ^ .  Let p^,p2 (q]_,q2) ke the
numbers of parallelotopes unions of which are equal to 
A (1) and A (2) (B(1) and B (2)). Then
(1 .8) Pl+p2^p+q-l, p2+q2 £ p+q-1
and one can choose the hyperplanes such that
(1.9) В(U) = //“nib'1') ’ V  > 0  .
Now, it is clear that
(1.10) A + В (A(1) + B (1)) U  (A(2) + B (2))
and the intersection of the two sets on the right hand 
side of (1.10) has the measure zero.
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Applying the induction hypothesis and using (1.9) we get
(1.6) for the sets of the form (1.7).
After that standard density considerations shall yield
(1.6) for any A,В e jfn (of the finite measure): (a)
if A,В are compact we approximate them by the sets of the 
form (1.7); (b) if then using the inner regularity
of we approximate the sets from inside by compact
ones (for details see C 4 И) . So we have for any non-empty 
A,В € j£n of finite L-measure
(1.11) Ai* fA * /*»(*} + ftn(6)
This is the B-M-L-inequality.
This inequlaity has been proved first for convex sets 
by Brunn, [ 5Д. The conditions of equality in (1.11) has 
been given (for convex sets) first by Minkowski fßJ, finally 
Lusternik [ 7 ] proved (1.11) (together with the condition 
of equality) for general measurable sets.
The Lusternik's proofs were not quite correct as it was 
noticed by Henstock and Macbeath [8j . They gave a first 
rigorous proof of the conditons of equality in (1.11) (see 
[81, Theorem 2): If 0 < ^ A), Pn (&) <fo° and equality holds 
in (1.11) then denoting by conv (A) the convex hull of 
A and A = Rn> A ,
(1.12) n ( c o n v  (А) П À )  fconv(ö) П 6  ) - 0  J
(1.13) conv(A) and conv(B) are homothetic 
i.e. there is e o > 0 and ь e such that
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( 1 . 1 3 ' ) conv (A) = (conv (В) + b) .
Conversely, if (1.12) (1.13) hold then A+B e ^  and
equality holds in (1.11).
As we have remarked the sum A+B is in general not Im­
measurable .
Let us write an equivalent definition of A+B
(1.14) A + B = { zéRn : A/l(z-B)/0},
If we write a little more restrictive condition in 
the brackets of (1.14) we get another set
(1.15) A ® B:= { zcRn : (A h (z-B) ) ? 0}.
Let us call this set "essential sum" of A and B.
One can see easily that the characteristic function
/of A+B is equal to
where for a non-negative function y? by definition
It is also not difficult to see that
(1.17) X
'Л ю 8
( t ) = tüs-su/o X  (x) X  ( i - x )  t  t- R *  
1 x é f ?  A 8
y? (x) : = inf { U)^0: (x) g cj
X 6 Rn } .
<J for(1.18) ess-sup
a . e .
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The idea to use "ess-sup" instead of "sup" in the 
functions of the type (1.17) is due tp Danes (private 
communication) and has been first studied in Uhrin [93.
Later Brascamp and Lieb Г103 also defined the essential 
sum of two sets. It has been proved, that for A  ,B e 
the set A a В is measurable Г93, moreover open [loi .
(see the Remark 2.2 in the next section). It is clear that
(1.19) /^(A+B) ? (V A В В) .
It turned out that the B-M-L inequality is true also 
in a following slightly sharper form (flOl).
i/n \(1.20) ^ n (AsB) Ъ (Qn(A) +■ ^( B )  .
To keep this paper completely self-contained, let us 
prove here the inequality (1.20) for n=l.
The proof is based on the already proved ienquality (1.2) 
and on the concept of density points of a set in . Let 
us recall (see [ 8 l , or Federer fill) that the point x€R^ 
is a density point of A e 1 if
(1.21) lim yU. (A 0 + /(j = 2
uJ-yOt
where [• , • 3 is the closed segment.
Denoting by A* the set of density points of A it is 
proved that (see Г8],Г113)
(1.22) (A*) = <Uf ÍA) .
Let A,B É/f be of finite positive measure. Let a t A  
b e B*I For sufficiently small £ > 0  we have such that
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V Í 2 - Í )  < jU  ( А П  í«-«,
co(2~í. J < pf ( & 0 [b-cjjbi-ujj)  ^-2^
(1.23)
Denote A1= (А П [a-uJ, a) ) -a , A2= (A 0 (a ,a+ u^ ) -a
B1=b-(B Л (b , b+w] ) , B2=b-(B OL'b- ej ,b) ) ,
where L ,■), 0, J are half-open intervals.
Clearly A1nB2 - 0 A2 П B^ = 0.
The conditions (1.23) imply that
(1.24) p 1 (  и  A2 ) o ( 5 1 U B2 ) )  2 2.^ ( i - e )  .
But the left hand side of (1.24) is equal to
(1.25) p i  ( А л 0  5 , )  ( A i  0  6 2  )  ;
consequently one of the terms in (1.25) is positive. 
We can see easily that this implies
(1.26) a+b £ AaB.
*  X-As aeA, beB were arbitrary, we have
(1.27) AffiB 2 A% В*- .
Applying now the inequality (1.2) to A* + B* taking 
into account (1.22) we get (1.20) for n=l, i.e.
(1.28) A, ( 4 ffl e>) ? A  (A] + Л  (E>J •
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The B-M-L-inequality has been sharpened also in the 
following way (see 0hmann[l2], Bonnesen [ 13j , Bonnesen 
and Fenchel £l4^, Hadwiger fl5j).
Under the same conditions as in (1.11) we have
(1 .2 9 )
i
п  x ( A  r m  (A  ) 0 4  +- г М в  )
Vn-1
/ M n <A ) )
( m l * ) m l  5  )
where m(A) and m(B) are the maximal measures of sections 
of A and В by translates of Rn  ^ along the n-th coordinate.
One can see easily, using standard inequalities (see
e.g. Hardy-Littlewood-Pólya [16l)/ that the right hand side
of (1.29) is not smaller than that of (1.11) .
The inequality (1.29) is a special case of the following 
inequality, where lower dimensional sections are used 
instead of (n-1)-dimensional ones. Let SçRn be a k- 
dimensional linear subspace, 0£k<n , and let T be an n-k-
dimensional complement subspace of S i.e. SeT = Rn 
(the direct sum) . Define for A e
(1.30) m n (A):= ess-sup M  (A 0 (S + uJj if k ? 0* U 6 T  1*
(1.31) m (A):= 1 if S = { 9} .
Now, for any Osksn-f , and A,В ersuch that Ovm^ (A), 
m^ (B) <t-oo t we have (Uhrin [l7]) :
/ Vk Vk к
(1.32) /и п » ( А +е>) * ( *■ ) '
. / *4Л (A) + & » ( & )  \
% ( & )  } '
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We have to note that the sets A D  (S + u) are in general 
not L-measurable in (S + u) (see, e.g. a remark in [ 8 l p. 182) , 
but the Fubini theorem (see, e.g. Bourbaki [löl) shows that 
A O  (S + u) is L-measurable for almost all ueT and
(1.33) ^Ап ( A)= j (А П (S+u) ) du.
In what follows by $ ■ dx we mean the Lebesgue (L)-integ-
 ^ nral in the linear subspace H ÇR .
All above mentioned results are simple consequence of the 
following reduction theorem of Uhrin [l9j.
Theorem 1.1 (see [l9], Theorem 1.1).
For any sets А,В £ of finite positive measure, any 
k-dimensional linear subspace S çRn, Oékén and Oil £ 1 
we have
Vu к
(1 .34) <“п(ЛА тк(л) <■(<-*) тк(в) ) ■
where
(1.35) {v(T:\r^nCSi-U))> nrkM)!}i C 4 5 íl;
and T is a linear subspace of dimension (n-k) such that 
S<ßT = Rn (Bk (j) is defined similarly). 0
We note that by definition /Jo (0) ' 1 ^Q (V>)=0^
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where © is the zero element of Rn
In the rest of the paper we shall be dealing with the 
"convex combination" A A  + (1-A) в or "essential convex 
combination" ЛА e<fi-A)ß of the sets rather than the sum 
A+B or essential sum As B. All results concerning convex 
combinations can be easily transformed to those using sums 
and vice-versa. It is clear that the inequality (1.34) is 
from "both sides" sharper than (1.32) in the sense that
(1.36) (Л A + &-Л) ß) Ъ Л/ (* A *(/-*)&)ft К
and
П~ к
(1.37) Я + d -х )V,(A)
( see Cl91 for details) .
The inequality (1.34) can be considered as a tool for 
getting many new inequalities which are sharper than the 
known ones (say, we take a sequence of nested subspaces 
S ^ c S 2C"-and successively apply the inequality (1.34), 
see a detailed discussion in[l93.) Both the inequality 
(1.34) and the concepts occuring in it have interesting 
links with some classical notions of integral geometry 
(see [19]) .
In the rest of this introductory section let us mention 
a "technical Curiosity" proved in Г19 7. Let x,yeR^
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(the orthant of vectors with non-negative components), 
0 $ Л < 1 , S -  ^ i=l,2 ,...,n.
Def ine
1/
(1.38) ( A X  ? (А X,-  ^ 1/ 2, '/ n
where for or,*'-00, ,
hand side of (1.38) are
C -, Л (1-A)min 1X .,y. к , X . • у . ^ # i J J l J l >
the expressions on the right 
defined taking limits to get: 
max { xiyi} .
nFor A,В c R + denote
(1 .3 9) Aft + (f~Ä)ß - f A ч ? (M ) b ■
If or( = i for all i, this sum boils down to usual 
convex combination of sets and points. Using an analogous 
proof as for (1.11) we get ([193, Theorem 2.1): If А,В c 
are non-empty L-measurable sets of finite measure 
0 < ey(. é 1 , i = l,2 ,...,n, and 0 < A c 1 , then
(1.40) r+ (i-
where y- is the harmonic mean of -St f- (2Гал J 4 For 
«',=•/ , the inequality (1.40) gives (1.11).
In the following sections we are dealing with integral 
ineqality extensions of above mentioned inequalities.
The main result will be a reduction theorem of which the 
Theorem 1.1. is a simple particular case.
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2. Integral inequalities of Henstock-Macbeath-Dinghas-type
As we have mentioned in the previous section, exact 
conditions of equality in the B-M-L-inequalitv has 
been first formulated and proved by Henstock and Macbeath [8 ]. 
Their paper is important also from another point of view.
Their proof depended on a one-dimensional integral inequality 
which later turned to be an important result in itself.
Their (or even special cases of their result) has been 
"rediscovered" in early seventies and used for the proof 
of some important theorems in stochastic programming, 
mathematical statistics, probability theory and partial 
differential equations (for a detailed survey see the 
last section). The crucial role their paper plays in 
the field was not quite recognized until the appearence 
of the paper by Danes and Uhrin Г 20], where not only an 
integral inequality extension of the B-M-L-inequalitv 
but also an extension of the sharper ienquality (1.29) 
have been proved.
Let Tn denote the family of non-negative Lebesgue- 
measurable functions defined on -R-. The Lebesgue(L)-integral 
of f e 5~n is simply written as
We shall use frequently the following well known identity 
for the integral (2 .1)
(2 .1)
(2 .2 )
C
I
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where
(2.3) H ( f , 9 ) : - { xírRn : f (x) £ j j ^ O .
Good references concerning the theory of real functions, 
measures and integrals are e.g. Dunford-Schwartz [213 , 
Sz-Nagy [22 J, Bourbaki [18Ü, Dieudonné [2зЗ or Federer [ill .
Def ine for a , b ? 0, 0 < A £ 1 and - оэ < <x < +oo « f 0^  the 
"extended" means as follows
2.4) 0
(A c t b* )
if a.b=0
Vof if a.b>0 ,
and for ot - О  -со i-ao ,
I / '
(A) J>l 3 (f-1)(2.5) M _ (a,b) := 1 im M  ( a , b ) = a • b° 0
(2.6) m(a,b): (a,b):= lim M ^ (a,b) = min{a,b}оC-S-JO
(2.7) M(a,b) := (a,b):= lim M ( a , b )  =CKo< — b -fob
For basic properites of means we refer to С 16 Ц or a recent
book by Bullen, Mitrinovic and Vasic [ 24j. The function
(2) ' •M ^  (a,b) is for A(« fixed a positive homogeneous function
of (a,b), is increasing in when other variables are
fixed and non-decreasing in (a,b)separately.
0 if a.b= 
max{a,b3 if
The following two inequalities concerning products of 
means can be checked very easily.
,b>(
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For a,b,c,d?0, -со < o( < ■f*o/ we have
(2 .8 ) M ( a , b ) • (ac,bd),
(2.9) (a ,b) • M ^  ( c , d) ^ m(ac;bd)
(These are the simplest cases of a general inequality 
for product of extended means proved in [173) .
For f.g e'fl 0 <£ Д < 1 denote
(2.10) A.‘*!(t):= ess-suD M i ( f {x/A ) , g ( ( t-x) / ( 1-Я) ) ) , t6 Rn
XG R n *
Л)Assertion 2.1. The functions h #  are L-measurable, 
i. e .
(2 .11) ( Я \h ~  ék o( D
Proof. We adapt the method from [9l, where 
has been proved. First, let - oo < c< < + oo .
Denote
r  -foo if f(x) ? t(2 .1 2) Hi i*T и
К i f  fcx) < Vfc
(2.13)
Then
? < / * > -  \' Г х)
■ Vk
l {  f<*) >  Vfe 
<( f l i * )  < r/k
, e< «y Ver
(2.14)
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The function (Л Q. tÜ-Л) b ) is a continuous function
2of (a,b) € R + /the functions ^(х/я) and ) )
are L-measurable in (t,x)&R'2fJ hence the function (2.If)
2 nis L-measurable in R as a function of (t,x),
The function (2.14) tends monotone decreasingly as к —> too 
to the function
(2.15) r ( t, X  ) : = (f(x/^), g ( ( t-x) / (1-Я) )
at each point (t,x) eR^n , hence the function r(t,x) is 
L-measurable in R^n .
The space L°°(Rn) (i.e. the space of essentially bounded
L-measurable functions) is the dual space to the 
separable space L*(Rn) (the space of Lebesgue-intagrable 
functions) . This implies that for y 6 L°°(Rn) we can 
write
(2.16) ess-sup l^(x)\ = sup Ç y(x) • y? (x)dx,
x€/^ f6 D
where D is a countable subset on the unit sphere of the 
*1 nspace L (R ) (this is a consequence of the Hahn-Banach 
theorem). So we can write for any fixed teRn
(y\ ) ((2.17) h w (t) = ess-sup r(t,x) = sup J r ( t ,x)-J> (x) dx
R* fe D  Rn
The function s(t,x):= r(t,x)-y?(x) belongs to 
(because r(t,x) £ r3rZn ) , hence by the theorem of Fubini- 
Tonelli, the function s(t,x) is an L-measurable function 
of x for almost all t and the function
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(2.18) s(t):= Ç s(t,x) dxV
belongs to . This implies that h b e c a u s e
it is a supremum of countable many functions from ^  .
The functions m(a,b) and M(a,b) can be written as
(A) (A)(2.19) m(a,b)= lim M_^(a,b) J M(a,b)=lim (a,b) ,
and this shows that the functions m(f(x/A) , g(( t-x) /( 1-A ) ) ) 
and M(f(x/3), g((t-x)/(l-3 ))) are L-measurable function-
2-Y\of (t,x) in R . This implies using above arguments 
that k jm / 6 ■ *
Remark 2.2. The above proof depended on the definition 
of the ess-sup norm of a function and the duality betweenэез 1L and L , i.e. it uses standard tools of functional analysis. 
Using deeper results from-geometric measure theory, 
especially the fact ^ ( A ^ A )  =0 , wehre A* is the set 
of density points of AcRn and Д. means symmetric difference 
of the sets (see fill, Theorem 2.9.11) , Brascamp and Lieb 
[lO]J proved a more exact result concerning the measurability 
of h ^  . They proved that AfflB is open for A,В € »Ch and
h^ is lower semicontinuous for f,ge -f"n . □
We can extend (2.10) also for ^ =0 and Я =1 taking by 
definition
(2 .20) h ^  (t) = git) h (J } (t) = f(t).
Now the proof of the following theorem is very easy .
Theorem 2.3. ([loj, Theorem 3.1.) Let f,g £ be
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essentially bounded functions and 
If
(2 .2 1) ess-sup f (x) = ess-sup g(x) = A
R 1 x * R '
then
(2 .22) $ h ^  ( t ) dt > Л j  f (x) dx +(1-^ ) g(x)dx . c
R Á '  R 1 R 1
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that = l . 
Using the notation (2.3) one can see easily that
(2.23) H(hC^  , j ) Я H(f, j ) æ  (1- A ) H(g,j) , 0<f
Taking the measures /г^ of both sides of ( 2.23 )y using the 
inequality (1. 2 3 ), integrating both sides of the resulting 
inequality over Oijil and taking into account (2 .2) we 
get- (2.22). **
Remark 2.4. Let us recall here the classical result of 
Herstock and Macbeath (Г81 , Lemma 5, p. 190 ). They 
proved for °( > 0, 0 < Я < 1 , f,gé fj ,
(2.24) J sup M^Yf (x) ,g (v) ) dt £
Ш )  .•( A j + в - * ) 5  <** )
о 1 R'
under the assumption that the function in the left hand
silo integral is L-measurable, where - sup f (x) ,
Г *ci =sup g(x). For the proof of (2.24) they used the niceлiuea
з1 ) M(X\Hfk, ,|)î
yix) , ( A \
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where is the function in the left hand side integral
of /2.24), and after that they used the 1-dimensional B-M-L
inequality. This idea goes back to Bonnesen's proof 
of the Brunn-Minkowski inequality (see fl37,[14^). It 
can be find also in ['23~J, p. 238 . The same idea is used 
in Lio]. We can state that the inequality (2.22) and 
the proof of it via (2.23) and (1.2$) is principiallv due 
to Henstock and Macbeath. D
Using the inequality (2.9) we get from (2.22) immediately
Corollary 2.5. For f,g e -ff • essentially
bounded functions such that
(2.25) 0 T: - ess-sup f (x) ,u x
and for s+‘)°y ^ -<;*-^we have
0 < cT: = ess-sup g(x) 
x
(2.26 J Álltjait ? )■( à [ ^ ) J • а
R'
The inequality (2.26) is trivially true also in the case 
=0 or <£=0 if we interpret in those cases the right hand 
side as zero.
Using the Hôlder inequality we can easily prove for <x ?-l, 
0 < A - 1,
(A) (A I CA)(2.27) M ^  (a,b) .M^  (c ,d) ^  M o</yf,o<j (ac/bd).
Hence we have a following weakened form of (2.26)
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Corollary 2.6. Under* the assumptions of the Corollary 
2.5, assuming further that 2 - 1 we have
(2.28) Í 5 У ■ О
For ос > 0 and using "sup" instead of. "ess-sup" in the 
deifnition of «с* ) this inequality was proved also by 
Henstock and Macbeath (under the restriction on f and 
g so that h^ * be measurable) .
One can see easily that (2.28) holds if we drop the 
assumption on the boundeness of f and . g. Using a simple 
induction on dimension, the inequality (2 .2b) can be extended 
to higher dimensions as well.
Theorem 2.7 ( [loljTheorem 3.3). Let f,g e 7- ,
Then for о 0 S Л ír 1, we have
(2.29)
t Я )
°< / ( 1  -t-noc )
a
For o< P  0, defining hf^  with the "sup" and assuming 
that is L-measurable,the inequality (2.29) is the
higher dimensional extension of the result of Henstock 
and Macbeath due to Dignhas [25] . Letting tend c x — * 0-t- 
we get from their results an inequality for o( -0 (this 
case has been rediscovered nearly twenty years later, 
see [26],L 27J,[28j) .
The inequality (2.29) (more precisely its weaker "sup" 
case) has been proved by some other authors ' ;
as well, [291,[301.
The first n-dimensional extension of the sharper inequality
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(2.26) is due to Danes and Uhrin [20j. To formulate their
result, for f e denote
* n
(2.30) m .(f):=ess-sup 1 V . 5R f(x)dx. . dxn-t i-1 dxi+1 -dxn
Now we have
Theorem 2.8 (see ["20J, Theorem 3.2 and Remark on p. 398). 
Let f, g £ be such that
(2.31) Gern ( f ) < f Ocrn (g) < + ^  .
Let Then for Isiin occuring in (2.31)
we have
(2.32) f3 *r
R n
h ^  (t) dt > (mi(f) t ггк(д))
f uO
R*
where = c* / ( f + Ql-^)ь^) . Q
dx + (1- A) ( Л И -  dx) )
- U  " v ( §> '
It is clear that -1/fn-t) < - 1/rl and the right hand side of
(2.32) is not less than that of (2.29) i.e. inequality
(2.32) sharpens (2.29). For n=l, (2.32) coincides with
(2.26) .
In C2 0 I a following inequality for Q( £~1ln has been proved.
Theorem 2.9 ( [20] , Theorem 3.3, Remark p. 398).
Let f ,g , — oo < ос < - 1 /^7 } O  é Я €  Л .
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Then
с Я'(2.33) j n^ítjdt ^ min
For the right hand sides of (2.33) and (2.29) 
coincide. For - 1/(n-i) Í <x <-1/n we use the following 
inequality proved in £173(Lemma 3.1, p .8 ):
(2.34) M^\a ,b)- ( c , d) 5 min f а с , (1-A bd } ,
where (X and /3 are such that ^ O f «' /S < 0  and
The inequality (2.34) shows that for - 1/Уъ-t ) < o< < - ^ (the 
right hand side of (2.32) is not less than that of (2.33) 
i.e. for such c* (2.32) is sharper than (2.33) .
We see that inequalities (2.32) and (2.33) improve and 
extend all inequalities mentioned.
3. A reduction integral inequality
In this section we shall study the_ following question:
What lower estimations can be written for £ h^(t)dt 
if ? We have seen that for such °<
the inequality (2.33) holds, so the question is whether 
we can write estimations better than (2.33).
Let f é n^. and let SçRn be a k-dimensional linear subspace, 
0$k$n, T its complement subspace, i.e. БФТ = Pn .
By the theorem of Fubini-Tonelli (see e.g. f21] p.194)
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f(x+u) is measurable in xeS for almost all ueT, the 
function
(3.1) i ( f ,u) : =  ^f (x+u) dx , u éT
S
is measurable in ue'T and
3.2)
Denote
I" f ( z) dz = j
R*
i ( f , u ) du
T
(3.3) mk (f) = ess-sup i (f,u),
T
0<k<-n
in particular
(3.4)
and
m (f):= ess-sup f(x), m (f):= \ f(x)dx,
xeR" n
(3.5) H(f,J) : = { x £ R n : f (x) > m Q (f)^ } } 0 ^  ^
Given two
-öö < 0( é+oo, 0< Л <1,
(3.6)
functions f_,ge -Г , denote forn ‘
h ^  ( t) : = ess-sup M ( f (х/д ) , g(( t-x) /  (1- A ) )), t€ Rn ,
> e R n
and if 0<mk (f ) ; mk (g) < then denote 
(tg := ess-sup м л ( — u
U é T  "Vf*
к ^   s- “ ' ‘Y 1  U/Ü , il l  A - « ) / « - * »  ' Г ( Т  
T Г-f ) M k (cj) '
(3.7)
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For ^ =0 or A we take bv definition
(3.8) (o) (1 ) (o)( t) =g ( t ) , h V7 (t) = f(t)# к ('tT) = i(g,T)
к (^ } (Г) = i(f ,Г) .
For k=n, i.e. S = Rn, T={9]rywe take by definition k^'(©)=l
Now, we have
nTheorem 3.1. Let f,gsjn . Let SÇR be a k-dimensional
nlinear subspace 0$k<n, and TçR any (n-k)-dimensional linear
nsubspace such that S®T=-R . If 0<^(£l and
(3.9) 0<mQ (f) , mQ (g)<+oo,
then we have
(3.10) f ess-sup mini A i l U L  , } 4 i ,
X £ R n m o r  f )  ” 0 (CJ)
z  j 1 ^  ( ъ H(f, J ) ffl (i- Я )H(g, c ) ) dj. 
If Ocksn, cx'^'-,/k , tko<)' and
(3.11) 0<mk (f); mk (g)<+oo f
then
Ç (Л) t И ) Л ( Д1(3.12) J ^ h ^ ( t ) d t ?  M_^ (mk (f), m^ (g) ) * j k^n-J^r
-Y —1 —1where ttJ : = (c< + fb +k) . □
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Before the proof let us recall the following inequality 
concerning products of extended means (see, e.g. fil]).
For a,b,c,d^O, cx) /3 such that <*+/$ -? 0 and 0 s -Я й 1 
we have
/
(1) (я) (i)(3.13) ( a , b) • Мд (c, d) ^ м о(Л (ac,bd).
<Ч-г/Ъ
Proof of Theorem 3.1; Denote by h(t) the integrand in the 
left hand side of (3.10). In the previous section we have 
proved that h(t) is L-measurable (Assertion 2.1). We can 
see easily that
(3.14) H(h,j) 2 *H(f,^) 13 ( l - A )  H(g,j), 0*|£l.
Taking the measures of both sides of (3.1<$-) and 
integrating over 0.<|<1 we get via (2 .2) the inequality
(3.10).
The Assertion 2.1 shows that and ,
For k=n=l the inequality (3.12) coincides with (2.28). 
Assume for the moment that (3.12) has been already proved 
for k=n-l, n>l. Then the case k=n can be derived in the 
following way.
If k=n-l, n>l, then T is 1-dimensional and using
(3.10), (1.28), (2.2) and (3.2) we have for any 4>
(3.15) 
Let ex
T
/л\
? -Ü2ÍÍ-  m - л )
be such that
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(3.16) X  /*! *
It is clear that for such °< t 01 ^ - l/(n-t) t hence we have 
by (3.12) and (3.15) ((3.12) is true for k=n-l)
(3.17) { A^ít'ldb $ M  v (0 , V i  )
The condition cx ^  - 1/^  ^.-1/ch-i) implies that
(3.18) oc1 + ( y i - f ) < t 1 О
Hence (3.13) applied to the right hand side of (3.17) 
yield
(3.19) fti  / > ) * ?  w a ^ ^ V v f w ? ' )f +Пс\  ^ p ' v/
-for any (6 777Tc( • This proves (3.12) for k = n assuming
that it is true for k = n-l.
Now take the pairs (n,k), lsksn, into lexicographic 
order, i.e. (n^,k^ ) 4 (n2 ,k2) if either n^ < n2 or 
{n^=n2 and k^ck2}. We get a sequence.
(3.20) (1,1) 4 (2,1) 4 (2,2) 4 (3 ,1 ) *< (3 ,2) 4 (3,3)4...
We proceed with the proof of (3.12) by the induction 
on this sequence. For n=k=l, (3.12) is true. Assume we 
have proved (3.12) for all first N-l members of the 
sequence (3.20) and let (n,k) be the N-th member of the
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sequence.
If k=n we are ready by the above reasoning because the 
case (n, k=n-l) is assumed to be proved by the induction.
So let l^kin-1 , n>l and
(3.21) «  ъ  - 4 k  , (i > -
We can write using (3.13)
(3.22) ^ / í V ' V f )  \  \ 1*Ц) 1> Í  ?
J R *
Ï  \ T
CM £ Í * * u \ - Ц - X \
eíS'Sctjö ( f ■£*$ 5*уэ М ы &  ( , 4 t-Я i ) c ( * ) c t T ’ 
4 é T  <5 * * S  °v t-fi k^f ^ L^)
One can easily see that the conditions (3.21) are 
equivalent to the conditions
(3.23) °C r (k ?  О  ^ ^ + ß  ^ t  к  >
hence, applying the case (к,к) of (3.12) (which is true
by the induction) to the inner integral * * * ^z>we
get that the right hand side of (T.22) is not less than
(3.23) f п ы ( t(A ,  h i j ) c f r .  *V U t  ы  V f  V P  ,
The inequalities (3.10) and (3.12) yield automatically 
results that are sharper than all up to now known inequalities 
of Henstock-Macbeath-Dinghas-types discussed in the previous 
section.
Namely, we have
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Corollary
denoting
3 .2 (see
(3.24)
[l73 , Theorem 2.2). For ex' ^
; 04k<n, we have
Í  ( i ) c l i  »K" *
(  JÜûLâL. +(i -л •) >( о ^ к ± » ~ 1
v ^ )  /<t/7
Proof. For k=0 apply (2.9) to the left hand side of
(3.10), apply (1.37) to the right hand side of (3.10) and 
integrate over 0 < j £ 1 , and after that use (2 .2).
О
For k=n (3.12) coincides with (3.24) .
O'
For 0<k<n-l apply first (3.10) to the integral -у ^t o ^  '
(the dimension is now n-k), apply again (1.37), integrate 
over О { ^ 4 1 and use (2 .2) . Я
The inequality (3.24) is clearly a substantial weakening 
of (3.10) and (3.12). In spite of this it is sharper than 
the inequality (2.33). To see this we recall (2-34-) 
i.e. for cx + f b ^ C , <x/3 <o,
Using these inequalities one can see easily that in 
each of the domains - %  g  < - f/Ck+'f), k=0,1,2 , . . . ,n-2, the 
inequality (3.24) is sharper than (2.33).
In fact using (3.10) and (3.12) cleverly we can prove many 
new and sharp lower bounds for the integral j .
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4. Measure theoretic consequences of inequalities (3.10) 
and (3.12)
The reduction Theorem 3.1 yields the Theorem 1.1 at once 
as a special case. Moreover, it yields easily an extension 
of Theorem 1.1 to measures other than the Lebesgue measure 
Let f f t  , SçRn a k-dimensional linear subspace, S©T=Rn 
for A,B g mean the characteristic functions
of the sets A,B.
Recall the notations (3.1) -f- (3.5) and denote
(4.1) mk (A) : =r\ , m^B) :=m ^ ( X g Ç )
(4.2) Ak(p:={uéT : i (^-f,u) ^ mk (A)J> ; 0 < ^ £ 1
Bk (j) : = { u gT : iOgf,U) >
Denote by V the measure generated by f, i.e.
(4.3) v»(E) := j f (x) dx, ЕГ <5 K i  .
E
Theorem 4.1 Let 0<Я<1 and let A,B,f be such that
(4.4) О <mk (A) , mk (B) < + oo
and
(Д)(4.5) f(t) > ess-sup M ( f (x/Oi ) , f ( t-x)/( 1-A ) ))К ^
for a . e . t e Rn .
o(Then denoting /Зх 7——  we have
I 1+koL
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(4.6) V  ( а  а в  (i-д; В) ^
j /“ п - к (^ Ак (f’
С
Proof. After some technical remarks the inequality
(4.6) will follow from Theorem 3.1. Denote by (t)
the right hand side of (4.5) and
(4.7) t) : =ess-sup ( ^  (x/A ) • f (х/д ) , /tB((t-x)/( 1-Д) )*
f ((t-x)/(l-^))).
First we prove that
(4.8) 5 r^' (t) cf-k
A ^  ffl(/-A)5
It is clear that
(4.9) „ (t)= ess-sup M( Z (x/A) , X  ((t-x)/(l-A ) ) ,
Щ - А ) В  X  A  B
where M is defined by (2.7) .
Using the inequality (2.8) and
(4.10) ess-sup y*(x) * ess-sup ^(x)^ ess-sup ( <j) (x) • (x) )
we see that the left hand side of (4.8) is not less 
than the right hand side.
= )
f  A )Sa (t) dt.
M /3 *m k  ( A * ■
ffl (1-A) Bk ( j: ) ) ctj .
On the other hand, if for given t and x
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(4.11) * v  /*А<х/а ) ' f (х/Я) , Д^( (1-х)/ (1-Л) ) - f ( (t-x) / (1-Д) ) )>С 
then clearly (х/Л) = Л в ( (t-x) / (1-Л ) ) = 1 , i.e.
(4.12) X  6  ^А О  (t-d-Л )В) .
(А)The definition of ess-sup shows that if sÄ (t) > 0, then 
there is a set E such that (E) > 0 and for all x € E
(4.11) holds, i.e. te ДА S (1-2 )B. This shows that the 
right hand side of (4.8) is not less than the left hand 
sideyconsequently (4.8) is true.
Apply now Theorem 3.1 to functions ^ f  and ^ f .
We can easily check that, denoting
(4.13) C (^  ) : = {ir-eT: k£' (Г) > J } 
we have
Œ  (1- Л) Bk ( j ) , 0< 1,
>  i  X - к 15 \ (я а  ( i ‘ s> BkT n  a i  •
о
(we apply (3.12) in the sharpest
(4.14 C U ) 2  A Ak (C)
hence
(4.15) 5
T  ^
By this (4.6) is proved
case А — T ). ■~ 1+k°<
The functions f satisfying (4.5) for some - oo < o< $ t°o 
for all 0 < A  < 1 could be called essentially °(-concave. 
The function f = 1 is the "generator" of the Lebesgue
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measure /^n ' it satisfies (4.5) with hence
(4.6) boils down to (1.34). Similarly to Corollary
3.2, a following weaking of (4.6) holds
лCorollary 4,2. For <* f 0$k<n, denoting /3=
we have
(4.16) V ( Л A ® (1-Л) B) >
n-k
M ß < V A>'VB)).(*n-k ^ 4 < - - > )  ^ . if 0 f k i n - 1
( W(A) , У (B) ) if k=n • 1=1
This inequality sharpen all inequalities of similar type 
proved in C32l, [20l.[30l, [297 .
5. Some applications, remarks
We do not want to give here a survey of applications 
of B-M-L-inequality. The interested reader can consult 
e.g. the references LlcD 0-4"] , [15 J , f207 , Г301,Е331. We 
shall show only three simple examples how the integral 
inequalities mentioned here can be applied. Chronologically 
the first is from the field of stochastic programming.
Let ^ be an m-dimensional random variable having the 
density function f e ^  and A be an mxn real-valued 
matrix, m?n. A basic problem of so called chance-contrained 
stochastic programming problem (see e.g. [34j) is:
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For what f is the set
(5.1) { x £ R n : ^(Ax?^) $ p }
convex for all Osps-l where v is the probability 
measure generated by f?
This problem was first formulated by Prékopa [ 35J 
who later proved that if f is logarithmically 
concave then (5.1) is convex for all Otp£l , Ц 2 6 1 .
For the proof he used an integral inequality of Hentock- 
Macbeath-Dinghas-tvpe: the "sup" case for od=0 of the 
inequality (2.29).
To formulate a more general result, let us call the function 
f e T  essentially « -concave. -°o < «c é+*o if
(5.2) 1 Ct ) t! - M  ^  ) i f ((i "X) / fi~A) ) )
xeÇ"
holds for almost all t6Rn and for all О <Л < 1.
Now we have . _
Theorem 5.1 If the density function f of ^ is
essentially <x -concave (on Rm) for. some <x > - V/w ,
then (5.1) is convex for all O^pSl. □
Proof : Denote by F(y), yeRm , the distribution function 
of f, i.e.
(5.3) F (y):=  ^ f (t)dt.
tü y
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For the convexity of (5.1), it is enough to prove that 
the set
(5.4) { y<£Rn\ F(y)»p } 
is convex for all Oip<l.
The condition of convexity of (5.4) is clearly equivalent 
to
(5.5) F(^x+(1-A)y) ^  min{F (x) ; F (y) } 
for all Oí Aí 1 and x,yçRm .
But the inequality (5.5) is an easy consequence of 
the condition (5.2) and the inequality (2.29). ■
Many densities of mathematical statistics are known to 
be <K-concave for some (here " оc -concave" means
that (5.2) with "sup4 instead of "ess sup" holds for all 
t6Rm) , see [ 323 [ЗЗТ[ [34} , or a survey in [173. It is clear 
that any oL -concave function is also essentially - 
concave.
Although not explicitly stated in this form, the 
Theorem 5.1 (or a little weaker version of it with f 
concave) might be a credited to many authors, e.g.
f  103^291, [207,1337,130:1.
The second example concerns the testing of statistical 
hypothesis [29.1.
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Let f e? be a density function, H . A cRn be convex n л O '
sets. Let means the boundary of Hq . Denote фс*)з/-£(Ч)
where X  ^ is the characteristic (indicator) function 
of A. The question is:
Does the condition
V M  H 0
for all or
V ^  <?H0 
^ Ho ^
In the statistical language: Is it true for f that 
if ф  is p-similar on bd H0 the»» either ф  is 
p-similar on H0 or is an unbiased • level p test?
Theorem 5.2 If .f £ тл is essentially x  -concave 
for some & Ъ ~ Ч п  , then for any Oípél the answer to 
the above question is "yes". О
Proof : Using (2.29) and the convexity of A we see that
(5 .8 ) Í f (x ) dx ? mini \ f(x)dx, J" f(x)dxj-
and from this the theorem easily follows. ■
This theorem can be compared with a similar statement 
in [29] , p . 1024 .
(5.6) [ <£> (x) ' f
implies that either (5
j ‘f W ' f
(5.7) j R n
Í <£(*){' o n  '
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The last example is of a more analytic nature, although 
its origin is form the theory of probability (see Г31]
[З б 1 for details) . Let us call the function f € 
essentially <x-quasi-concave, , if
(5.9) Í (t) j ess-sup min { Л £(х/я), (1-4) f((t-x) / ( 1-Л))/
hold for a.e. t e Rn and all 0 <3 < 1.
(Compare with £* -quasi-concave functions in L3ll)
The convolution fxg of two functions f,g e Зу, is 
defined as
(5.10) fxg(y):= $ f(x)g(y-x)dx
R n
at each point у e’ Rn where the integral exists.
It is known (see, e.g. [l8j,C2l3 ) that if $f(x)dx,
$g (x) dx o<o , then fxg(y) exists for almost all ye Rn 
and 5 f*g(y)dy < ^ ‘>o nIn other words, if f,ge L (R ) then a "version" of 
fxg(y)is L-measurable and also belongs to L1 (Rn) .
Now, we have
Theroem 5.3 (Compare with Г31], Theorem 2.1). Let 
f,gé3j^  be such that f is essentially o<-concave y g 
essentially /З-concave and f,g have finite L-integrals .
Then the convolution fxg coincides almost everywhere 
with a function <= ^  having finite integral and 
such that:
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(A) ÿ is essentially ( (X V/3 f n ) -concave if
' <M -  i r i j r  6 '
(B) y1 is essentially ( \  ft * +  n ) -quasi-concave if
_ 0 3  t
Proof : The product of essential suprema of two functions 
is not smaller than the essential supremum of the 
product of functions. Now, in case (A) we use the inequality 
(3.13) and after that the inequality (2.29). In case (B) 
we use first the inequality (2.34) and after that (2.33). ®
Another field, where the integral inequalities of 
Henstock-Macbeath-Dinghas-type were successfuly used 
is the theory of diffusion equations ClOj.
At the end of the paper let s say a few words on the 
conditions of equalities in integral inequalities mentioned. 
The proof of conditons (1.12)^ (1.13) of the equality in
(1 .1 1 ) is quite difficult, hence the proof of such 
conditions for much more complicated integral ineqaulities 
is even more difficult.
Up to now two 1-dimensional results have been proved, 
i 37], [381. To be more specific, let us write the 
inequality (2.24) and its weakening
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(5.11) 5 & Г - Л л  i-Ц-А) C a g l c l x )
R.1 ßi « Jn< ^  '
(5.12) г (*K. л <я» ,S *4 &  M b  >  ( Í fix)atx j  Ct(x)étn)
K u Z  Ri R1*
where f,geî) , 0 <^=sup f (x) ; cT =sup g(x) and
assuming f and g are such that the function (l^O~^uí° (Çi*) 11Ч))‘ л**#-Л\4;t ' 0
GO < G<< ' Q Kbelongs to ï 1 . Here we assume that 
in (5.11) and - i < c< < >- '>3 / c < %<• 4 in (5.12).
The conditions of equality in the sharper case (5.11) 
has been given when f and g are upper semicontinuous £37]. 
The proof is pretty difficult.
The proof of the conditions for general for the
weaker inequality (5.T2) is not so difficult already. 
It depends on a deeper analysis of a proof of (5.12) 
given in [8 ] (first proof of Lemma 1, p. 187).
We have performed this analysis in £38], and we have 
got the following results (see, also £37], p. 131):
Denote A = {xeR^: f (x) > Oj^ B = {xèR'*':g (x) > 0 } .
Equality is in (5.12) (assuming that -( <<x <+oo)o < j c 1  j 
if and only if the following conditions are fulfilled:
(5.13) A a —6 * £a1 ,a2] в at.e -[b1 ,b2i
(5.14) / *i- «1
{ J b2 - bj i
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(5.15)
(5.16)
where
(5.17)
Here f-,*J means closed intervals (segments).
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BRUNN-MINKOWSKI-LUSTERNIK INEQUALITY, ITS SHARPENINGS, 
EXTENSIONS AND SOME APPLICATIONS
В . Uhrin
Summary
Denote by y, and y, „ the Lebesgue measure and inner Lebesgue K K Rmeasure, respectively, in R , 1 < к < n. For two measurable
sets А,В c Rn , A+B means their algebraic sum. The B-M-L- 
inequality asserts that yn# (A+B) > yíA)^11 + yiB)”^ 11.
One of the possible sharpenings of this inequality is: 
yn*(A+B) > (m(A)1/n_1 + m(B) 1/n_1)n_1 . (yn(A)/m(A)+yn(B)/m(B)),
where m(A) and m(B) are the maximal
П “ 1measures of sections of A and В by translates of R along 
the n-th coordinate (this inequality might be credited to 
Bonnesen and Ohmann, respectively) . Henstock and Macbeat.h 
giving a rigorous proof of the conditions of equality in the 
1-dimensional B-M-L inequality, formulated on interesting 
integral inequality extension of the B-M-L inequality, that 
has been later extended to higher dimensions by Dinghas.
The paper deals with developments of the B-M-L inequality 
along these two directions. The first direction is when the 
maximal measures of sections of A and В by translates of a 
k-dimensional linear subspace, 1 < k^n-1, is used (instead 
of (n-1 ) -dimensional ones). The second direction is a further 
development and sharpening of the Henstock - Macbeath-Dinghas 
(H-M-D) integral inequality, so that to provide integral in­
equality extensions of measure theoretic inequalities of the 
first direction. The results of the paper both sharpen and 
extend all results known up to now. Three interesting applica­
tions of the integral inequalities of H-M-D-type are also 
discussed.
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A BRUNN-MINKOWSKI-LUSTERENIK-FÉLE EGYENLŐTLENSÉG ÉLESÍTÉSEI, 
KITERJESZTÉSEI, NÉHÁNY ALKALMAZÁSSAL
Uhrin Béla
Összefoglaló
Legyen ill. az R -ben lévő Lebesgue mérték, ill.
belső Lebesgue mérték, 1 < к < n. Jelöljük A+B-vel az 
А,В c Rn halmazok algebrai összegét. А Уп#(А+В)"*^п у (А) 1 ^ П + у (В) 
egyenlőtlenség a B-M-L-egyenlőtlenség. Egy lehetséges élesítése 
ennek az egyenlőtlenségnek Bonnesen-től ill- Ohmann-tól szárma­
zik .
Bébi zonyitották,
У (A) V(B) 
<— --- + — ---) ,
, 1 / n - 1 , , „ v 1 / n - 1 . n - 1hogy Уп*(A+B) > (m(A) +m(B) )
П ” 1ahol m(A) := maxíy .(AD (R +u) ) } és an — 1
m(A) m(B)
maximum az Rn 1 összes ucRn eltoltjára vonatkozik /hason­
lóan m(B)/. Henstock ésMacbeath az l-dmenziós B-M-L-egyenlct- 
lenség egyenlőségi feltételeinek bizonyítása során megadtak 
az egyenlőtlenség egy érdekes kiterjesztését /integrál egyen­
lőtlenséget/, amelyet később Dinghas terjesztett ki magasabb 
dimenzióra. A cikk a B-M-L egyenlőtlenségnek eme két irányba
vett továbbfejlesztésével foglalkozik. Az egyik irány az, 
n*~ "1amikor a Aíl(R +u) helyett az AD(S+uj-kat vesszük, ahol 
S egy к-dimenziós lineáris altér, 1 < к < n-1. A másik irány 
a Henstock-Macbeath-Dinghas (H-M-D)-féle integrál egyenlőtlen­
ség olyan tovább-fejlesztései, illetve élesítései, hogy azok 
kiadják az első irányban bizonyított mértékelméleti egyenlőt­
lenségek "integrál-egyenlőtlenséges" kiterjesztéseit. A cikk 
eredményei mind kiterjesztik, mind élesitik az eddig ismert 
eredményeket. A cikk a H-M-D-tipusu egyenlőtlenségeknek három 
érdekes alkalmazását is tárgyalja.
MTA SZTAKI Közlemények 39/1988 p. 195-228.
DISPERSIONS, PROJECTIONS AND MEASURE OF COVERING 
IN EUCLIDEAN SPACES
В . U H R I N
Computer and Automation Institute, 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
1502 Budapest, Pf. 63., Hungary
1. Introduction
Let E be a Euclidean space (finite dimensional linear 
space) and ft. be the Lebesgue measure in E. The snace E 
can be considered as a locally compact Abelian group 
with the vector addition as the group operation and ft 
as the Haar measure.
For A ,BcE, A+B means the algebraic (Minkowski) addition 
of the sets, in particular A+x is the translation of 
A by the X. For any finite set A, |Aj is the cardinality 
of A. For a linear subspace HcE let h^,...,h^eH be a 
basis of H, then the set
(xé H •. X = zLa,-V,
i-1 is called a basic parallelotcpe
of H. For anv set ScE by lin(S) we mean the linear hull 
of S, i.e. the smallest linear subspace containing S.
The dimension of any linear subspace HcE is denoted by 
dim (H).
Let McE be any closed (not necessarily discrete) subgroup
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of E. Given a bounded L-measurable set A cE, one can ask 
what portion of E is covered by the family C A+m^raGf4*
In other words, we are interested in evaluation of
(1.1) fL  ( (A+M) П G(r) ) ,
where G(r)isthe closed Euclidean ball centered at the 
origin © with sufficiently large radius r when compared 
with the "size" of A.
Let us see two particular cases.
If M is a linear subspace, take a linear subspace T 
such that M©T = E (the direct sum). Then
(1.2) ( (A+M) f\ G(r) ) ~ ^(5T( A) + W) • C ( r ) ,
where 1T(A) is the projection of the set along M into T, 
W is a basic parallelotope of M of the unit measure 
and C(r) is a term depending on r only. One can check 
easily that the quantity
(1.3) <X(M,A) := ^L( 7T(A) + W)
depends only on M and A (it does not depend on T and W). 
We call <x(M,A) the measure of covering E by (M-trans- 
lates of) A.
Let M c E  be a discrete subgroup and define
(1.4) D(M,A) := ( mcM: m^©, А П (A+m) .
We call this set the dispersion of A (with respect to M)
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It is clear that
(1.5) D (M,A+x) = D (M,A) ¥ x«E.
Denote
(1.6) M(a) : = { mcD (M, A) : aeA+m}, aeA,
and
(1.7) A (i) := {aeA: |M(a)| =i-l} , i=l,2,...
Obviously
(1.8) A = (J A ( i ) 
i*l
and
(1.9) ^(A) = X. ^(A(i) ) . 
i*l
One can easily see that
(1.10) /£((A+M) n S(r) ) ~ (  X  ) • 1 м п & г ) \  
C i?1 l '
We call the quantity
(1.11) <k (H. A) = = Z .  rJ------«>1
the measure of covering E by (M-translates of) A.
This definition is meaningful also for trivial discrete 
subgroup M= because in this case D(M,A)=0, hence
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A (i) -ф for ± y l , so
(1 .11') e( ( {0} /A) = U^. (A) .
If M cE is an arbitrary closed subgroup then by a well 
known theorem (see, e.g. [1]) ,
where L is a discrete subgroup and S a linear subspace. 
In this case combining (1.3) and (1.11) , we shall call 
the quantity
the measure of covering E by A. Here V  is the projection 
of E along S into lin(L) ® T M  where T is a linear subspace 
such that lin (L)ffi S®T =E, W is a basic parallelotope 
of S of unit measure and (1T(A))(i) is defined as (1.7) with 
lin(L)ф T instead of E and L instead of M. One can 
easily see that <Х(м,А) does not depend on T and W.
The aim of this paper is to prove some interesting 
properties of oc(M,A) especially^the function oc(M,tA) 
for tÿO. The relation between o((M^,A) and c*(M2,A), 
where  ^M2 are two subgroups is studied as well.
(1 .12) M= L © S,
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2. Some general properties of oc(M,A)
In this section we shall show some general properties of 
oc(M,A) which can be proved quite easily. We shall formulate 
them in the most abstract and general form, but they can be 
anderstood better if we identity the quantities and concepts 
involved using usual "representations" of them.
In what follows in any quotient space,say E/H (where H is 
a closed subgroup), defined as a collection of different 
cosets [H+x}(xtE, for any element cbcE/H, (o) means the 
subset (H+x) of E. The canonical projection x ->{H + x} 
of E into E/H is denoted by y) if H is a discrete subgroup 
and by IT if H is a linear subspace.
In the case when H is a linear subspace, the E/H can be 
represented by points of a linear subspace V such that 
H © V=E. If H is discrete subgroup, we take a linear subspace 
G cE such that lin(H) ф G=E and after that take a basic cell 
Q of H in lin(H). Then E/H can be represented by the points 
of Q®G.
In the case when McE is a closed subgroup,i.e. M= L©S,the 
E/M can be represented by the points of QeT, where T is a 
linear subspace such that lin(L) ®S»T =E and Q is a basic 
cell of L in lin(L) .
So, let McE be a closed subgroup, M= L®S and AcE a bounded 
L-measurable set.
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Assertion 2.1.
(2.1) oc(M,A+x) = cx(M,A) V’ xeE,
(2.1') c*(M,A) ^ oi ( M , B ) if AçB . □
Proof : Obvious. ■
Assertion 2.2.
(2.2) «(M,A) ' = sf (TT(A) ) ) ,
where, denoting by McE/S the discrete subgroup {u+Siu^T t 
is the canonical projection of E/S into (E/S)/л? , T  
is the canonical projection of E into E/S and p' is the 
L-measure in E/S. О
ЛProof : First observe that (E/S)/M can be represented
by E/M. Identify the spaces involved by their represen­
tations: E/S~lin (L)Í T ; M~L; (E/S)/М~E/M ~Q«T, where
Q is a basic cell of L in lin(L) ; J  : lin (L) $ T  -> Q®T 
ТГ:Е -> lin (L) © T.
ЛLet and ft denote the L-measures in lin(L)©T 
respectively. Then the term ( ( ТГ ( A) )Ci) .+• IV }
is equal to P l ( ('ÎT(A) ) ( i) ) , because p*(\i) =1 
lin (L) ®T«S =E. Hence
(2.3) off/^A) * 2 L  *
i>i i
The right hand side of (2.3) concerns the discrete
and S 
in (1.13) 
and
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subgroup L in the space lin(L) 9 T, so it is nothing else 
than <x(L, «"(A)), where is the measure of covering 
lin(L)® T by тг(А). Denote B = ÎT(A).
It is clear that
(2.4) >/(fr(x) ) = ( 7T(y)) if and only if x-y e M
or equivalently
(2.4') ^  (Т(х) ) = (1F(y) ) if and only if 7Г(х) -ТГ(у) €
On the other hand , one can easily see that B(i) is 
equal to the union of i-tuples { b^,... ,b^} , b  ^e В (i) 
such that
(2.5) br-bs e L for all r,s = l,2...,i, 
and
(2.6) [ h ir . . . ,b± } Г\ { b^, . . . ,b\ } = ф
for any two i-tuples.
Taking the elements of each i-tuple into some prescribed 
order (say, into lexicographic order), we can collect 
all first members into one set, all second ones into 
other set, e.t.c. We get i sets, say B(i). , j = l,...,i, 
which's union is equal to B(i).
The properties (2.4*), (2.5) and (2.6) show that
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(2.7) Ьг) = y?(bs)
for any two members of an i-tuple and
(2.8) ^(b) 4 j (c)
if and only if b and c belong to different i-tuples. 
From these we can easily conclude that
(2.9) Q; ( L , В ) (f (B) )
hence (2.2) is true. ■
In fact we have just also proved that
M ((Tr(A) (0) ^ ^(2.10) OC(M,A) = T L  h----:----= CX ( n ,  Ъ(А))
1
where (,ÎT(A))(i) concerns the discrete subgroup M in E/S 
and oi is the measure of covering in EAS*
If M is discrete then S= {©} , so E/S = E, M=M, {* * u (A) =A. 
If M is a linear subspace then L={©J,/ so M = {© + S}
(the trivial "discrete subgroup") hence DiMj'fr'CA)) =0, 
consenquently M (b) = 0 and (Tf(A))(i) = 'ti'(A) for i = l and
(TT(A)) (i) =0 for i~}2, so we have got back to (1.3) .
The identity (2.10) shows that
(2.10') оС(М,А) = <x(M' ,A)
for any two closed subgroups M, M' such that M=L©S, 
M' = L'©S and M = M'.
This fact is clear also from the definition (1.13) of 
ot(M,A) .
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In the course of the proof we have proved an interesting 
identity: Let McE be discrete, ACE bounded L-measurabi 
and y? the canonical projection E->E/M ~ Q ®T.
Then
(2.11) *(/<*>> - ■ 
i*1 1
We know that
(2.12) м ш  - 2 Z ^ Ai<>) ■ 
Г
The canonical projection y?(A) can be also written as 
(2.13) vy7(A) = { л е £ ® Т ;  A П (M+x) +<p }
and this implies a following decomposition
(2.14) (A) = (J A-
£Я
where
(2.15) Ai :- (x € Q®T : | А Л (M +x) \ =i}, i=0,l,...
So we have
(2.16) f  (A) ) = XI (4 (А±) • 
t>/
Using a similar proof as that in the previous assertion, 
we can prove
(2.17) ^( a ) - Z L  г 
*>/
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For full dimensional discrete subgroups (lattices) this 
identity can be found in [ 2 J and played a quite interesting 
role there. The identity (2.17) is true in more general 
structures as well,[2].
The identities (2.11) and (2.12) parallels those of (2.16) 
and (2.17), respectively.
The definition (1.13) of o<(M,A) depends only on M and A 
if E is fixed, but it depends also on E through the 
measure ^ . In папу situations oc(M,A)=0, especially when 
ТПА) is of measure zero in lin(L)©T. This is so when, 
say, A belongs to E'+x, where E'cE is a linear subspaçe 
such that McE'. In the latter case, we can measure 
"the covering of (E'+ x) by A" simply taking into (1.13) the 
L-measure from (E' + x) :
Here 7Г and W means the same as in (1.13), i.e. и 
is the projection of E into lin(L)®T and W is a basic 
parallelotope of unit volume in S . The «х’(М,А) is 
independent of x in the sense that it is the same for any 
(E' +x) if the projection of A c(e ' + x) is the same. More 
exactly, one can easily see that
(2.19) '^((iiU) )(i) + W) = ^ '((ïrU-xKt) + W)
wnere 7Г' is the projection of E' into lin(L) © T' and 
T' is such that lin(L)©S©T' = E'.
Assertion 2.3 Let MeE'cE, where M is a closed subgroup,
(2.18) A c  E +• x .
E' linear subspace. Let AcE be a bounded L-measurable set.
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Then
(2.20) oc(M,A) = \ y(w) dw ,
irV/))
where Tr' is the canonical projection E —>■ E/E' and
(2 .21)
'f(ui) -
0 if А Л (w) is not L-measurable
°<'(fjyА П М )  if A n (w) is L-measurable
(Recall that (w) means the set (E' + x)).
Roughly speaking (2.20) says that
(2.20') oC(M,A) =  ^ <*’(M,A П (w) ) dw,
W O
if A 0 (E* + x) is measurable for all x (if say, A is
convex, then this is certainly true).
Proof : Using (2.10) we transform the whole problem to
E/S, E'/S, TT(A) and M, so it is enough to prove (2.20) 
for M discrete.
Let Q be a basic cell of M in lin(M), and T linear subspace 
such that lin (M)$T = E . Let T=T1© T /
where lin(M)®T^ =E' and E'®T' =E. Now we have to prove 
(2.22) ^(>/?( A)) y/(y) dy
тг'(А)
where 'ft'4 is the projection of E into T ' f y? is the
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canonical projection of E into Q®T and
(2.23) y  (if).f О if Ao (E ' + y) is not L-measurable^(AO(E' + y))) if А П ( E ' +y ) is 
L-measurable.
Writing the identity
(2.24) A = U  (А Л (E' + y)
yeirYA)
we get
(2.25) o ?  (A) =  ü  J? ( А П  ( E '  +  у ) ) ,
7 y€iT '(A)
becauese the sets A/i(E' + y) are pairwise disjoint.
But
(2.26) ^  (Ad (E# +y) ) с E' + y.
Indeed, by (2.13) we have
(2.27) ( A y)) = 6 C?®> : A 0 (E'+y) Ф P У
and City)ФТ^Е', hence for y$T', (E' +y) Г) (M+>0 = f> if
x^E' + y. The inclusion (2.26) implies that
(2.28) ^  (A) 0 (E'+y) = f  (Af|(E'+y))
hence by the Fubini theorem (see, e.g. [зЗ ) the function
2 0 7
^ (А) П (E'+y) is measurable for almost all y elf'(A) 
and
(2.29) jU ( y? ( A) ) t^'( ÿ(A) П (E'+y) ) dy
ЪУА)
This gives (2.22) by (2.28). ■
Assertion 2.4, Let McE be a discrete subgroup, AcE 
bounded L-measurable and t" a regular linear transformation 
of E onto E. Then
(2.30) cx(M,TA) =ldetff)l • o<(V*M,A)
where the inverse of t" and I det (r) \ is the
absolute value of the determinant of T' . П
Proof : The subgroup M is also discrete.
Using the definitions one can easily see that
(2.31) D (M, T'A) =tD(M',A),
(2.32) |M' (a) [ = [M (га) I 
and
(2.33) (TA) (i) = Г((А)' ( i) ) , i = l,2,... ,
where
(2.34) (A) '(i) :={ a 6 A: ( M' (a)( = i-1}.
These give (2.30) at once. ■
/
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Assertion 2.5 Let M= L©ScE be a closed subgroup, A e E 
bounded L-measurable and T* a linear transformation of E 
such that
(2.35) rS = S and x £ S  =£> rx £ S
(i.e. S is the maximal invariant subspace of r ) .
Then there is a discrete subgroup L'cE such that denoting 
M': = L'»S we have
(2.36) ttM' = M
(2.37) «  (M, T'A) = I det(r )| • * (m ’,A) ,
where r* :E/S E/S is the linear regular transforma­
tion defined as
(2.38) Г {x + S } = {T"x + S } , {x+S } a E/S. □
Proof : Let M and 'S' be as in the Assertion 2.2.
It is clear that 'й'('ГА) = ' Т 1 Г ( А ) , hence by (2.10) we
get
(2.39) <x (M, T" A) = * (M, T IT (A) )
The condition (2.35) implies that T  : E/S E/S 
is a linear regular transformation, so applying
(2.30) we get
(2.40) <*(М,ТГА) = |det ( $ ) ( . ä  ( t'1 M, iT(A))
/-» J ^The set T  M is a discrete subgroup of E/S, hence
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it can be written in the form L'® S where L' is a 
discrete group in E such that У1 'У2 €1^' v2
implies (v^+S) П (v2 + S) = 0. Denoting M'=L'®S 
and using (2.10) we get (2.37). It is clear that for 
L' (2.36) is true. ■
Remark 2.6. If M is discrete then M' in the previous 
assertion is unique it equals to Tr1ti . If M is a 
linear subspace, then L'={,©). For general M, r ~l M
is unique and there are many discrete subgroups L' 
"representing" M. As to (2.36) it is clear that
T ( T  -1 M) = M, hence {vv- S} -{'t v + S } = f « f S }  
for vcL', u«L. All such L' are good in (2.37) and this 
implies that ot(M',A) does not depend on the particular 
choice of L '.
(This is clear also from (2.10')). Denote
(2.41) ( T )“* Cx) E : Т у  = X ír
(the "inverse domain" of x).
\The L' in Assertion 2.5 is any subgroup L' containing
-1exactly one element in each ít)íw)(víL. u 
The last assertion of this section deals with the 
relation of o((M-^ ,A) to oc(M2,A) , where M^,M2 are 
two closed subgroups of E.
Assertion 2.7. Let = L-^ Ф and M2 = L2®S2 be 
two closed subgroups of E. If
(2.42) si = s2 and M1 c M2
then
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(2.43) o<(M2,A) ^ ос (M1 ,A) .
If (2.42) holds and
(2.44) D(M1# ГАШ )  = D(M2, \(A) ) ,
then
(2.45) oc(M2,A) = i4(M1 ,A) . □
Proof : The condition S^ = S2 implies that T^(A) (Л) c E / s i
Л*and M-^ c M2 are discrete subgroups of E/S-^ . Hence by
(2.3) it is enough to prove the theorem for S-^ = S2 = 
i.e. when M ^ c M 2 are discrete subgroups of E.
Denote by M^(a), A-^ (i) and M2 (a), A2(i) the sets 
(1.6), (1.7) defined for and M2, respectively.
The condition M^cM2 implies that (M^(a)| £ |M2(a)( for 
all acA, hence
(2.46) A1 (i) = U  (Ах (1) Г) A2(j)) 
and
(2.47) A2 (i) = Ü  (A2 (i) П Ax ( j) ) •
It is clear that
(2.48) A ~ U A.(0 = U A^ i)
<>i «
These three relations imply
(2 49) У  ^ *У У  ^  A1(Q')A2fj)) _ 2~ S*(Aj/0)
i>A 1 i>/ №  Í i>f 1
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This shows (2.43) .
If D(MlfA) =D(M2,A) , then M^a) = M2 (a) for all a<*A, 
consenquently А-.Ш = A2 (i) for all i, yielding (2.45). ■
Remark 2.8. The condition (2.42) is in some sense a 
necessary condition for the assertion to hold. We 
shall discuss this question in Section 4. □
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3 . Discrete subgroups
In this section two main results of the paper will be 
proved, together with some interesting corollaries.
Theorem 3.1. Let A cE be a convex body, and M c E  
a discrete subgroup. Then the function
(3.1) t~áoc(M,tA)
is non-decreasing in t for t^O, where Osj$dim(E)-dim(M). Ü
Proof : Because of (2.1) we can assume that QeA. The monotony 
of (3.1) is clearly equivalent to
(3.2) <*(M,AA)£ А*-о«(М,А) ^ 0 S A £ 1 .
Hence it is enough to prove (3.2) (or (3.1)) for j=dim(E)-dim(M)
Let E' = V := lin(M) and use the Assertion 2.3. Now Afl (V+y) 
is measurable for all ytT, where VoT-E, hence
(3.3) <x(M,A) = j «к'/И, А П( М+^ ) )  d y  ,
VM)
(3.4) *(/4,A/4) * S A4 П (V+ v;)
Alr/A;
Changing the variable v= A у in the last integral we get
(3.5) ч ( М , Л А ) *  ^  Í »< ' ( n * A 0 ( V  + *y))4y .
ТГ(А)
Let у eTT(A) and а (у) be a point of Afl(V+y) . The convexity 
of A implies
(2.6 ) A 4 H ( V + A y )  - A ^ y )  £ A fl ( v + t j )  -  oap  .
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taking into account the definition
(2.18) of £*’(M,A) and the remarks after that, the inclusion
(3.6) and (2.1') imply
(3.7) cx'(M'AA n(V+Ay)) ç °('Cn,Ar)(Viy))
and this proves (3.2). ■
Let M]_£‘M2 £• • • £Mgc:E be discrete subgroups and A.cE be a convex 
body. So we have
(3.8) «Г*,,*)« 4(>W '  * "■* •
Define a sequence (A) Í cj2 (A) < ... ^ t?s_< (A) ^ cJs (A) : =
as follows
(3.9) *£( A): su p fft;> 0  : * (М9 / *Л)Ш * ( M j }4A) Vе OÇiéco}  .
Theorem 3.2. Let A c E  be a convex body and M-^ e . . .cMgcE 
discrete s 
such that
ubgroups. Let cJ-%. 0, j = l, 2 , . . . , s-1, be any numbers
3
(3.10)
Then
"/-< * ° i  s a i  " )
l) if O i i i u ,
/
fc,
°<lns ,iA)
(3.11) q
J - S-f &L:c f o&/ * /
where k^= dim(E) -dim(Mj ) , j=l,2,...,s. Q
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Proof : The theorem is a simple consequence of Theorem 3.1. 
For 0€t£{Jj , «(Mg ,tA) = «.(MptA) by the definition of (A)
Assume we have proved (3.11) for t - O y  and let cJ- $ t £ ,
By the definition of (A) we have
(3.1/) t * W « s,tA) • { * » ' * ( * „ , , * * )
and using the monotony of the right hand side of (3.12) 
we get
-£• -k-(3.13) i *fi«(t1SltA) >  U j  ***« (Mj+t ,b)jA) .
But
(3.14)
and applying the proved inequality for t=iJy we 1et (3.11) ■
Remark 3.3. We have no assumptions on the dimensions of 
Mj . If, say, kj=kj+]_' i.e. MjCMj+j but lin (M^  ) =lin (M^  + ^) } 
or Mj=M^+ ,^ then
(3.15) VW„*A) >(£ fyfir '(
>1 (J-l
and in this case O ’ disappears from (3.11), i.e. the<7
result is the same as that without M^.
This shows that in spite of the fact that there is no 
bound on the number s of subgroups, the theorem is 
effective only if all к .-s are different and in this case 
s 4Í din£) (or S£dini(E)+1 if c U m f H , ) =0 ). □
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Corollary 3.4 Let A c. E and cE be as in Theorem 3.2.-------- -----  1~ s
Let 0 ^ s ^ 5  := 'f~a° be such that
(3.16) D (Mg , ^ЛА)= D (Mj , ^  A) j — 1,2 , . . . , s 1.
Then
(3.17)
where kj=dim(E)-dim(Mj). □
Proof. By the Assertion 2.7, the condition (3.16) implies 
that
(3.18) c*(Ms, ^jA) = ex’ (Mj^jA)
Hence A'Í0,'(A), so the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are' 4 оsatisfied for ®
Lemma 3.5. Let Mce be a discrete subgroup and A«-E 
bounded L-measurable set such that
(3.19) dim (D(M,A) V {©» =k
Then there is a discrete subgroup bsM such that dim (L)=k and
(3.20) D (L,A) = D (M,A) - D
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Proof. Use the obvious identity
(3.21) £0}uD(M,A) = ( (A-A) П M) .
We see that dim ((A-A)П M)=k. Take S = lin ((A-A)Q M) . Then 
L := MOS is the wanted subgroup, because (A-A)л L=(A-A)Л MnS = 
= (A-A)0 M. *
Corollary 3.6. Let A cE be a convex body and McE a 
discrete subgroup. Let = be such numbers
that
(3.22) dim(D(M A-A) U  { ©У) = dim(E) -k . , j =1,2 , . . . , s-1,
à J
where k1?k2'j ... ^kg  ^; ks:=dim(E)-dim(M) .
Then
where L : = Mrjlin ( Af(/)-A) ON) □
Proof : By the Lemma 3.5 there is a sequence of subgroups
M. £ M,, e . . . £ M  =M such that 1 2 s
(3.24) dim(M.) = dim(D(M, Д/А)с/£0>) = dim(E)-k.3 d jand
(3.25) D (Mj , Aj-А) =D ( M , Aj A ) ) .
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Indeed, M.:= M O I  in j j =l,2,...,s-l,
and 2 j ( / \ - A )  O M Ç A j u  l A - A ) f t W implies that £ Mj + i ■ 
Let L:= and apply the Corollary 3.4. *
Let Л. с Е be a discrete subgroup of full dimension, 
dim(A)=dim (E) (a point lattice) and let AcE be a 
convex body. Denote by У- the successive minima of
9A-A, i.e.
(3.26) I/..-« <>»-f ft*0: ПА) f /* 1, .
Then we have 
Corollary 3.6.
r = if Oit é
(3.27) û^ CA,tA) y .
l ï  *П“< П Г * Ьi=f *)у*М ) ‘Ï У/ 6 *
r  V ;n ,
Proof: Assume first that
(3.28) О < < *t < -  < J'* .
Then for sufficiently small £>0 denoting i/. • v.-£ we 
have y. . < P*. v" < î£ < — < к. , consequentlv bv the
definition of
(3.29) dim ( y. (A-A) /1Л )=i-l, i = l,2,...,n.
Applying the Corollary 3.6 and taking into account that 
«С ( {0}f we get
2 1 8
n
(3.30) c^CA.tA) f  . :
n-1 1 —4  í V Ï Ï 7 ,
l-l c
= t /<■ (A) 
){<(*)
if Ost S
If, say, 1a_, < У- “ < J^'+i , then denoting again
; dim( i7. (A-A) л Л  )=dim( (A-A) О Л  ) = j-1,
and, by the Remark 3.3, (3.30) holds again. Letting tend
£. -> 0 we get from (3.30) the estimation (3.27). ■
Applying (3.27) for j=n and taking into account (2.2) 
we get
ü(3.31) flfyitA)) £( U ) A M )  if * ^  .t-f
This is an inequality proved earlier (see, e.g. [4Ü), 
and this gives the successive minima theorem at once (t4]) . 
For symmetric convex bodies (i.e. such that A = -A) , the 
inequality (3.27) (where fltyttA)) is instead of<*(A,tA)) can
be found in C 5 3.
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4. Arbitrary closed subgroups
The question is which results of the previous section can 
be extended to the case when M = L«S is an arbitrary closed 
subgroup. It turned out that the basic Theorem 3.1 holds 
true also in this general case.
Theorem 4.1, Let AcE be a convex body and M=L®SeE a 
closed subgroup. Then the function
(4.1) t j*(M,tA)
is non-decreasing in t for t*0, where 0$ jidim(E)-dim(M) . a
Proof : The same as that of Theorem 3.1 . *
The extension of the remaining parts of the results for 
discrete subgroups to general closed subgroups seems to be 
quite a difficult question: it depends on the validity 
of oc(M2,A) $ « (M^, A) . The following examples show 
that this inequality is in general not true if S ^ S 2.
be the usual unit vectors and let 
nu. VCl,c2) (int (.) means the "integer" hull of the 
vectors, i.e. the point lattice generated by them), L2:= int(e^) 
S1 = lin(e2), s2 : - lin(e2,e2). It is clear that
Let e^,e2,e^eR' 
int (e^ e ,
M1:= L1®S1 C M2 : =L2®S2 ,•*4 Now E/S^~ lin (L^ ) , E/S2 ~lin(L2)
M1 ~ L1'
A  AM2 ~ L 2, hence M2 c , implying «*(М^,А) <<x(M2A)
for all AcR . Let and M2 be as previously and L^=int(a), 
where a = ( 1,1,0) . Then E/S-^^lin(L2) 9 lin(e2) t L*^  c L2©lin(e2)
One can easily find sets A,В cR^ such that ,A) <*c<(M2,A)
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and e<(M',B) > лг(М2 ,В) > О, where = L^eS^. Let М2 be
again as above and L.u be a discrete subgroup of lin(e9).
3 1Let M^' = Ц' <© lin(e2) . Then there are A,B c R such that
c< (M у ,A) <-o{(M2 ,A) and °с(му ,В) >«.(M2 /В) . Finally the same
is true if L^ c L 2 i.e. denoting = L^ Ф ; M2 as above,
3 ^one can find -sets A,BcR s.t. oc(M^,A)<oc(M2 ,A) and
3£*(7?,, B) > ,8) • In four above cases M^cM0cR , but
tx(M2 f A)$ o<(M, ,A) is not true for all A. The reason for 
this is that S-^   ^ S2- Using the Assertion 2.7 only a 
following extension of the Theorem 3.2 can be proved.
Theorem 4.2. Let AcE be a convex body and : = L^<®ScE 
i=l,2,...,s, be closed subgroups such that
(4.2) Mx с M2 c ... e M c E/S.
Let и - ъ О , j=1,2 , . . . ,s-1 , be numbers satisfying
<7
(4.3) * <ÿfA) ,
where Cc^ -(A) are defined by (3.9). Then
( 4 * 4 )  0|ГЛГ5,^ ) U
(/ 15 +°° ,
where к^=dim (E)-dim(M^) j=l,2,...,s . □
It is clear that all results of the previous section can 
be written down for closed subgroups fulfilling the 
assumptions of the previous theorem.
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5. Concluding remarks
1. Let _A.cE be a point lattice (discrete subgroup of full
dimension). Using the identity (2.2) a result in [2] yields
(5.1) « ( Л ,  A) z2./U(A) (2 + fDfA(rf)|)-f
Even some sharper estimations of similar type (using again
(2.2)) can be proved (se e l 2 J , C ^ l  for details).
in Г 71
(5.2)
we have proved a converse inequality
ч ( Л , А )  s ( # « А - А ) 0 Л } А )  - f i ( A ) ) . \ D U L , A ) \ ' ,
where /< ( Ъ  ' A)( В cj\, ^ is a sort of "measure of A". 
The inequality (5.2) can be weakened to yield
(5.3) o ( ( A tA) 5
^  ( A-A + A)
(an inequality essentially due to H. Hadwiger, Щ  via (2.2) t see [7]J 
The inequality (5.1) can be extended to more general structures 
as well, Z U  .
The proof of (5.1) depended on the identities (2.16) and
(2.17), hence using the same method we get easily that
(5.4) <x(M,A) * 2^f(A)*(2+ |'D (M, A) | ) _1
where now M eE is any discrete subgroup.
Similarly, (5.2) is true for lower dimensional discrete
subgroups M as well.
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(5.5) et(H A) $(/“  ( С А ~ А ) П М ; А )  - р М П  ■ (D(” ,4)l
(for the exact meaning of ^(B;A) see C?J ).
2. Let -Л с E be a point lattice again. Using the identity
(2.2) the results th [SJ and [ij-J give
where К is a symmetric convex body (i.e.K=-K), Ai 
successive minima of К, C a convex body and vy successive 
minima of C-C.
As we have seen, both result are special cases of our 
Corollary 3. 6.
Both inequalities (5.6) and (5.7) has been used for the 
proof of successive minima theorem.
A decomposition of A of the type (1.8) and a sum of the 
type on the right hand side of (1.11) can be found in [9].
They played a role in one of the proofs of successive 
minima theorem.
We can state that the research reported on in this 
paper stem from two sources : the sharpening and extension (У. 1) 
of Minkowski convex body t h e o r e m ^ a n d  a detailed 
study of successive minima theorem .
(5.6) ofCii.'tK’)
r\
o((j^ynC) Z-S<CC) il i-y
3. As to extensions of the results to sequences of closed
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subgroups M.:= such that Si are not equal each
to other, we have some preliminary results but they 
are formally so complicated that it is quite difficult 
to see what is going on.
The result (5.1) can be extended to structures more 
general than E: locally compact Abelian groups and 
their discrete subgroups (see, U J  ) .
An interesting theme of study would be to extend the 
results of this paper (at least those in Section 3) 
to these general structures. This seems to be not hopeless.
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DISPERSIONS, PROJECTIONS AND MEASURES OF COVERING IN 
EUCLIDEAN SPACES
B. Uhrin
Summary
Let M c Rn be a closed (not necessarily discrete) subgroup 
of Rn (considering Rn as a locally compact Abelian group, 
where the Lebesgue measure y is the Haar measure and the 
vector addition is the group operation). Let A c Rm be a 
bounded L-measurable set and let A+M denote the algebraic 
sum of A and M, i.e. the union of all sets of the form A+m, 
where m runs through M. The paper deals with the evaluation 
of y ( (A+M) flG(r) ) , where G(r) is a ball of radius r (r is 
large comparing with the "size" of A). It is showed that 
y ((A+M)DG(r) ) is approximately equal to the product of two 
numbers, one of them depending on A and M only and the 
second one on r only. Denote the first one by a(M,A) (this 
is called the measure of covering). The paper is devoted to 
a detailed study of properties of a(M,A). Some identities 
(or equivalent forms) are proved for a(M,A). The main result 
is as follows: Let К c Rn be a convex body. If the dimen- 
sion of M is n-k, then a(M,tK)/t is an increasing 
function of t for t > 0. Many other results can be found 
in the paper, say, from the above property of a(M,tK) а 
sharpening of a classical theorem in the geometry of numbers 
(the successive minima theorem) easily follows.
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DISZPERZIÓK, PROJEKCIÓK ÉS LEFEDÉSI MÉRTÉKEK EUKLIDESZI 
TEREKBEN
Uhrin Béla
Összefoglaló
Legyen M c Rn egy zárt /nem feltétlenül diszkrét/ részcso­
portja Rn-nek. Itt az Rn-et egy lokálisan kompakt Ábel csoport­
nak fogjuk fel, ahol a y Lebesgue mérték a Haar-mérték és a 
vektorok összege a csoport művelet. Legyen A Rn egy korlá­
tos L-mérhetö halmaz és jelöljük A+M-el az.A és M algebrai 
összegét /azaz az A+m halmazok unióját, ahol m befutja az 
M-et/. A cikk azzal a kérdéssel foglalkozik, vajon "mennyire" 
fedi le az A+M halmaz az Rn-et, pontosabban meghatározandó 
a y ((A+M)í~lG(r)) mérték, ahol G(r) az r sugaru gömb 
/r nagy az A nagyságához képest/. A cikkben megmutatjuk, hogy 
a y(A+M)DG(r)) közelitöleg két szám szorzataként állithatc 
elő, ahol az egyik csak az A-tól és M-töl függ, jelöljük ezt 
a(M,A)-val és a másik csak az r-töl, jelöljük ezt C(r)-el.
A cikk az a(M,A)-nak /amelyet a lefedés mértékének nevezünk/ 
tulajdonságait vizsgálja. Az a(M,A)-ra több azonosság van 
bizonyítva. Az egyik fő eredmény a következő: Legyen К С  Rn 
egy konvex test. Ha az M dimenziója n-k, akkor a(M,tK)/t 
monoton növekvő függvénye a t-nek, t > 0-ra. A cikkben sok 
egyéb eredmény is van, pl. az a(M,tK) fenti tulajdonságából 
a geometriai számelmélet egyik klasszikus tételének /a szuk­
cesszív minimum tétel/ egy élesítése és kiterjesztése könnyen 
adódik.
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ON THE STAR NUMBER OF A SET-LATTICE
В . UHRIN
Computer and Automation Institute, 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences
1502 Budapest, Pf. 63., Hungary
1. Introduction
Let, -AcRn be the integer combination of n linearly 
independent vectors b^b^,...^ e Rn (the point lattice 
of full dimension). Let us call the collection of
the sets { S + u}, u é A ,  the set-lattice, where S cRn 
is a bounded set ("Figurengitter" by Hadwiger flj).
Denote by T (^  ) the number of points u é A  (the zero 
point 0 included) such that SO (S+u)/0. This number is 
called the star number of ^  ("Treffenzahl" by Hadwiger 
[2]). The number T (/) has been introduced and studied when 
У  is either a packing or covering of Rn (see, e.g. [37, f4l 
for more details), but it is obviously meaningful in the 
above most general situation as well.
The set S is called symmetric with centre xeRn if 
(S-x)=-(S-x).
If the centre of symmetric is the point 0 then S is called
symmetric.
Erdős and Rogers [57 proved that if S cRn is a symmetric
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convex body (i.e. S=-S) such that X  is a covering of
R“ (i.e. Ü  (S+u)=Rn), then 
иел.
(1.1) T(A) ^ 2П+1-1.
Groemer [ 6 ]  extended (1.1) to any bounded ScrRn , i.e. 
he proved that (1.1) holds for any bounded symmetric S 
such that У  covers the Rn . Groemer derived his result 
from a more general inequality. He first introduced the 
so called reduced star number t (У) ("reduzierte Treffenzahl" 
as follows.
Given a u e A  such that S Г) (Б+и)^0, we take all v t A  
for which there is w ê  A  such that v+w=u and (S + v) f) (S+w)/0 
Denote by d(u) the number of such v-s (this has been called 
by Groemer the degree of u).
If we collect all u e A  such that d(u)=k, k?l, then we 
get a decomposition of the set { u еЛ : S G (S+u) ^ 0 }• .
Hence, denoting by N^C/) the number of u-s with d(u)=k, 
we get
(1.2) T(^) = X  Л/(У) .
k*1 k
Then, by definition,the number
(1.3) t(^) : = X  k"1 Nk ((f)
k?l
is called the reduced star number, C 6].
It is clear that d(u)> 2 if u^0, (У) =0
and №)=1 if d(S)=l, consenquently
if d(0)?2
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(1.4) N1 (/)<1.
Now, clearly ([6.7, p.23)
(1.5) ±(*) - j .V (?) + I - ) £ i Ч&)+ i 77У; >
hence (1.4) implies
(1.6) T{S)?2ttf)-l
The relations (1.5) and (1.4) show that equality is in ' 
(1.. 6) if and only if
(1.7) N^(^)=l and Nk (;/7)=0 for all k>2.
The fulfilling the conditions (1.7) has been called
normal set-lattice, [ 6 j .
Groemer proved, using an identity for t(/) (C67, Theorem 1)
that if
(1.8) S=-S and ^  covers the Rn ,
then t(/)=2n , yielding and extension of (1.1) to non-convex 5.
The aim of this paper is to give refinements of the 
inequality (1.6) in the sense that,say,
(1.9) Т(У) > М1 (У) > М2 (У)> 2 t ( y » ) - l  ,
where М^(У), М2 (У) are other well defined characteris­
tics of У .
2 3 2
Using (1.9) we get easily extensions and refinements 
of (1.1). Our inequalities can be used successfully also 
for giving new characterizations of normal set-lattices 
(as equality cases of (1.6)).
The clues to our results are two new type identities 
for T (У7) . The first of them can be found also in 
where it served as a tool for sharpening some upper 
estimations for T(y) (see Section 6 for more details).
We shall give also an identity for that gives a
new interesting insight into the Groemer's decomposition
(1.2) and the quantity t(r') . Finally, our representation 
for T (У) shows an interesting connection between lower 
estimations for T (cf) and a new sharper form of the 
classical Minkowski-Blichfeldt theorem proved in C83(see 
Section 6).
2. The basic identities
Let ^  - Í (S+u) : u  e A  } be a set lattice in Rn where
ScRn is a bounded set and 4 c R n a point-lattice generated
by the basis b^,...,bn c R . Denote P: = [xe.R :x = ZL ,n}
(a unit cell of A) . Denote by A  the lattice i^A i.e. A*
is generated by the basis Ь^,Ь^ ,...,b^éR", where Ь^=*/2&( ,
i=l,2,...,n. It is clear that Л  с/.
One can see easily that the set P':=P f)-A is in a 
one-to-one correspondence with the quotient space A/A.
(the set of different cosets (A+x), x e / l  ) , i.e.
(2.1) A* = P' + A  = ^  (A+x) ,
X£P'
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where the cosets (y\.+x) are mutually disjoint for x£P' 
The canonical map y : A  —?■ Р ' ^ А / Л  is defined as
(2.2) y-'(u) =x/where u <£ A + x  .
For any set A c A ’ by definition
(2.3) U'(A) : = Ü  y/(a) .
' o.eA
The у  (A) is the canonical projection of A into 
P'wC/A. • One can see easily that
(2.4) 'Y'(A) = {X€P' : A'l (A +x) + 0 j; = U  (A+u) (IP'.
' A
For any two sets A,Bc Rn , A+B means the algebraic 
(Minkowski) sum of the sets, i.e. the collection of 
points a+b, aeA, beB. In particular A-B:=A+(-B).
Our first identity is a straight consequence of the 
simple fact
(2.5) {uéA: S П (S + u) / 0 } = (S-S) Г) A  .
Hence
(2.6) Т(У>) = j (S-S) П Л \ ,
where / A ( denotes the cardinality of the finite set A 
Surprisingly enough, to our best knowledge, this 
almost trivial identity nas not been used yet for the 
calculations concerning T(f) (this identity has been 
successfully used also in [7]).
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The second identity is formulated in the following
Theorem 2.1. For any bounded ScRn and any point lattice 
A c R n ,
(2.7) T(S) = 21 21 / 2 L(S-S)Oi^^\ ,
where
(2.8) YC(*)‘,= Y ( 2 1( S - S ) n .A )  У
(2.9) q (/) : = min { i : i?0, 2 ^(S-S) 0Л = (SJ- }■ •
If q (У) =0 or Yj;(^) = ^  then the respective sums are 
considered by definition as zeros. О
Proof : Use (2.6). The condition q ( Y ) =0 means (S-S) O j l - { G У
hence (2.7) is true. Let q(^)> 0. It is clear that
(2.10) I ( S-S ) О A  I = [ 2-1 (S-S) О A ' I .
Using (2.1) we get
(2.11) 2. * 2 (S - S )O A  J  СУ (2 (s~ S ) n  (.Л. + x))yX (z. r
where the non-empty sets in the union are mutually 
disjoint. By the relation (2.4)
ÿ(2''(S-SJ 0 л!)=. f x € p ' :  i ’ V s -S j .O A 'n ^ l tx j  }.(2 .12)
' *But for хеР' , hence
(2.13) y^(2~1(S_S) ) = ixtP' :2-1(S-S) 0 (Л+х) И 0}.
The above identities yield
_ T(iC") *- 2 -  í2‘Vs -S)<0^ a)| ijf
C> 14) T ( * ) - i
(- T ^ ' j  ^  Y< (**) = £ .
where У ‘^  is the set-lattice {(2 ^S + u) :u^A} .
Denote bv F tine set~ls.tti.ee ■> ( 1! "^ S+o) ju syl 3 
Puting into (2.14) У с‘; instead of У  and +
instead of S ' ^ ; we get for all i^C
...... • f t y -(2.15) /id у ~ j . ' V t f t ' J
The later identity shows that
(2.16) 2_:l (S-S) 0 A  ={e> =5> 2”: (S-S)OA = {©^ for all j>i
and
(2.17) 2 '(S-S)'H = t© j => for all j>i.
d
These implications and the definition of q(y) show that 
T ( У  ) =■ \ and (cP) - ф  for all j > q tf) .
ОApplying (2.15) successively we get (2.7). ■
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